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News In Brief
Photographic Pot-pourri is set
for delivery after first of the year
The Photographic Potpourri of Calloway County, a hardbound library
quality pictorial book of old photographs dipicting the area history will
be delivered shortly after the first of the year, a spokesman for
Turner's Publishing Company of Paducah.
The Calloway County Library Volunteers who have collected the contents of the book reg..et that it will not be here in time for Christmas.
They encourage anyone who wishes to give the book as a gift to take
advantage of the gift certificates that are available at the public
library.
The Photographic Potpourri of Calloway County is a beautiful collector's edition of antique pictures printed on beige stock. The cover
Is a rich morocco brown displaying black silk screened artwork. The
book contains 200 pages of rich history and is smyth sewn to last for
many generations to come.
Since this is a limited eidtion book, residents may want to reserve
a copy now by mailing your orders to: Mrs. Gerry Reed, Calloway
County Public Library, 710 Main Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Residents may want to complete the order blank on page 2.
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1,490 missing and feared drowned
MANILA, Philippines ( AP I —
Nearly 1,500 people were missing
and feared drowned today after a
passenger ship packed with holiday travelers collided with an oil
tanker and went down in flames,
shipping sources said.
The oil tanker also sank after
the collision Sunday night. A third
ship that rescued at least 26 people
reported seeing no other
survivors.
The 2,215-ton MV Dona Paz was

bound for Manila from the Leyte
island city of Tacloban when it hit
the 629-ton Philippine tanker MT
Victor at 10 p.m. Sunday (9 a.m.
EST), said Eusebio Go, general
manager of the Sulpicio Lines.
The crash occurred off Mindoro
island, 110 miles south of Manila.
Shipping sources, who spoke on
condition of anonymity, said 1,490
people were listed as missing and
feared drowned.
"I went to a window to see what

happened, and I saw the sea in
flames," said Paquito Osabel, who
was plucked from the water after
he jumped from the Dona Paz. "I
shouted to my companions to get
ready, there is fire. The fire
spread rapidly and there were
flames everywhere.
"People were screaming and
jumping. The smoke was terrible.
We couldn't see each other and it
was dark. I could see flames, but I
jumped."

By The Associated Press
MANAG1A, Nicaragua — The Contra rebels said they launched
the largest offensive of the 6-year-old civil war, sending 7,000 men
against gold processing centers and military bases in northeastern
Nicaragua.
WASHINGTON — Gary Hart's chances of winning the 1988
Democratic presidential nomination are slim, according to fellow
Democratic and Republican candidates who dismiss the reborn contender's strong showing in recent polls.
NEW 10Rii — A pact to end Texaco Inc.'s multibillion-dollar war
with Pennzoil Co. and extricate the oil giant from bankruptcy won
warm endorsement from Pennzoil lawyers but got a mixed review
from their Texaco adversaries. Under the agreement being filed in
U.S. Bankruptcy Court today, Texaco will pay Pennzoil $3 billion
cash and Pennzoil will scrap its $10.3 billion judgment held against
the nation's third-largest oil concern.
W4SJ8V6TON — Poor people in Minnesota have the best chance
of getting adequate health care under Medicaid and those in
Mississippi the worst, a private survey that ranks the programs of
each state said today.
JERUSALEM — Leaders of the Israeli Arab community called for
a general strike today to protest two weeks of violence between their
Palestinian brethren and Israeli troops in the occupied territories.

Olive Boulevard residents
(from left) Pete Waldrop, Burton Young, Archie Simmons,
Kenneth Grogan, Howard
Titsworth, J.D. Rayburn,
Baron West and Rebecca West
were busy Sunday evening
lighting the Christmas
luminaries along the street. A
crew from the Murray Electric System turned off the
street lights to highlight the
luminaries — at left, a car
passes by the rows of lights.
Now a holiday tradition, the
idea was originated in Murray
by Titsworth who had seen the
luminaries elsewhere. The
residents are planning to light
them again tonight at dusk.

How it compares in length
Chicago s Navy Pier 3,000 ft
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Seawise Giant 1,504 ft.

USS Ranger

1,071 ft.
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•Type: Deep-sea ultralarge crude
oil tanker
•Flag: Liberian
•Background: Manufactured in
t Japan by Sumitomo 1976 major
)10, alteration. 1979 lengthened. 1980.
world s largest supertanker it was
chartered by Iran in August. 1986
II Tonnage: 564.739
•Dimensions: Length 1 504 ft
maximum draft 80 74 ft
•Engine type: Turbine
•Service speed: 15 5 knots
(17.8 mph)

Chicago Tribune Graphic
Sources Jane s Merchant Ships Jane s Fighting Ships and Chicago 1ribune news reports
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MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered copy
of the The Murray Linigor
'Moog by 5.30 p.m Monday-Friday
or by 3 30 p m Saturday are urged to call 753-1918 between 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Office Hours — 8 a.m.
- 6 p.m. Monday through Friday,
8 a.m. - 12 p.m. Saturday.

v

SHOPPING DAYS
TIL1 CNRISIMAS
Forecast
Tonight: Becoming mostly
cloudy. Low in the upper 30s.
Light south wind.
Tuesday: Cloudy with a 30
percent chance of showers.
High in the upper 40s. West
wind 10 to 15 mph.
Outlook for Christmas day:
Cloudy with a chance of rain.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

355.3
355.4

(Cont'd on page 2.)

Slaft phelsr Iry Davii The

Murray's per capita income at $8,679

Louisville suburbs have highest state incomes
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
top four cities in average per
capita income in Kentucky are
small Jefferson County cities, according to new Census Bureau
figures.
Leading the state is Sycamore, a

F-4

(Cont'd on page 2)

WASHINGTON (API — Congress is near the final act in its
struggle to send a budget package
to the White House after spending
a long weekend searching for compromises on aid to Nicaragua's
Contra rebels and ironing out
other lingering disputes.
Barring last-minute wrangles,
both chambers planned to vote today on a bill providing $600 billion
for federal agencies to operate in
fiscal 1988, and an accompanying
measure cutting $22.6 billion from
this year's deficit through a mix of
taxes, spending reductions and
asset sales.
In a rare Sunday session,
lawmakers sent President Reagan
a measure extending the government's spending authority until
12:01 a.m. Tuesday. That authority had expired Saturday, and
without an extension federal agencies would have had to keep their
doors locked today. The House
passed it 207-178 and the Senate
approved it on a voice vote. The
president signed the bill late
Sunday.
Legislators and White House officials, in garb ranging from
business suits to jeans and cowboy
boots, spent the weekend in the
Capitol working their way through
disagreements remaining in the
bills. Lawmakers said Sunday
evening that all outstanding items
were settled or near resolution.
"It's just the nature of the
beast," said House Speaker Jim
Wright, D-Texas, explaining why
lawmakers were working late
hours, on a weekend and with
Christmas fast approaching, to
pass budget bills for a fiscal year
that began Oct. 1.

WASHLVGTON —
Auto executive Marvin T. Runyon
is the
new designated chairman of the Tennessee Valley Authority and will
begin serving as TVA chief in January. The Senate confirmed Runyon's nomination on an 81-5 vote Saturday. He succeeds Charles H.
Dean Jr., who has been chairman since 1981.

Seawise Giant

The passenger ship Don Claudio
picked up 24 passengers from the
Dona Paz and two crew members
from the tanker but reported finding no other survivors.
Capt. Melecio Barangco, skipper of the Don Claudio, said his
vessel rushed to the scene after
the crew saw a huge ball of fire.
He said survivors were screaming
for help in the flaming, shark-

Congressional
leaders hope
to send budget
packet today

The glow of Christ ma s

Elsewhere...
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MURRAY - KENTUCKY LAKE
Americo"s Retirement Choice

sixth-class city that consists of 90
condominiums and nearly 200
residents in eastern Jefferson
County. According to census
figures, the city's average annual
income for every man, woman
and child was $60,052.

"We may have a few jet-setters,
and I guess we have our share of
Cadillacs and Corvettes. But I
don't know of any millionaires,
and we have a lot of Hondas and
Toyotas, too," said David Reinman, who resigned in August after

poll was published in a copyright
story in Sunday's editions of The
Courier-Journal.
Twenty-eight percent said they
had tried marijuana at least once,
69 percent said they had never
tried it and 3. percent would not
answer.
A New York Times-CBS News
Poll last month found that more
than one-third of Americans, including more than half of those
under age 45, admitted trying
marijuana.

(Cont'd on page 2)

Marijuana users

Bluegrass poll shows less than one-third
of Kentuckians have used marijuana before
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
Marijuana, perceived by Kentuckians to be widely available,
has been used by all kinds of people in the state, and most think
past use should not disqualify someone for public office, according
to a new poll.
Less than a third of the 801 Kentuckians ages 18 or older interviewed for the Bluegrass State
Poll said they had smoked martjuana, although nearly half said
someone close to them had. The

four years as mayor of Sycamore.
He said most of the condominiums sell for $60,000 to
$70,000, with some costing $80,000.
Reinman said he couldn't

Percent of persons age 18-25
who have ever tried marijuana
70

Possession of small amounts of
marijuana is a misdemeanor in
Kentucky, and possession of 8
ounces or more is a felony.
The poll showed a Wide generation gap on marijuana use.
Almost half of those ages 18 to 34
admitted smoking it, about onefourth ot the people 35 to 49 said
they had tried it, but only a small
fraction of those 50 and older said
they had.
(Cbat'd on page 10)
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1972 '74 76 '7
'82 '85
'77
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Source National Institute on Drug Abtli•
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per capita, compared with $11,454
for Lexington-Fayette County.
In the 29 Kentucky cities with
more than 10,000 population, Fort
Thomas Highlands had the highest
per capita income with $13,283,
followed by the Jefferson County
city of St. Matthews with $13149.
Lowest was Middlesboro with
$6,972 and Richmond with $6,974.

(Coard from page 1)
believe that each Sycamore
household, with an average of two
residents, would have an income
of around $120,000 a year.
He noted that the condominium
association's board includes a car
salesman, a retired accountant, a
University of Louisville staff
Among the state's other large
assistant and a man who recently
cities, Covington had a per capita
sold a tavern.
We have a lot of young people income of $8,016; Owensboro
who are just starting out, he said. $9,233; Bowling Green $9,089;
The per capita income figures Hopkinsville $8,825; Paducah,
$10,056; Frankfort $11,042;
were released Friday by the
Ashland $10,122: Henderson
University of Louisville Urban
Studies Center, the Census
Bureau's designated
demographics group in Kentucky.
Michael Price, the urban
center's director of population,
atudies, said the income figures
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP ) — Proare based on information provided
posals for a state lottery have
the Census Bureau by the Internal
fared poorly in Kentucky in
Revenue Service, based on 1985
modern times, but even opponents
tax returns.
are
now conceding the state will
Behind Sycamore were the Jeflikely get into the numbers game
ferson County incorporated cities
within the next two years.
of Riverwood, $47,774; MockLawmakers who in the past
ingbird Valley, $43,140, and Indian
feared that support for a lottery
Hills, $41,697.
would hurt their chances for reStatewide the average per
election now have the example of
capita income was $8,614, up from
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, who won
$5,973 in 1979,
Louisville's figure was $9,129

;10,306; Danville 19,298; Murray
$8.679: Glasgow $9,235; Somerset
$8,315; Madisonville $9,764;
Elizabethtown $9,841; Winchester.
$9.073; Radcliff $8.937; Newport,
$7,305; Florence $10,356, Erlanger,
$10,067: and Nicholasville $8,855.
The Census Bureau also released new municipal population
estimates, as of July 1, 1986.
According to the figures, Kentucky had a population of 3,728,000,
up 1.9 percent from 1980.
Louisville led the state with
286,470, a 4 percent decline from
1980. Next was Lexington-Fayette
County with 212,900; Owensboro
56 2Rfi• envincdon 45 R70 and

Bowling Green 41,300.
According to the figures, the two
major Kentucky cities with the
largest population gains were
Radcliff and Nicholasville.
Radcliff. in Hardin County, grew
from 14,660 to 20,160, a 37.5 percent
increase, while Nicholasville rose
34.7 percent from 10,400 to 14,010.
Next in line in population gains
since 1980 were Florence,
Somerset and Georgetown.
Major cities that lost population
since 1980 included Covington,
Paducah, Ashland, Newport,
Madisonville, Fort Thomas, Murray, Glasgow and Middlesboro.

Even opponents concede lottery likely
the Democratic nonunauon partly
on the strength of his lottery
platform.
"Now they have seen Wilkinson
come out for it and it didn't
damage his political career any,"
Senate President Pro Tem John
"Eck" Rose told The Independent
of Ashland, which examined the
issue in a series of stories.
Kentucky House Speaker Don
Blanford, D-Philpot, a former lottery opponent. agreed.

Calloway County men involved
in Friday's Paducah collision
Steve Haines.
The truck struck two vehicles
and two people were treated at
nearby Lourdes Hospital, police
said. George Kloss, and his wife,
Martha, both 30, of Paducah, were
treated and released at the
hospital
Haines said one of the
eyewitnesses was McCracken
Deputy Sheriff Scott Aycock, who
cited Mohler for disregarding a
traffic control device. Mohler told
police that his brakes failed.
Haines said.
Mohler's dump truck first
struck a pickup truck driven by
Randy Young, 38, of Murray, who
was not hurt.
The dump truck then struck the
Kloss vehicle.

Two Calloway County men were
involved in a three-car collision
Friday in Paducah. Gary Mohler,
34, of Almo apparently went
through a traffic stop light as he
exited the 1-24 access road onto
U.S. 45, at approximately 12:30
p.m., according to city police Sgt.

City fire fighters
answer morning call
The Murray Fire Department
responded to College Courts at approximately 12 a.m. today after a
heater on a waterbed overheated
and caught the bed linen on fire,
according to a report from the
department.
The flame damage was confined
to the bed, the report indicated.
Firemen extinguished the fire
then used exhaust fans to clear the
smoke

"I think it will pass and pass
quite handily. I think some of us
took (Wilkinson's I election as a
Message that the people are ready
for a lottery," he said.
It would take a three-fifths vote
by members of both chambers to
put the lottery question on the
November 1988 ballot, and a simple majority of voters to amend
the Kentucky Constitution to allow
a lottery.
(Cont'd from page 1)
"To be here in Congress appeals to the kind of person who is
forceful in his opinions, is competitive and is determined to
prevail," Wright said.
Passage of both bills would send
Congress home for its Christmas
recess, not to return to the capital
for a month. It also would put into
action the agreement Reagan and
congressional leaders reached a
month ago to slow the growth of
the federal deficit by $76 billion
over the next two years, including
$30.2 billion this year.
The deficit-reduction bill would
impose $9 billion in new taxes this
year and $14 billion more in fiscal
1989. While the new levies include
an extension of the 3 percent tax
on telephone calls, most of the
taxes would be on corporations.
The most forbidding remaining
obstacle for the spending measure
was cleared away Sunday evening
when admininistration and congressional bargainers reached
agreement on providing the Contras with $8.1 million in nonweapons aid through February.
The president had threatened to
veto the entire bill if lawmakers
omitted aid to the Contras, who
are trying to overthrow the leftist
Sandinista government.
Democratic leaders conceded
that the inclusion of Contra
assistance in the spending bill
would cost the votes of about 100
liberals who vehemently oppose
helping the rebels at a time when a
peace process is under way

Budget...

LAST 3 DAYS
Fantastic Christmas Sale
All Children's Fall and
Winter Merchandise
Reduced 50% And More!

1,490•••
(Cont'd from page 1)
infested waters.
Many of them were burned, he
said.
Four commercial ships, a navy
vessel and the presidential yacht
were sent to the area today to
search fur survivors.
Photographers who arrived there
first by aircraft said all they saw
was a huge oil slick.
Capt. Maryellen Jadick, a local
U.S. Air Force spokeswoman, said
three HH-3E helicopters from the
31st Aerospace Rescue and
Recovery Squadron at Clark Air
Base also joined the search
Go was uncertain how many
people were aboard the sunken
ferry because it had made a stop
on Samar island on its voyage
from Tacloban to Manila,
The Philippine navy said it
believed 1,493 passengers were
aboard the ship
Go said the vessel had an official
capacity of 1,424 passengers, but
he didn't know how many crew
members ordinarily operated it.
Survivors who were interviewed
in a Manila hospital today said the
vessel was overcrowded with people heading to Manila for the
Christmas holiday.
The navy said 12 people were
aboard the Victor, which was carrying 8,300 barrels of oil from the
Bataan refinery of Manila to
Masbate.
Osabel, 42, who was on his way
to Manila with his sister and three
nieces to spend Christmas with his
family, said the ship was so crowded that up to four people were
sharing individual cots. Hundreds
more were sitting on the floor of
the three-deck ship. he said at
Manila's Metropolitan Hospital.
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The Calloway County Library volunteers have been taking orders
for their
soon-to-be published book of old photogra• ha depicting the history of
the area
ititth well over 500 copies already sold, the volunteers
are now taking
prepubticsuon orders Ihnerva your copy of what is wars to become
•tresunired
family bartrioosat Or the Calloway County Pictorial Book would make
an ideal
triftl Order sow at WS 00. using the order(cam below
Please enter my order for
Pictorial Book at 1135 00 each

Please add $5 00 per book for postage, handling and mailer
If you
choose NOT to pick up your book at the Calloway County Public
Library.

Fantastic Savings In
Every Department
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* Accessories
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•Our Semi-Annual
White Sale Continues
•Our Semi-Annual
Foundation Sale
Kicks Off

JCPenney
STORE HOURS THIS WEEK:
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Thurs. 8-6; Closed Christmas
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PERSPECTIVE
A holiday message
from the First Lady
At this time of year when the nation's capital is aglow with holiday
lights and the season's spirit of
love, peace and goodwill, I'm
always reminded of another special
kind of love. And that is the way in
which Foster Grandparents give so
generously to children with special
needs. These children include those
youngsters who are at risk of losing their lives to drugs and alcohol
For decades, I have supported
the Foster Grandparent Program.
I have seen hundreds of "grandparents" working with youngsters
in schools, hospitals, juvenile
detention centers, shelters fck
neglected children and homes for
the mentally retarded. If there is
one place where the holiday spirit
truly shines all year, it's in the
hearts of these senior volunteers
and the relationships with their
"grandchildren "
Foster Grandparents often reach
may seem
who
children
unreachable. They bring hope and

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Hah, let Wall Street run for cover
On the first really cold day of this
winter, I reached into the back of
the closet for my heavy overcoat.
As I put it on, the wife made a retching sound and :Aid: "You're not
going to wear that awful thing
again, are you?"

light to youngsters who have known
only confusion and loneliness. Yet
the volunteers will tell you that they
benefit as much as the children.
Their service brings them the
Why not? It's warm and it fits.
chance to give and learn and grow
What more can I ask of a coat?
as well as a wonderful sense of
It's old and filthy," she said.
satisfaction. I have never seen
"Look in the mirror."
another program where the old and
I looked at my reflection. True,
the young benefit so much from one
i some threads dangled from the botanother.
tom and the collar, And there were
During this holiday season, as we
a
few mud stains here and there.
pray for peace and thank God for
The cuffs were frayed and couple
the gift of love and our precious
freedom, let us also open our hearts of bottons were missing. But I.
pointed out that the basic structure
to children who are threatened by
was sound
the horrors of substance abuse. At
this most appropriate time, I ask
"You ought to throw it out and
every citizen to join in helping our
buy
a new one," she said.
Foster Grandparents touch more
But it isn't really that old. I
young lives at risk. You can help
bought it in 1971.
fulfill our dream that in holiday
"That's 16 years," she said, sounseasons to come, the faces of all
ding amazed.
America's children will shine with
Ah, but a coat isn't like a car. I
love and laughter, and their lives
wear it only during the winters. The
will be drug and alcohol free.
rest of the year, it rests. So it's
Sincerely,
much younger than it looks.
Nancy Reagan
"Please," she said, "I'm really
embarrassed when we go
somewhere in public. I've seen
coatroom attendants look siCk
when they have to handle it."
So as I went out the door, I
agreed to buy a new overcoat,
although the thought was painful.

Report
- to Kentucky

Royko
Says
Mike Royk
Not only am I sentimental about old
clothes, I'm cheap. The coat's price
had been $140, the most I ever spent
on a garment. But by wearing it all
those years, I had amortized — I
think that's the word — the original
cost down to about $9.31 a year. Or
maybe $9.50 with dry cleaning.
But she was probably right, so I
set off toward my favorite
fashionable discount clothing store.
Just before I got there, though,
the voice on my car radio said:
"And in financial news, the Dow
Jones average has plunged 72
points, with declining issues outnumbering advances, 5 to 1.
"Analysts say the latest decline
was brought on by reports of sluggish retail sales in November."
Then one of the analysts came on
and mournfully talked about how
nervous Wall Street was becoming
because consumers aren't spending enough money.
And he said that if consumers
didn't get out there and start spending money faster, this could lpad

to even
e zitarp uips, plunges,
turbulence and gyrations in the
market
I suddenly realized that by purchasing a new coat, I would be doing a favor for those hysterics on
Wall Street.
So I hit the brakes, made a I:turn, and looked down at my coat
and said: "That's it, old pal, it's
you and me for another year. I'm
not going to cast you aside just to
help those profit-grubbing fools."
Finally, I have found a way to
fight back against these madmen.
For several years now, they've
been playing their crazy game,
buying stocks for more than they
can possibly be worth, pushing up
the prices,.selling, buying, merging, insider swapping, then running
out to get a new,
Rolex.
Brokers have been persuading
the gullible to buy stocks in companies about which they know
nothing. They don't know if the
chairman of the board is a lush, if
the bookkeeper is stealing from
petty cash, or it the factory roof
leaks and the toilets back up. They
don't even know where the company is located or what the heck
they make or sell.
Many of the companies weren't
even making money. But that
didn't stop Wall Street. Wild-eyed
people listened to the brokers, the
experts, the authors of financial

.5. %resale. Vbashiallon, D.( . 21/310

AIRPORT-IMPROVEMENT-BILL CLEARS CONGRESS
ANDAENTUCKY SHARES IN THE BENEFITS
Lists of•winners and losers are sure to emerge as we begin to assess the work of the first session of the 100th Congress. And I am convinced that one %ery large group of Americans -- our nation's air
tra%elcrs -- ultimately will be placed among the big winners.
Communities seeking better air service to stimulate growth also
w ill benefit from the work of this congress.
Louisville's Standiford Field will be eligible for $3.5 million a year
in airport-impro%ement funds based on air-cargo volume. Greater Cincinnati International Airport in Northern Kentucky will qualify for
$320.000 a year on the same basis. And Paducah and Owensboro are
among smaller communities that could qualify. for airport funds based
on annual ruplanement figures.

The act increases Trust Fund spending for airport improvements
from the current SI billion a year to $1.7 billion in 1988. It raises expenditures for safety-related facilities and equipment to $1.38 billion
in 1988, $1.73 billion in 1989 and $2.19 billion in 1990. And it mandates other safety measures, including the hiring of 1,000 air traffic
controllers, giving the force of law to a current Move to rebuild that
critical workforce.
In addition, the act allows 150 smaller airports, including Paducah
and Owensboro, to apply for funds. It also allocates a portion of the
Trust Fund to such air-cargo centers as the Louisville and Greater Cincinnati airports.
Our drive to improve the aviation system will continue in 1988 with
an aviation consumer protection bill, now in a House-Senate conference committee, and a bill to create an independent Federal Aviation
Administration. But it is now clear that we have made an excellent start
in 1987.
WRITE A LETTER — Letters to
the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be
published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general

Interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit
frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.
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newsletters, who shouted buy, buy,
buy. And they threw more money
at them and the prices went up.
Now its all crashing down. If you
read The Wall Street Journal, all
you get is pitiful moaning. Story
after story about brokers who are
trembling, economist who are
quaking, financiers who are standing in pools of sweat, investors
who are down to their skivvies.
And that's the publication that
calls itself the "diary of the
American dream." Dream? It
reads more _like the diary of the
delirium tremens.
So now, who are they blaming for
their own idiotic behavior? The
consumers, because we're not
spending enough. Me and my old
coat.
I'm glad they told me, because
I'm going to do everything I can to
keep them miserable. The coat
stays. So do the frayed underwear,
the gravy stained ties, the roundheeled shoes.
For Christmas, I give the kids a
promissory note for cash that I will
put aside for them in an old coffee
can in a corner of the basement.
That way, they can't spend it,
either.
And how will I benefit from this?
Maybe this time next year, I can
sell my old coat to some needy soul
on Wall Street.

Looking -Back

SENATOR WENDELL FORD

These are among the gains secured last week with Senate and House
passage of our Airport and Airway Safety and Capacity Expansion Act
of 1987. This legislation, addressing the needs of the nation's overloaded
aviation system, is a result of months of concentrated effort by our
Aviation Subcommittee of the Senate Commerce Committee.
When I became chairman of this subcommittee at the beginning
of this year, our air-transportation problems already were obvious. They
began to reach crisis proportions as the year progressed, with a much
publicized deterioration of airline service and a series of near disasters.
The need fer action has been made even more apparent by the tragic
accidents of recent months:
Our subcommittee addressed these and other problems in great detai$ in 14 days of hearings. One result was the capacity-expahsion act,
wkiich reauthorizes and expands the funding of aviation improvements
through an Aviation Trust Fund supported Ipy an 8 percent tax on airline
tickets and other aviation taxes.
In moving this measure through Congress, we have overcome our
government's misguided tendency to allow a huge surplus -- currently
amounting to $6 billion -- to continue to build up in the Trust Fund.
We have reaffirmed a national responsibility to improve an aviation
system that has failed miserably to keep pace with the growth of air
travel since route-and-fare deregulation in 1978.
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Letters To The Editor

Reader wants to see more articles on Special Education
Dear Editor;
In a way I guess you could say
that I am writing to complain,
when in actuality I am trying to
say that not only do we have good
teachers and good schools in this
area. We also have some very
good Special Ed. classes and
teachers.
Over the past few months there
have been various articles in the
paper about different schools,
classes and their various activities. Well! I have yet to see
anything about the Special Ed.
classes, their students, teachers
and their activities. These Special
Ed. classes are also located in the
various schools in our area and the
Kindergarten which is located in
the Special Ed. Bldg. which is
located at M.S.U.
The only time that anyone
knows about the Special children
in our area is when the many different organazations are collecting money for different oro-

grams. Don't you think that all the
people who contribute to these
progams, just might like to see
how the programs are helping
these Special children. Not only
that but to inform the public in
general.
What about the progress that
these children make from year to
year, let alone month to month or
from day to day. The different
things that the teachers are doing
to help these Special children to
just be able to learn, that so many
parents take for granted.
To be the parent of a Special
child is to learn a whole new way
of life. So learn not to take so
many simple things in life for
granted. That when one of our
children learn how to print a letter
or number or to learn how to dress
themselves or so many other self
help skills. It is a wonderful mountain that three of you have climbed, the child, the teacher and the

family.
I know about this because you
see I have a Special little boy. I
also know about taking things for
granted, because I also have two
"normal children", What ever
that may be. You see the most important things that my Special
child as taught me is that each and
every child is truly special in their
own way and always full of love.
Thank you for your time. I only
hope that my letter will inspire
you to focus on Special Ed. and the
many wonderful people it takes to
make Special Ed. teachers.
Sincerely
Carolyn Thomas Howard
Rt. 5 Box 864
Murray, Ky.
Editor's note: We have always
given coverage and support to
Special Education Programs and
will continue to do so in the future.
This education is just what we call
it — special.

Economics testing could be ousted from future evaluations
Dear Friends of Economic
Education;
The National Assesment of
Educational Progress (NAEP
periodically and systematically
assesses student achievement in
various subject areas. Until
recently economics has been
assessed in the general area of
social studies. Under the new
NAEP guidelines, only the areas
of reading, math, science, writing,
history, geography and, civics are
to be tested. Unless economics is
Included as one of the subjects to
be tested in the National Assessment, there is every possibility
that much of the momentum we
have engendered on behalf of
economic education in the nation's
schools will be greatly diminished.
The problem in a nutshell is that
the basic curriculum of all the
State Departments of Education,
and local school districts is deter-

mined by what is tested. If
economics is not to be tested by
NAEP there is serious doubt as to
whether economics will be taught
In most schools.
The EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT AND ACHIEVEMEMT
ACT, which authorizes NAEP and
EXCLUDES ECONOMICS, is currently in conference. Senator Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts,
who chairs the Labor and Human
Resources Committee, is in
charge on the Senate side and,
Representative Augustus
Hawkins, Chairman of the House
Committee on Education and
Labor, is in charge of the House
version. Those interested in maintaining economic education as a
priority of the schools need to
write and/or call Senator Kennet/
and Representative Hawkins
Immediately.

Please note Mr. Terry Hartle is
the staff person in charge of the
Bill for Senator Kennedy and, Mr.
Jack Jennings is handling the Bill
for Representative Hawkins. Both
individuals should receive a copy
of your letter and will answer your
phone calls. You may also want to
send a letter to other members of
the Senate Labor and Human
Resources Committee and, the
House Committee of Education
and Labor. It is important to act
quickly as the Bill will be discussed between now and Christmas.
The points that you might make
are included in the letter. Please
feel free to embellish.
Yours truly,
MikerA. MacDowell,
President
Joint Counsel on Economic
Education
432 Park Avenue South
New York, New York 10016

Ten years ago
Frances Shea, Calloway County
Circuit Court Clerk,. talks about
the moe to set up offices for
District Court as part of implementing the new Judicial article in an interview with Lowell Atchley, Murray Ledger & Times
staff writer.
Fire destroyed the home of
Richard Holt and family, located
east of Almo, this morning.
International students attending
International Friendship House
conducted by Blood River Baptist
Association during the Christmas
season will come from 12 different
countries and are studying in 10
different states in 14 different
universities.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. David Belcher, Dec.
12.
Twenty years ago
Edwin Crawford and his wife,
Daisy Williams Crawford, of Lynn
Grove died from injuries in a twocar accident on Highway 68, three
miles north of Palma, on Dec. 20.
Calloway County Country Club
voted to purchase 62 acres of land
east of the club, owned by T.
Waldrop and Henry Holton, for approximately $120,000 to expand
facilities of the club.
Amos M. McCarty Jr. was promoted to Army Spcialist Five
while serving as radar operator
with the Army near Augsburg,
Germany.
Sayoko Momoto, sophomore at
Murray State University from
Japan, spoke at a Christmas party
of Murray High School Chapter of
Future Homemakers of America
held Dec. 14 at home of Linda
Billington.
Thirty years ago
Bernard C. Harvey, administrator of Murray Hospital,
said that the hospital has received
formal notification that it is now
fully accredited by Board of Commissioners of Joint Commission
on Accreditation of Hospitals.
William Toley Thomas,
minister-in-charge of St. John's
Episcopal Church since July, was
ordained to the priesthood today
by C. Gresham Marmion,
Episcopal Bishop of Kentucky at
College Presbyterian Church.
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club had a Christmas
party for their children on Dec. 18
at club house.
Catfish dinners are listed at 75
cents to $1.25 at Day & Nite Cafe.
Forty years ago
Elected as officers of Internation Moulders and Foundry
Workers Union, A.F.L., local for
Murray Manufacturing Co., were
James D. McClure, Kenton
Woodall, Guy Boggess, Ralph
Wilcox, Albert Clayton, Lowell
Jones, Ivy Culver and Lee
Jackson.
Mary Frances Williams, Janot
Smith and Lochie Fay Hart, Murray Girl Scouts, all spoke at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club
held at Murray Woman's Club
House. They were introduced by
Max Hurt.
In high school basketball games
Murray High beat Grove High of
Paris, Tenn., and St. Mary's beat
Murray Training. High team
scores were Robert Glin Jeffrey
for Murray High, Hooper and D.
King for Grove High, Higdon for
St. Mary's and Ralph Boyd for
Murray Training.
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MURRAY TODAY
Anniverary event will be at Hazel
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrel Wilson of
Hazel will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on Sunday,
Dec. 27
A reception will be from 2 to 4
,
p.m. at Hazel Community Center.
The event will be hosted by their
children.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson were married Jan. 17, 1938.
Mrs. Wilson, the former Marion
Mills, is the daughter of Mrs. Mae
Mills and the late Walter Mills.
Mr. Wilson is the son of the late
Fate Wilson and Audie Wilson.
They are the parents of six
children — Billy Wilson and wife,
Janice, Katy, Texas; Terry Wilson
and wife, Patricia, Elgin, Ill.;
Jackie Frank Wilson and wife,
Brenda, Hazel; Mrs. Sue Allen
and husband, Terry, Mrs. Linda
Orr and husband, Glynn, and
Larry Wilson, all of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson have 14
grandchildren and five greatgrandchildren.

Mr. and Mrs. Cyrel Wilson

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Discuss concern
about X-rays
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I had a cervical injury. During diagnosis for it, I
was also told that I had chronic lymphatic leukemia. I am afraid to go
back to the doctor for my neck because I know he will want to do Xrays. What effect will X-rays have on
my condition?
DEAR READER — X-ray examination of your cervical spine should
not affect your chronic lymphatic leukemia, a form of blood-cell disorder
in which your body manufactures too
many lymphocytes.
As I have said before. X-ray tests
are best avoided unless they are abso-

lutely necessary for diagnostic purposes. I suppose that repeated X-ray
tests of your neck could eventually
lead to damage. However, one or — at
the most — two exams should suffice
to delineate your cervical problem.
Therefore, your fears about returning
to your doctor are unfounded. In fact,
I encourage you to seek medical follow up for your blood problem.
I also suggest that you openly communicate with your doctor about your
fears concerning excessive radiation.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I've been told
that drinking alcohol kills brain cells.
Is this true? Is an alcoholic blackout a
sign of irreparable brain damage? My
doctor says that we have so many
brain cells, it doesn't matter.
DEAR READER — Unless your
doctor has more brain cells than the
rest of us, I'd have to mark his answer
"wrong." Alcohol does affect brain
cells; it probably damages them irreparably. Whether brain tissue is
"killed" by alcohol is debatable; however, brain cells certainly malfunction under the influence of alcohol,
and in chronic imbibers, this malfunction can be permanent.
Alcoholic blackout (amnesia) is the
hallmark of big trouble in the form of
potential brain damage and in the social pattern of drinking. Blackouts al-

Maray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen, editor

Anniversary reception on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Like of Murray will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Dec.
27.
A reception will be from 2 to 4
p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of
University Church of Christ,
Murray.
The Fellowship Hall can be
reached through the rear entrance
of the building.
Their daughter, Mrs. Janet Like
Dees of Jackson, Miss., and their
granddaughter, Stephanie
Henderson, will be hostesses for
the special occasion.
All friends and relatives are invited to call during the afternoon
hours.
The family requests that guests
not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Like were married
Dec. 25, 1937, by C.L. Francis,
minister of Murray Church of
Christ.
Mrs. Like, the former Alice
Scarbrough, is the daughter of the
late Walter Scarbrough and Winnie Williams Scarbrough of
Murray.
Mr. Like is the son of the late Arthur Like and Mary Parker Like of
Hazel.
They have one daughter, Mrs.
Dees of Jackson, and two grandchildren, Stephanie Henderson
and Scott Henderson.

Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Like
on wedding day in 19.37

most always mean that the individual
has the disease of alcoholism, a progressive addiction to alcohol. Blackouts indicate that the drinker has exceeded moderate consumption and
needs help. Repetitive alcohol-induced amnesia should alert a person
to the possibility of permanent brain
damage, as well as to the probability
Dale R. Vought is now undergoing recruit training at Marine Corps
of other organ damage, such as to
Recruit Depot, Parris Island. S.C. He joined the Marine Corps through
heart, liver and pancreas.
the Delayed Entry Program in May 1987. He will undergo 11 weeks of
I take issue with your doctor. Our training to include first aid, general military subjects, physical
fitness
brains are unique and special gifts. and weapons familiarization. Upon
successful completion of recruit
Drugs, such as alcohol, that damage training, Vought
will have 10 days of recruit leave before going to an
brain tissue are best avoided — or
carefully consumed in moderation. assigned duty station for formal schooling. He is the son of Jean and Dan
Your doctor's rationalization and de- Warren of New Concord.
nial seem to me to be typical of the
kind of unrealistic thinking that characterizes alcoholics. I'd find a doctor
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
who is more knowledgeable about the
following:
Mildred Mau= of Murray from Lourdes: Theresa
effects of alcohol.
Stockwell of Murray from Western Baptist.

DA-TEB-0OK
1,rought serving with Marines

Patients are dismissed

Governor may
miss state of
state message
BOISE, Idaho (AP I — Gov.
Cecil Andrus is required by the
state Constitution to present his
State of State message on Jan. 11,
but something else has come up:
Jury duty.
Andrus received a summons to
jury duty on Thursday ordering
him to report Jan. 11.
The State of the State message is
scheduled to be delivered to a joint
Senate-House session on the opening day of the 1988 Legislature.
"I told the speaker of the House
that I might be there and I might
not," Andrus said.

BARGAIN MATINEES
Dec 19 Jan PAH Seats $2.50

Lc r
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Eight to receive Eagle award
Eight Murray Boy Scouts will receive the Eagle Award, highest honor
In Scouting, in a Court of Honor tonight I Monday 1 at 7 p.m. in the sanctuary of First United Methodist Church. These scouts are from Troops
45 and 77. They are Chip Adams, Eric Baugher, Phillip Bryan, Ricky
Jobs, Greg Knedler, Isaac Schroeder, Ezra Schroeder and Aaron
Schroeder. Following the ceremony, a reception will be held in the
social hall of the church. The public is invited to attend.

Travis concert trip planned
Toopie Thomas Moore, tour director for Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens, has planned a special one day trip to Paducah on Friday, Jan. 8, to attend the Randy Travis concert at 8 p.m. at Executive
Inn, Paducah. Mrs. Moore said tickets for VIP seats have been secured
for the 8 p.m. showing. For reservations call Mrs. Moore at 753-0929 or
753-8274.

'Welcome Jane Committee'formed
WATERBURY, Conn. (AP —
Following some vocal opposition
to plans for Jane Fonda to film a
movie here, a community activist
is organizing a "Welcome Jane
Committee."
A veterans' group had said it
was unhappy about the actress
coming to Waterbury because she
visited North Vietnam during the
Vietnam War.
But Hubie Williamson, executive director of the Pearl
Street Community Center, said
he'll put together a festival of her
movies.
Fonda arrives in Waterbury in

late spring or early summer to
film "Union Street," the story of a
young woman trying to climb the
social ladder. The film's producers said they chose Waterbury
because of its working-class
atmosphere.
Williamson said he was moved
to action by opposition to Fonda
from U.S. Rep. John Rowland, a
Republican and Waterbury resident, and Mayor Joseph
Santopietro.
"Elected officials should be
safeguards for free speech,"
Williamson said. "Rowland and
the mayor didn't do that."

ENGLISH SOLE

Santa Will Be Here!

Zubin Mehta
may retire as
music director
NEW YORK lATh — Zubin
Mehta, music director of the New
York Philharmonic, is contemplating retirement at the end
of the 1990-91 season, according to
a newspaper report.
"The way it stands now. I'm
leaving. But my contract has four
years to go. If they come to me in.
two years' time with an offer, I
will think about it then." the
51-year-old Mehta said in an interview published Dec. 16 in The New
York Times.
When his contract expires at the
end of the 1990-91 season, Mehta
will have been the Philharmonic's
music director longer than any
other conductor

Ms. magazine's
award winners
are announced
NEW YORK (API — Enter.
tamer Bette Midler, Norwegian
Prime Minister Gro Harlem
Brundtland, and freed Soviet
refusenik Ida Nudel are among
Ms. magazine's 13 winners of 1987
Women of the Year awards.
Miss Midler, an actress. comedian, singer and mother. succeeded "without sacrificing one whit of
her smarts, originality, bawdiness
or power to the conventions of
Hollywood and mass media," Ms
announced.
Brundtland and Nuclei will share
the magazine's "Simone de
Beauvoir International Woman of
the Year Award," named for the
French feminist who died in 1986.
The Ms. Women of the Year
awards started in 1983 as a
response to Time magazine's Man
of the Year issue.

[he
Warmth of
the Season . . .

Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday
6-8 p.m.

Let Us Film Your Visit With Santa....
Bring in a VCR cassette and
we'll film your visit with Santa for you!

*batteries not
included pi;
UPSTAIRS Salesman Sample S•A•L•E
Weekdays 9 til 5; Sunday 12 til 5
or

All You Can Eat Pizza & SpaGatti Buffet
3is9
Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday NIghts Only $

BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES

Prlc• Break for Children!

The best pizza in town. Weffellti
•Closed
Christmas
Eve

•Closiod
Christma•
Day

—NOW *MOM ALS—
llocritt ro4 My Suctams•Ipirter
Outroograoim or t wow•II*•••••t•
Clitotti out aor Mollalmay VIdopo Spociel
Mon Set 11 • m 10 p
&RN 1 p m lOpo.

OVJVLIMLimp
a SOr
Cheri Theatre Lobby
Chestnut St.

4

753-6656

Men's
*Sport Shirts
*Dress Shirt's
*Sweaters
'Pants
'Ties
*Sport Coats

Ladies
'Dresses
'Skirts
*Blouses
'Pants

CASH & CHECKS

On the Square • Murray
Located across the hall from Sanhi's Attic

Faith
Hope
Love
Family
Friends
May your heart
and home he
filled with the

glow.

N. Lee Rowland
Refrigeration
1215 ohnliadt D. 7514421

...
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—Community events listed
Monday,Dec. 21
Olive Boulevard residents will
light their luminarials at 4:30 p.m.
————
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at Masonic Lodge, 1315
Main St., Benton, at 8 p.m. For information call 759-4059, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 73-7663.
————
Prospective Member Night will
be from 7 to 8 p m. at Murray
Moose Lodge.
————
Boy Scout Troops 45 and 77 will
hold an Eagle Scout Court of
Honor at 7 p.m. in sanctuary of
First United Methodist Church.
Eight boys will receive the Eagle
award The public is invited.
————
Murray Lodge No 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will have a
potluck meal at 6 p.m. followed by
work in third degree at 7410 P.m
———

Purchase Area Development
District Board of Directors will
meet at 5 p.m. at PADD office on
Highway 45 North, Mayfield.
————
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
————
Activities for children up to 12
will be at 6 p.m. and teens and
younger men will play basketball
at 7 p.m. in gym at Elm Grove
Baptist Church.
Parents Anonymous is scheduled to meet at 6 p.m. For information call 762-6862 or 762-6851.
Acteens of First Baptist Church
will meet at 5 p.m. at home of Linda Farris, 118 Riveria Cts.,
Murray.
Tuesday,Dec.22
Murray Lions Club is scheduled
to meet at 6:30 p.m. at Murray
Woman's Club House.
————
Murray TOPS ( take off pounds
sensibly 1 Club is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at Calloway County
Health Center.
———
Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m.to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
————
Murray Moose Lodge officers
will meet at 7 p.m at lodge hall.
————
Members of Hazel Woman's
Club will wrap packages for the
public from 12 noon to 8 p.m. at
Wal-Mart
————
Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will be
at Chapman's Grocery at Dublin
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Friato
Grocery at West Viola from 12:30
to 2:30 p.m. Blood pressure,
cholesterol and triglyceride
screenings and colon cancer kits
will be offered.
———
Math Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St., Murray, will
sponsor its first Christmas program at 7 p.m.
————
Cancer Support Group will meet
at 2 p.m. in Board Room of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
———
Living with Diabetes will meet
at 2 p.m. in third floor classroom
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
r.

Wednesday,Dec. 23
Members of Hazel Woman's
Club will wrap gift packages for
the public from 12 noon to 8 p.m at
Wal-Mart.
————
Fern Terrace Lodge will have
Its annual Christmas party for
residents and their families and
friends from 8 to 10 p.m. Music
will be by Rowdy Band
————
Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will be
at Dixieland Shopping Center,
Murray, from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and
from 1 to 3 p.m. Blood pressure,
cholestrol and triglyceride screenings and colon cancer kits will be
available
————
Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Ladies bridge with Hazel Beale
as hostess is scheduled at 9:30
a.m. at Oaks Country Club
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
————
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m., Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.,
Prayer meeting at 6:30 p.m. and
Adult Choir at 7:45 p.m.
————
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include mid-week Bible Study, RAs, GAs and Mission
Friends at 7 p.m.
————
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include prayer
meeting and Youth Bible Study at
7 p.m. and Sanctuary Choir at 8
p.m.

Shirley MacLaine
sued by company
and an author
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Split Families Appear Whole
In Grandma's..F'hoto Albums
By Abigail Van Buren
1967 by Un.versM

DEAR ABBY: I have something
to say about your advising the
hostess to remove, ahead of time,
any and all pictures that could be
offensive or hurtful to her guests.
This refers to the mother-in-law who
kept framed pictures of her son and
his first wife prominently displayed, which hurt the feelings of
her son's second wife.
Abby, I have four children — 30
to 37 years old — and each has an
"ex." In my front room I have
pictures of all four of my children
with their present spouses. But in
my albums, I have many pictures of
all my children with their first
mates.
With the bitterness and anger
that follow most divorces, many
pictures are destroyed, and
Grandma is usually the only one
who hangs onto pictures of everyone who was ever in the family —
regardless of what happens to the
marriages.
I plan to give all my pictures to
my grandchildren just as soon as
they are old enough to appreciate
them. My pictures will probably be
the only ones they will ever have
that show their real father and
mother together.
How anyone could feel right
destroying such pictures is beyond
me.
REALISTIC GRANDMA
DEAR GRANDMA: May God
bless you for your good sense
and 20-20 hindsight. Pictures
are a part of history, and one
cannot rewrite history.
•• *

DEAR ABBY: "Harry" and I
have been married for 5 1/2 years
and are expecting our fifth child in
May. We want to have a lot of
children. The problem is my mother.
She's always criticizing us and

ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP( — A
publishing company and an author
have filed a lawsuit claiming actress Shirley MacLaine stole
material she used in her 1983 bestseller "Out On a Limb."
Charles Silva, of Madison. Wis.,
and Living Waters Publishing and
Distributing Inc. of West Bloomfield Township in Oakland County
filed suit in federal court.
The suit charges MacLaine with
copyright infringement by
allegedly taking material from
Silva's 1277 book "Date With the
Gods."
Silva, who was born in Peru,
also says he is the character
"David" in MacLaine's book, who
met extraterrestrial beings in
Peru and guided MacLaine
through the area.
Attorney Anthony A. Muraski,
who represents Silva and the
publisher, said the suit seeks more
than $1 million, but he would not
specify an amount.
A spokeswoman for Bantam
Books, MacLaine's publisher, said
the lawsuit has no basis

putting us down in front of people
because I'm pregnant so much.
She had only two children and
says two is enough for any family.
After my brother was born she
made my father get a vasectomy.
She also told Harry that if we have
any) more children after this one,
she will personally see to it that he
gets a vasectomy, too. (She even
says this in front of our children!)
I love my mother and do not want
to be disrespectful, but I don't know
how to handle this and neither does
Harry. By the way, we are not
Catholics.
LOVES KIDS

DEAR LOVES: Question: Who
is raising these children? If you
and Harry are, without your
mother's help, then she is out of
line, and you can respectfully
tell her so. If she's being imposed upon because you and
Harry "love kids" — that's
another story. The size of your
family is your business, providing you have the time and
money to support them.
•••

Prim Synd.cate

DEAR C.F.: It is said that one point. But most women stay in
picture is worth 10,000 words. bad marriages not because they
In fewer than 100 words, you, believe that any man is better
sir, may have saved more than than none, but because they
10,000 pictures. Hail, (British) need security — not a man!
Columbia!
Many of our mothers and
grandmothers were trapped in
•••
bad marriages because they
couldn't support themselves.
DEAR ABBY: You recently had a ("Where can I go," they asked,
letter from a St. Paul woman who "with an eighth-grade educabelonged to an organization that tion and five kids?")
The present generation of
gave prizes to the newest married
member or the member who had women realize that their ticket
been married longest. She was to independence is education
irritated because a certain widow and a learned skill, in order to
frequently claimed the prize for the support themselves.
longest marriage. You suggested
that the group give the widow a
* ••
token prize, saying that the "poor
woman is living in the past."
A better answer would have been
DEAR ABBY: This is for "Seen It
to suggest that the organization in Tucson," who felt sorry for
us
eliminate such prizes altogether. retired wives whose husbands "tag
What message does it send when a along" to help with the grocery
woman gets a prize for getting shopping. Don't waste any
sympamarried? "Good for you — you got thy on me; my husband shops with
a man!" Single women are, by me because we do not like to
be
logical extension, losers. As for separated even for an hour after 48
awarding a prize for the longest years of married life.
marriage — to have a good marI appreciate his help, advice and
riage is a prize in itself. But how companionship. He is retired now,
many letters do you get from women and we treasure what time is left for
who stay in bad marriages because us to share together. In this day
cf
they believe that any man is better easy divorce, we treasure the faith,
than no man?
trust and love that have made life
Abby, please don't contribute to worth living.
women's feelings that they are
STILL IN LOVE AT 78
nothing without a man. There are
IN LAKELAND, FLA.
plenty of women who are single,
either due to circumstances or by
choice. We hold satisfying jobs,
•••
contribute to our communities and
have emotionally supportive relationships with our families and
Everything you'll need to know
friends. We like men, but we get about planning a wedding can be found
in Abby's booklet, "How to Have a
along without them very well.
DOING GREAT BY MYSELF Lovely Wedding." Send your name and
address, clearly

DEAR ABBY:"Hurt" objected to
her daughter displaying precious
family photographs in the bathroom, saying it was not a "nice"
place for them to be displayed.
However, there is another reason
they should not be there. Whether or
not photographs are protected by
glass, the steam and vapor generated from the running hot water in
the sink, tub or shower could cause
permanent damage to the photographs. Exposure to moisture and
excessive light over a long period of
time will certainly ruin those
printed, plus check or
photographs. And once they are
money order for $2.89 (113.39 in Canruined, they are lost forever.
DEAR DOING GREAT: Con- ada) to: Dear Abby, Wedding Booklet,
C.F. KLASSEN, gratulations. Your name is le- P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill. 61054
VANCOUVER, B.C. gion, and you make a valid (postage and handling included).

A CHRISTMAS
THANK YOU!
Once again we want to thank You,
our customers and friends, tor
your patronage We rlope to continue to serve you tor many more
Christmas seasons to cone

May your
Christmas be
abundant with all
good things. Thanks.

But wishes for a
Christmas season filled
with mon)
, moments.

The New
Hong Kong
Restaurant
Hwy. 641 N.

Brenda's Beauty Salon

753-4488

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

753-4582

Opening At 9:00 A.M. Until Christmas

SRIORTS
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

Pre-Christmas Savin s
WINTER

WINTER

WINTER

COATS

SUITS

DRESSES

Regular 88 00 to 300 00 Values

Regular 88 00 to 280 00 Values

Regular 75 00 to 150 00 Values

499°T. 26000 699°To 19990
FASHION

JEWELRY
Regular 4 00 to 50 00 Values

4990 TO

9900

FASHION

ISOTONER-'"

HANDBAGS

GLOVES

Regular 25 00 to 150 00 Values

Regular 23 00 & 27 00 Values

./0 40
20

0/
0

Wishing you
Christmas joy,
Christmas fun &
Christmas gifts
for emyone.

Sweaters

NOW

Blouses
Pants
Skirts
leans
Knit Tops
Activewear
Coordinates

1/A
At TO /
1 2 OFF

BRAND NAME

BRAS

501 N. 4th
753-6168

Save 25% Extra
Until Christmas
NOW

Ali cile Sportswear
SAVE
EXTRA

250/

%../

OFF
SALE
PRICE

c00
OFF

NOW

OFF

LOUNGEWEAR

FAMOUS NAME

& ROBES

LINGERIE

Regular 23 00 to 62.00 Values

Regular 4 00 to 52 00 Values

0,0 200/0TO 50./oFF
25

Regular 14 00 to 23 00 Values

Lamb Plumbing
& Mechanical
Contracting

TO

OFF

Naturalize!• Lite Stride
Selby • Monelli• Calico

1
/
4

NOW

A

1
1/

TO

OFF

SHOES
NOW /
1 4 TO /
11 2 OFF
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Calloway students are at Western
Seventeen students from
Calloway County are enrolled at
Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green, for the 1987 fall
semester.
There are 16 undergraduates including five first-time freshmen.
Also one graduate student is
included.
The list from Western includes
the following:
Janice F. Collins Rose, 1512 Oxford, graduate student;
Alison Terry Sears, Finance, Rt.
5, Murray:
Prisella Langley Witten,
Elementary Education, Rt. 1, Box
514, Clarkson;
Marcia Darlene Gaietto, Administrative Support Management, 1701 Johnson Blvd.,
Murray;
Thomas Eugene Montgomery,
Industrial Tech, 7729 R- Ville Anna
R, Bowling Green;
Fergus Padraic Moore,
Psychology, 1658 Ryan, Murray;
Anastasia Renee Willett,
Elementary Education, 1617 Cardinal, Murray;
Lisa Christi Williams,

Marketing, 1554 Oxford, Murray;
Lee A. Babb, Elementary
Education, 1502 Chaucer, Murray:
Amy Carman, Public Relations,
Rt. 7, Murray;
Jeffrey Thomas Rose, English,
11477 Timberlane Dr., Noblesville,
Ind.;
Rosemary Louise Gaietto,
Engineering Tech -Civil, 1701
Johnson Blvd., Murray:
Wpiiv Pii
NAcIrins,

Economics, 803 South 16th St.,
Murray;
Patricia Kelly Ridley, 1551 Oxford Dr., Murray;
Lisa Yvonne Williams, Photo
Journalism, Rt. 4, Portland
Tenn.;
Benjamin Yoo, Rt. 1, Hazel.
Lora Ann Williams, Textiles and
Clothing, 136 Nathan Forest,
Hendersonville, Tenn.

Businessman pledges money
OMAHA, Neb. (API — A
businessman has pledged to
donate money to build a historical
exhibition gallery near the Gerald
R. Ford memorial at the former
president's birthsite in Omaha.
James Hanson, director of the
Nebraska State Historical Society,
said money for the Ford Conservation Center will come from James
Paxson of Omaha, who financed
the Ford Birthsite and Gardens.
Paxson gave $2 million to the
society's foundation several years
ago. That has since increased to
$2.7 million and Paxson has pro-

Home Department holds brunch

Mary Gertzen, center, was auctioneer for the white elephant auction held by Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club. At left is
Minnie Love and at right is
Frances Churchill.

mised to give an additional $1
million, Hanson said.
The Ford Conservation Center
would have an exhibition and
meeting room where traveling
displays from the society could be
shown. It would have a permanent
exhibit of memorabilia related to
Ford
Ford was born Leslie King Jr. in
Omaha on July 14. 1913. His
mother later divorced and moved
to Michigan, where she remarried. Her new husband adopted
her son and changed his name to
Gerald Rudolph Ford.

Betty Boston serves coffee to.
from left, Dorothy Jennings,
member and program chairman.
Dorothy McKenzie, guest, and
Loudene Carlisle, new member, at
the brunch held by Home Department of Murray Woman's Club.
Also guests were Jo Burkeen,
Judy Stabler and Barbara
Brandon.

•
TUbbY
'
S
There's no substitute!

r
I

Sub
Shops

,
411
0061114VO
.

T

co7
1 VtALUTABb
LEbCO
.UPON
p rcha
7

Mushroom, Steak & Cheese Sub For I

*28°

I

+

Tax
And Get A Small Drink A(
French Fry FREE!

I

Cannot be used v. ith other coupons
or discount ot-'
fers Valid at this location
only,

Tubbss — 733-5095
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center — M
Expires 12-31-87
IIIr'llIINWALUABLE COUPON. Milo
. t.;

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
753-5095
VALUABLE COUPON=
Jimmie Lee Carmichael, left, and
Irma La Follettee, chairman, of
the Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club show the supplies members brought for the
Girl Scouts of Murray. Marie
Hicks gave the devotion and
Eloise King reported on the Poem
and Short Story contests.

Free Drink & Dessert
Holidav Dinner Special

Purchase any one of Tubby's 2$
varieties of Submarine SandHiches
and
Tubby'iwill give you a choice of any
Small Drink plus a piece of
Homemade
Apple Pie or Pecan Pie FREE!
Cannot he used vk oh .in
other klwpons or di.
count offers V alid at this
location onl%c

Tubby's — 753-5095
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center — Murra
Expires 12-31-87
•
INVALUABLE COUPONIMIll

a-

e Deli‘e.r

41/110-7;
,11.S4•40

753-5095

Hostesses for the brunch and
white elephant auction held by
Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club were, from left.
Betty Boston, Margaret Taylor,
Modelle Miller, La Rue Redden,
, %ands Gibson and Minnie Love.
Not pictured are Lottie Gibson.
Hazel Crenshaw and Anna
Stahler.

From all of ti%. at Tubb\
\\ e
1

Nd.S11 von a Mern Ch 1'1%4
F

Guess what you're getting
for Christmas.
So someone special can
read The Murray Ledger & Times
from cover to cover!
Only *51 a year

(A Christmas Card will be sant)

Call 753-1916

0

When the paper and ribbon cover the floor
around the tree and the big emotional let-down
hits you, then what did you really get for
Christmas? You shopped until your feet ached,
you cut your finger while wrapping gifts, you
stayed up too late and got up too early to unwrap
a tic you'll never wear, a blouse that won't fit and
a toy that's already broken. What did you really
get for Christmas?
Well. maybc the shopping was done in the
wrong place. A big supply of love, hope and faith
arc available at the Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ). The service is inspiring and satisfaction
is guaranteed. Everyone can afford it and don't
want to return it. It can be used every day and
improves with time.
Oh yes — we're also open on Sundays.

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr, David C Roos, Minister

jimmemem.
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Holiddy guide given for use for chocolate holiday baking
Holiday guide to chocolate
Here's a quick review of
chocolate information to help you
prepare for holiday baking and
candy making
What's oø the shelf
- Unsweetened cocoa powder is
pure chocolate with most of the
cocoa butter removed. Choose it
for a rich chocolate flavor without
the fat of chocolate. Store cocoa in
a tightly closed container in a cool,
dry place to retain color and prevent lumping
- Unsweetened chocolate has
no sugar or flavorings added. It's
sometimes called baking or bitter
chocolate and comes in packages
of 1-ounce squares.

- Semisweet chocolate contains
extra cocoa butter and sugar. Buy
it in the form of chocolate pieces
or in packages of 1-ounce squares
- German sweet baking
chocolate is sweeter than
semisweet chocolate because it is
made with more sugar and extra
cocoa butter. Sold in 4-ounce bars,
It's primarily used in baking.
Store chocolate in a cool, dry
place or tightly wrapped in the
refrigerator. Let chocolate stand
tightly wrapped at room
temperature before using.
- Confectioner's coating.
sometimes called white chocolate,
almond bark or summer coating,
is not chocolate, has no chocolate

flavor, and may not have the same
melting properties as chocolate.
In this product, most of the
cocoa butter is replaced by other
fats and sugar and vanilla or other
flavorings are added; it may be
tinted with vegetable coloring.
You'll find it in blocks, round disks
or bars where candy-making supplies are sold. It's a good choice
for candy dipping because it
doesn't need tempering.
- Premelted unsweetened
chocolate product is made of
cocoa powder and vegetable oil.
It's semiliquid so you don't have to
melt it. Substitute a 1-ounce
envelope for a 1-ounce square of
unsweetened chocolate in baking.

Melting momenta
chocolate starts to melt; remove
- Be sure the equipment you the chocolate from
the heat and
use for melting chocolate is com- stir until smooth.
pletely dry. Any moisture may
- If you prefer a double boiler
cause the chocolate to stiffen and for melting chocolate
, be sure the
no amount of heat or stirring will water in the lower
pan doesn't
make it smooth again.
boil. You can improvise a double
- Speed melting block boiler for a small
amount of
chocolate by chopping, not by tur- chocolate. Place the
chocolate in a
ning up the heat; chocolate scor- custard cup or
small bowl;
ches easily.
carefully set it in a pan of hot I not
- Unsweetened chocolate li- boiling) water over low
heat. Stir
quefies when it melts; semisweet, constantly until the chocolate
is
sweet and milk chocolates hold just melted; remove from
water
their shape when they melt and and stir smooth.
should be stirred until smooth.
- To melt chocolate in the
- To melt chocolate over(direct microwave oven,
place the
heat, use a heavy saucepaA over chocolate in a glass
measure or
low heat. Stir constantly until the custard cup. Cook,
uncovered, on

Old growing
Longevity pushing world population older than ever, census reveals
By RANDOLPH E. SCHMID

In general, however, women tend
Assumebaled Press Wrtoer
to outlive men and improved health
WASHINGTON - Developing care is expected to improve the life
nations could face a rapid increase expectency of women in the develin the number of elderly widows in oping nations. As a result, "some
their populations in the next few • developing nations may soon be
years, as better health care faced with rapidly growing numextends female life expectancy, the bers of elderly widows as the difCensus Bureau says.
ferential in male and female life
Among modern industrial expectancies widens," the study
nations, on the other hand, the sex said. These nations could include
ratio of elderly is expected to move China, India, Guatemala, the Philcloser to balance, said a bureau ippines and others, it said.
study, "An Aging World."
On the other hand, the proportion
Overall, the study projected the of females among the elderly in the
number of people aged 65 and over developed nations is expected to
worldwide will climb to 410 million decline slightly in the next few
by the year 2000. Currently that decades - especially in countries
group totals 290 million - about the with the largest share of elderly
same as the combined total popula- women, such as West Germany.
tions of the United States, Canada,
This is expected to result from
Australia and Denmark.
both improved life expectancy for
"Rapidly expanding numbers of men and the declining effect of war
older people represent a social attrition on groups of males now
phenomenon without historical approaching old age, the report
precedent, and one bound to alter said.
previously held stereotypes of older
Life expectancy also varies from
persons," said the report, a more nation to nation, with Japan in the
detailed version of a study released
lead at 77.1 years, the study found.
by the bureau last July.
The report said "it is more likely
Older women now vastly.putnum- that a Japanese newborn will surber men of the same age in the vive to retirement age than that the
developed nations, thanks to a com- average newborn in developing
bination of higher female life countries will celebrate its first
expectancy and the number of men birthday."
Wed in wars. In less-developed
U.S. life expectancy was 74.6 in
nations, women tend to die younger 1985, the date of the figures used in
than men.
the report.
A Saudi Arabian man can divorce his wife, without explaining why,
simply by saying "I divorce you" three times, according to National
Geographic

By contrast, life expectancy in
Bangladesh was only 48.7 years,

but improvements in recent years
have narrowed the gap between
developed and developing nations.
"Since 1950, the gain in life
expectancy in developing regions
has been at least as great as the
gain during the entire previous
half-century," the report said.
At least in the developed nations,
gains in life expectancy were
largely occurring for older people
because of improved treatment and
care for victims of heart disease
and stroke.
Thus, while life expectancy at
birth in the United States increased
by 6 percent between 1900 and 1980,
there was a 15 percent gain in the
number of years of life remaining
for a person aged 65. For Japan,
the increases were 12 percent in
life expectancy at birth and 26
percent for people aged 65 and
over.
Other findings of the report
included:
The world's elderly population is
growing at a rate of 2.4 percent
annually, much faster than the
population as a whole.
a Sweden is the world's "oldest"
country, with 17 percent of its
population aged 65 and over. It's 12

MURRAY
TODAY

percent in the United States.
•Seventy percent of the elderly in
developed nations live in urban
areas, compared with 30 percent in
developing countries.
The study by Barbara Boyle
Torrey, Kevin Kinsella and Cynthia
M. Taeuber summarized international trends and selected examples
from specific nations.
Here is a rundown of the life
expectancy for various countries,
as of 1985, as reported in the study:
Country
Expectancy
Japan
773
Sweden
76.6
Norway
76.2
Canada
4,\.76.0
Hong Kong
75.6
Australia
75.4
Denmark
74.8
France
74.8
Israel
• 74.8
Italy
74.8
United States
74.6
Greece
74.4
New Zealand
74.2
West Germany
74.1
United Kingdom
74.1
Belgium
73.9
Austria
73.4
Sitfkapore
72.3
Bulgaria
72.1
Poland
71.8
Luxembourg
71.4

Statistical Characteristics
of People age 85 and over.
MEN
I
I WOMEN
Percent of total pop. 85 and over

pi= 30.8%
I 69.2%
Average years of education
8.2
8.8
Percent still employed
4.2%
%
111
.
111
1
411
Average personal income

$10,529

;6,931
Percent married
48.2°4
8.5%
Percent living in own home
68.0%
148.
11
31°/0
fIarcent living alone
1111111/11.6%

33.3%
Source Or CAarfes F. tangelo,
Univervfy of Miam•

Hungary
Uruguay
Mexico
China
Brazil
Philippines
Guatemala
India
Indonesia
Bangladesh

ESTEE

AP

70.8
70.6
66.4
65.8
64.2
62.7
60.5
56.6
54.8
48.7

100 percent power (high t until
chocolate is almost melted.
Remove from the oven and stir until melted and smooth. Allow l',2 to
2 minutes for 1 cup of chocolate
pieces or two 1-ounce squares of
chocolate.
Gala garnishes
- Chocolate leaves: With a
small paintbrush, brush melted
chocolate on the underside of a
fresh leaf, building up several
layers. Place on a waxed paperlined baking sheet; chill until
hardened. Just before using, peel
fresh leaf away from chocolate
leaf.
- Chocolate cutouts: Melt
together one 6-ounce package
semisweet chocolate pieces and 1
tablespoon margarine; cool. Pour
ontco waxed paper-lined baking
sheet, Spreading
to 48-inch
thick. Chill until almost set. Firmly press hors d'oeuvre or cookie
cutters into chocolate. Chill.
Before serving, lift cutouts from
baking sheet.
- Chocolate ribbons: Prepare
and chill chocolate mixture as for
cutouts. :Using a fluted pastry
wheel or knife, cut chocolate into
strips.

Maureen Reagan
visits slave
trading center
ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast (AP) Maureen Reagan visited the
former slave trading center of
Goree Island off the coast of
Senegal on Friday.
The daughter of U.S. President
Reagan also was to meet with
Senegalese President Abdou
Diouf, a press spokesman said.
From the 15th century until 1848,
Goree Island was a transit point
for slaves on their way to the
Americas. An old slave fort has
been turned into a museum and
draws thousands of visitors annually. According to research by
French historians, 15 million to 20
million slaves passed through
Goree Island.

LAUDER
-11 ('s.111111:2,

Santa's.Coming.

).10.1% . 11(9

ESTEE LAUDER
COLOR GALLERY
1 I

An 85.00 value.
Your s for only 1750 with any

Estee Lauder fragrance purchase.
Now on view-the new colors for the new year Estee Lauder presents
moveable gallery of gleaming, fashion-right colors. They'll move
.1)ti to
create elegant new looks for lips, eyes, cheeks and nails here is
dynani,
eye color at your fingertips: four two-tone Pressed Satin Eyeshadons.
Luscious Creme Mascara and Eye Contouring Pencil Plus brilliant
strokes
of color for cheeks, lips and nails: two-tone Tender Blusher. two
shades
of RE-NlTRIV Lipstick. RE-Nl'TRIV All-Day Lipstick. Perfect-Line
Lip Pencil. three Polished Performance Nail Lacquers. And to help you perfect
the art of making up, blusher brush, eyeshadow brush, sponge-tipped
eycshadow applicators, eyelash comp and portable mirror. Offer
good
while supply lasts. One to a customir. All-prices sullied to change
without notice. All products made in U.S A.

December 21-24, 1-4 p.m.
Main Office, Fourth & Main
Free Photograph of Your Child with Santa!

7.ikvill
Tl 3ank of Murray
I 1111 I

"THE FW EV D.
. BANK"
er

When you come in for Color Gallery discover Estee
Lauder 'Affordable Luxuries,' chosen from the Estee
Lauder Christmas in Santa Fe group of holiday gift
treasures.
Youth-Dew Holiday Favorites. Body Satinee and Eau dc
Parfum Spray. 15.00
Youth-Dew Collectors Treasures. 1.5 oz. Eau de Parlum.
3 07. Dusting Powder. 20.00
Youth-Dew Sachet Papers 15.(X)
Youth-Dew Star Crystal Candle 2'.00 (not shown)
Youth-Dew Star Crystal Shaker for Perfumed Body
Powder. 22.50
Estee Star Crystal Candle.
50
Estee Star Crystal Shaker for Perlitmed Bodv Powder.
22.50
Cinnabar Sparkle athi Spice. Perfumed Body Lotion and
Fragrance Spray. 30.00
Cinnabar Turtle Compact for Solid Purfume -moo

gudwrA16:44
or Grit stsst

p.
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Winners announced

•••

•

The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club has announced
the homes and businesses who are winners in the annual Christmas
Decoration Contest.
Various categories were included in the contest, according to Jo C.
Williams, chairman of the department. She said "the many beautifully
decorated homes in the city and surrounding suburbs were beautiful and
showed a special meaning at this holiday time.
Pictures of the various winners taken by Mrs. Williams are as follows:

*

15

•••••—.1
•

•—•••!-•••••

BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL
Mr. and Mrs. Dann) Alexander of 1511 Belmont St. won for
best of interest to children.
First Christian Church on North Fifth Street won for best religious
scene.

The Shoe Tree in Southside Shopping Center, South 12th Street, won for
best of interest to children.
Mrs. Willie BeU Farkas of 1712 Magnolia won for best door.

The Place in Southside Shopping Center, South 12th Street, won for best
window.

••
••••,
••

••

Fern Terrace Lodge at 1505 Stadium View Dr. was named as best
overall.
Murray City Hall on South

Fifth Street won for best door.

RESIDENTIAL WINNERS
Mr. and Mrs. Hue) Downey of 1185 Sycamore St. won for best religious

scene.

cN

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Ryan of 2100 Edinborougtt, pictured, tied with Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Allbritten of 1524 Canterbury, picture unavailable, for
best all-over.

Murray-Calloway County Park was named as best overall.

All Sweaters,
Skirts, Blouses & Jewelry

The Mciiinneys of 510 Chestnut St. won for most unusual scene.

Sue's Discount Jeans
Hwy. 121 N. at Stella

753-2493

Mr.and Mrs. Frank McCallum of 1708 Melrose won for best of Interest to
children.
ClUALITY PROFESSIONAL OR•Y CLEANING

,mt.441,govit,,rn
rilig

41111

4
,
ioisib?"-0 L1

Closed for Christmas Dec. 25th & 26th
Mon., Tues. & Wed. Speciai

,

STOREWIDE SALE!

1 Pc Dresses

$2 9

50%-75% Off

Mr.and Mrs. Donnie Cohoon of 1716 Magnolia won for most outstanding.

2 Pc. Dresses

$259
Expires 12-23-87

All Merchandise
•

NIOr%pill

No Limit
(Pleats Extra)

•
f'

Shirts

*At this time, we wish to thank all our
customers for their patronage during this year
and also for the confidence you have placed
in us.

One HOUR
DRY
cLeaneRs

We wish all of you a very Merry
Christmas and a safe and Happ New Year

Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-9525

Laundered to perfection. On
hangers or folded. Bring in
before noon for same day
service.

85!.0,
5 For
All W-

•

-k

14 KT.SOLID GOLD JEWELERS
Bel-Air Center

()pen. Mon -Sat

111-6, Sun

I

Services Offered:
•Vv'f.(1r1(.nv. ,
•Iprithor 4 %Ilf.i•

• •
.1(4
..•
•:„ owprooling
•Aitt•t.tlinns & Repair.

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Wells of 818
Sha-Wa Circle won for best outside
tree.

Mrs. Ruth Calhoun of 1501 Oxford
Dr. won for best window.
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Calloway case one of two reversed by state's high court
By MARK It. CHELLGREN
Prim "rise

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The Supreme
Court says state laws that restrict testimony by marital partners in court should
be changed, but until then they must be
followed.
The issue came up in two criminal CAWS
and in both instances the high court
reversed manslaughter convictions because
evidence was improperly allowed during
the trials
Kentucky law prohibits a husband or wife
from testifying about "confidential communications between them during marriage."

The law also says that neither spouse may
be compelled to testify for or against one
another in any
"No doubt t.?1-c'crinlii
ve underlying the
statutory privilege was to preserve marital
harmony," said Justice Charles Leibson,
who wrote the majority opinion. "But the
privilege has an adverse effect; it prevents
the court from developing the true facts."
Leibson said the privilege is "particularly reprehensible' when two people
marry after a crime has been committed in
order to avoid testimony.
"Surely the Legislature should amend the
statute to prevent this abuse," Leibson

said.
Reservations about the wisdom of the law
were reflected in the 4-3 split among the
justices over the interpretation and application of the statutes in the two cases.
In one case, the court reversed the
manslaughter conviction of Frank Estes for
the shooting death of John O'Nan in Hardin
County. Other details about the incident
were not included in the court documents.
In a statement given to police by Cindy
Estes following the incident, she revealed
that she had been having an affair with
O'Nan. Her statement also included details
of how Frank Estes persuaded his wife to

call O'Nan and arrange a meeting.
According to the court records, Estes
then got a gun, cut the telephone cord and
left to meet O'Nan. Cindy Estes followed on
foot and heard a shot, but did not actually
witness the shooting.
Cindy Estes refused to testify at the trial
and the majority ruling by the justices said
her statement to police also could not be
used as evidence.
The court reached a similar ruling in the
case of Michael Wofford, who was convicted of manslaughter for the August 1985
shooting death of Howard Allen in Calloway
County.

After the alleged crime, Angie Isbell,
Wofford's girlfriend, signed a statement
while in jail implicating him in the death.of
Allen.
Two weeks before trial, she retracted %tie
statement and invoked the marital privilege against testifying because she and
Wofford had married the previous day.
Both of her affadavits were submitted at
the trial, which the Supreme Court said
was improper.
The high court reversed Wofford's manslaughter conviction, but let stand a conviction for theft of property over $100.

Sandinista soldiers battle Contras
in largest reported offensive of war
MANAGUA, Nicaragua ( AP —
Sandinista soldiers fought to drive
back at least 1,000 Contra rebels
who invaded the nation's gold-andsilver producing region in the
largest reported attack of the
6-year-old civil war.
Contra spokesmen said 7,000
rebels mounted the pre-dawn offensive Sunday. They claimed at
least 100 Sandinista casualties but
did not say how many of those had
died. They also did not say if there
were any rebel casualties.
The official Voice of Nicaragua
radio confirmed the assault in its
broadcasts but said that only 1,000
rebels had attacked the mining
villages of Siuna, Rosita an
Bonanza in the eastern part of the
country.
The broadcast said there were
10 Contra casualties, but did not
say how many of those had died.
The radio report did not mention
Sandinista casualties.
The Contras claimed they had
overrun one village and nearly
taken a second.
The mining region has become
increasingly important for the leftist Sandinista government as it
tries to halt the severe decline of
the economy.
According to private estimates,
the country will export 823 million
in gold this year which it hopes to
increase to $35 million in 1988.
The isolated region is believed
to have air defense artillery and
tanks that protect the mining
fields.
It was not immediately clear if
the fighting extended into today.
Prior to the offensive, the Contras' biggest reported operation`
occurred in mid-October when 800
rebels unsuccessfully tried to cut
off a 40-mile stretch of the Rama
Road, Nicaragua's main strategic
highway.
Sunday's attack came one day

before negotiatone for the Contras
and the Sandinista government
were to hold another round of
peace talks in the Dominican
Republic aimed at ending the civil
war. Both sides said the talks
would go ahead today as planned
in Santo Domingo, despite the
Contra offensive.
The villages that were attacked
Sunday are in Zelaya, a remote,
jungle-covered province. There
are no telephones to the battle
area and communication is by
military radio, which is sporadic.
The only dirt road to the area is
believed to be mined.
Carlos J. Guadamux, executive
director of the Voice of Nidaragua
radio station, said in a broadcast
late Sunday that 400 rebels had attacked Sturm. Thwebels, he said,
were being driven back.
Another 400 rebels, he said, attacked Rosita before dawn Sunday
and were forced to retreat seven
hours later. He said there were 10
rebel casualties but gave no
breakdown between deaths and
injuries.
About 200 rebels attacked
Bonanza, located near the Honduran border, he said. The
villages are 280 miles northeast of
the capital of Managua.
In an earlier broadcast, the
radio station said:

The Calloway County Middle School Junior Beta Club presented a check
to the Murray Need Line recently for $1,15). Pictured above are, from
left: Wendy Stephens, Becky Kelso, homeroom representatives; Jenny
Lough, Bets Club treasurer; Euple Ward, Need Line director; and Vicki
Patton, Beta Club sponsor.

Soviet crew blasts off for space station
"Starting Our 44th Year in 1988"

MOSCOW (AP — Three Soviet
cosmonauts blasted off aboard a
Soyuz TM-4 capsule today to
replace a crew at the Mir space
station that has set records for endurance in space.
It will be the first complete crew
change at a Soviet orbital
platform.
The current Mir crew'is headed
"Counterrevolutionary groups
by
Yuri Romanenko,who has been
launched ... a strong attack
in
space
for 319 days.
against the mining communities
The white capsule left the
... and waged heavy fighting."
Baikonur space center in Soviet
The Defense Ministry issued no
Kazakhstan
on schedule at 2:18
statement on the offensive.
p.m. Moscow time. Its flaming
However, the ministry did claim
engines spread a rose-colored
that the Contras, in separate preglow
on the snowy landscape
dawn attack Sunday, had killed
before the live television broadfive children and five adults at a
cast showed the spacecraft disappeasant camp near Rama, about
pearing as an orange cross into the
185 miles southeast of Managua.
murky sky.
The Contra spokesmen did not
Television then showed blackmention that attack
and -white pictures of the
cosmonauts inside the space craft.
It reported that everything was
functioning normally and stopped
its coverage of the blast off after
about 10 minutes.
•
Tass, the official news agency,
carried a two-sentence announcement of the lift-off and brief
biographies of the cosmonauts.
The Soyuz TM-4 was carrying
Vladimir Titov, 40-year-old crew
reward offered for vandalism.
chief; Musa Manarov, a 31-yearBickers said the $15 to the two
old flight engineer; and Anatoly
boys is the only reward given so
Levchenko, a test pilot, to a
far. He said he did not know if he
rendezvous with the Mir space
would continue to offer such
station.
rewards.
Manarov and Levchenko are
Mrs. Roberts said she will take
making their first flights into
the problem to the school's PTA
space.
first, and, if she doesn't get
Radio Moscow said the docking
anywhere there, to school district
would take place Wednesday, and
officials.
that Romanenko and cosmonaut
Larry Ryle, Boone County
Alexander Alexandrov would
school superintendent, said he was return to earth in time for the New
not aware of any school funds
Year celebration.
available for such rewards.
Romanenko, the flight com"Most certainly, I guess, we
mander, has been in space since
would want to respond to this," he
Feb. 6. He set the world record for
said. "I'm not aware of any policy space endurance on Sept.
30.
we have. There's not any (Boone
Romanenko was accompanied
County school) board policy into space by flight engineer Alexstating that we do that."
ander Laveikin, who fell ill and

Mother f..-gered that school
offering rewards for telling
FLORENCE, Ky. (AP — Officials at a junior high school
wanted to find a way to keep the
walls -Mean, but one woman says
the solution means her son and
other students have to do the dirty
work.
Susan Roberts said school officials told students earlier this
month that rewards would be paid
to those who told on other students
for breaking rules. Using snuff
was one rule for which a reward
would be paid, she said, and vandalism was another.
"They're getting my son to do
their dirty work," said Mrs.
Roberts, whose son, Benjamin,
and a friend were paid $15 for telling on a student who dipped snuff.
Mrs. Roberts said she thinks the
principal and teachers are asking
students to do a job they should be
doing: catching rule-breakers.
"I just think it's totally absurd,"
Mrs. Roberts said. "I just feel like
that's the teachers' responsibility
and the staff's responsibility. It's
not the children's responsibility."
Mrs. Roberts said she also worries that children who report other
students may become victims of
retribution.
Douglas Bickers, principal of
R.A. Jones Junior High School,
said he and teachers also consider
it their responsibility and were
trying to find the culprits. But they
needed the students' help, he said.
"It's really not a policy," he
said, and not a program.
"Really, what it was, we just
had a situation where there was a
problem with kids using this
smokeless tobacco and disposing
of it all over our building, spitting
It against the walls," Bickers said
The reward for reporting
another student's vandalism was
to be $100, Mrs. Roberts said.
Bickers said there was no such

May the peace
and joy of this
holiday season
be with you
always.
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Monday-Saturday Dec. 21st-28th

was replaced by Alexandrov in
July.
Titov and Manarov are to remain in the space station, while
Levchenko is to return with
Romanenko and Alexandrov.

Buck's Body Shop
900 Sycamore

753-5142

TUESDAY
and
WEDNESDAY

1
11Ce
SALE DATES
BELOW
AND

TRIM A TREE

CLOSEOUT!

TUESDAY DEC. 22ND

/0 REG
FF
.1PRICE

WEDNESDAY DEC. 23RD

50%
•No Layaways
•No Rainchecks
•No Returns

OFF!
REG. PRICE

•Riding Toys Not Included
•No Charge Cards Please

CHRISTMAS BARGAIN SALE
Men's Blazers

(Slightly

Men's Blazers (d Quay)
Men's Slacks

24"
11 8"
14"

Merry Christmas From All of us at

WHOLESALE STORES, INC
At Now Location — East South 8 5th Sts.
Mayfield, KY (Dillon ManfecturIng Bldg.)
247-2757

CoasttoCoast
America's TOTAL HARDWARE Store.
Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 12:00-6:00

Central Shopping Center

•
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Private survey says Minnesota top Medicaid provider
WASHINGTON AP ) — Poor
people in Minnesota have the best
chance of getting adequate health
care under Medicaid and those in
Mississippi the worst, a private
survey that ranks the programs of
each state said today.
However, the 257-page report —
one of the most extensive compiled on the state-federal program —
concludes that even top-ranked
Minnesota falls short of excellence
and says the entire program
should be revamped from top to
bottom.
"While it has improved access
to health care for millions of peo-

ple, Medicaid has nonetheless proven grossly inadequate for
millions of others," the report
says.
Calling Medicaid "a shaky
edifice," the report said it "makes
a mockery
of President
Johnson's statement after signing
the program into law in 1965 that
"today we expect what yesterday
we could not have envisioned —
adequate medical care for every
citizen."
Cataloging huge state-to-state
disparities in the way the program
is financed and administered, the
report by Public Citizen Health

Reseal:eh says the only solution is
for the federal government to
assume total financial responsibility and impose nationwide
eligibility standards and benefit
levels.
"There is no excuse for the kind
of inequitable treatment of the
poor sick population that exists today," it said.
"The current policy of allowing
the states I and the District of Columbia ) to design 51 different
Medicaid programs, ranging from
reasonably good to terrible, is unfair and must end," the report
said.
The report made no attempt to
place a price tag on its call for full
federal financing and improved
benefits, saying theY were made in
"the belief that our government
aas an obligation to make such

Marijuana...

1 DAY ONLY - TUESDAY 9AM TO 9PM

FASHION SCARVES

6.99 To 8.99
REG.8.99 To 15.99 (Fashion Scarves in squares
oblongs& beautifulfashion colors& prints.)

HANDKNIT VEST

9.99

REG. TO 26.99(Assorted prints & colors. S.M.L)

FASHION SKIRTS

..9.99

REG. TO 28.99(Mini's, Knee toppers & Calf-length.
Junior Sizes.)

FASHION SHIRTS

9.99

REG. TO 26.99(Assorted plaids, stripes& solids.)

10.99

FASHION PANTS

REG.TO 23.99

(*Selection ofstyles & colors.
Junior & Misses sizes.)

FASHION SWEATERS..10.99
REG. TO 31.99(stripes & solids in fashion
colors. S.M.L)

FASHION JEANS

10.99

REG. TO 29.00(Palmetto's, Gloria Vanderbilt,
Bonjour, Levi's &others in basics, stone-washed &
fashion styles. Junior & Misses sizes.)

HOLIDAY DRESSES
Take An Additional

20% Off!

(Beautiful Holiday Dresses in Junior, Misses,Halfsize
& Petite Sizes.)

WOOL PANTS CONTS..49.00
REG. TO 129.00 (Assortment ofcolors in tweeds

&solids in single & double breasted styles. Made in
U.S.A. Junior & Misses Sizes.)

SPECIAL TABLES OFGIFTITEMS

1.99 TO 9.99

(Assortment of *SILVER PLATED G1F71VARE,including
butter dishes, banks, salt & pepper shakers,cake servers,
•POTPOURRI BURNERS,•WALLETS * CERAMIC GIFTS,
including ducks,geece, banks & others. *& MANY MORE
GIFTS TO CHOOSE FROM.)

BETTER FLEECE ROBES&
NYLON GOWNS& ROBES....

15.99

REG. TO 36.99

(Assorted styles of Fleece Warm Robes& Nylon Gowns
& Robes in wonderful colors. Nationally advertised
makers. S.M.L)

ETIENNE AIGNER
Take An Additional

30%Off

(Quality Etienne Aigner at the lowest price of the season
for 1-DAY only. Fine leather Handbags, Accessories,
Jackets& All-Weather Coats.)

Central Shopping Center

Murray, KY

(Cont'd from page I)
Kentuckians who have smoked
marijuana at least once are more
likely to be males, high school
graduates, those living in
households with children and
those in urban areas, according to
the poll. Among urban residents,
36 percent said they had tried it,
compared with 24 percent in rural
areas.
Middle-income people are more
likely to have smoked marijuana
than others, according to the poll.
Thirty-five percent of people with
household incomes between
$15,000 and $34,999 said they had
tried pot, compared with about 23
percent of other people.
Protestants and Catholics are
less likely to have tried marijuana
than people of other religions or
people with no religious
preference, according to the poll.
About half the Kentuckians said
it's "very easy" to buy marijuana
in their communities, and another
23 percent said it's "somewhat
easy." Only nine percent said it's
difficult; 20 percent said they
didn't know.
Among residents of the
Bluegrass, southcentral and
eastern regions, 54 percent said it
is "very easy," compared with 46
percent in other areas.
The poll was conducted from
Nov. 13 to 19, about two weeks
after Judge Douglas Ginsburg admitted he had smoked pot as a student and as a law professor, and
withdrew his nomination for the
Supreme Court. A solid majority
of Kentuckians,67 percent, said he
should not have been disqualified
solely because of his marijuana
use, while 24 percent said he
should have been.
Shortly after Ginsburg
withdrew, Sen. Albert Gore Jr. of
Tennessee and former Arizona
Gov. Bruce Babbitt, both
Democratic presidential candidates, said they had used marijuana in their youth. The poll asked 549 registered voters whether it
is important in deciding on a
presidential candidate to know
whether he has used marijuana,
and 55 percent said it is not.
The poll has a margin of error of
3.5 percentage points. This means
that 19 out of 20 times, the poll
results will differ no more than 3.5
points above or below the results
that would have been obtained by
questioning every Kentucky adult
who has a telephone.
The poll asked the following
questions:

— As you may know, Douglas
Ginsburg recently withdrew his
name from consideration as a
Supreme Court justice. He did so
after admitting that he had smoked marijuana a few times as a student and later as a law school professor. Do you think this by itself
should or should not have disqualified him from being considered for the Supreme Court?
— According to statistics, lots of
people have tried marijuana at
least once. Has someone close to
you tried it?
—How about you? Have you
tried it at least once?
— How easy or difficult do you
think it is for someone to buy some
marijuana in your own community — is it very easy, somewhat
easy, somewhat difficult or very
difficult to buy?
—(Asked of registered voters)
In making up your mind which
presidential candidate to vote for,
is it important to you or not important to you whether a candidate
had ever smoked marijuana?

Read the
want ads daily

care available."
But it offered an advance
response to what it said would be
"the federal government's inevitable claim that It just cannot
afford to provide comprehensive
health coverage for the poor."
"When poor people without insurance do seek care, if they cannot afford to pay for it, the cost of
this so-called 'uncompensated
care' is often picked up, directly
or indirectly, by state or local
health programs or through
federal subsidies to hospitals." it
said.
The Health Research Group, a
Ralph Nader organization, arrived at its state rankings by assigning numerical values to 72
separate scoring items in five
general categories: eligibility
policy, scope of services, provider

availability, quality of care and
reimbursement policy.
The maximum possible score
was 350 and Minnesota scored 264.
Mississippi came in at 133.
As an example of the wide
disparity in just one of the
categories used in the formula, the
report notes that a family of three
in Alabama would have needed an
adjusted income of below $1,416 to
qualify for Medicaid in 1986, compared with $8,316 in Utah and
$7,404 in California.
Joining Minnesota in the 10 best
state programs were Wisconsin,
261; New York, 260,
Massachusetts, 253; Connecticut,
247; California, 245, New Jersey,
235; Washington, 229; Oregon, 228:
and Michigan, 224.
With Mississippi in the worst 10
were Wyoming, 141: Ariz6na, 146:

Alabama, 158; Missouri, 159:
Arkansas. 160; South Dakota, 166;
Nevada, 167; Idaho, 169; and
Virginia, 171.
Here are the other composite
figures.
District of Columbia. 223; Iowa
and Maine, 222, Maryland, 220;
Rhode Island and Vermont, 219:
Hawaii, 218; Illinois, 217; Pennsylvania, 213; Nebraska, 209, Kansas, 207; Utah, 202; Montana, 201;
Colorado and Kentucky, 196;
Georgia, 195; Indiana, Ohio and
West Virginia, 192; Florida, 191:
North Dakota, 190; Alaska, 185;
Delaware. 184. South Carolina,
183, Tennessee, 181; North
Carolina, 180; New Hampshire
and New Mexico, 177; Louisiana,
176; Texas. 173: and Oklahoma,
172.

indy city'Santa

SANTAS
SLEIGH.:TAM

Roger McNair, a Chicago cab driver, gets a taste of the city's reputation as he poses for a photographe
r
recently. McNair has dressed as Santa for the last seven (tristmases, his customers ride tree and the
meter
charges are donated to charity by the cab company.

Democratic, GOP contenders
dismiss Hart's chances, new poll
WASHINGTON (AP ) — Gary
Hart's chances of winning the 1988
Democratic presidential nomination are slim, according to fellow
Democratic and Republican candidates who dismiss the reborn
contender's strong showing in recent polls.
The former Colorado senator,
who announced last Tuesday that
he would re-enter the fray, immediately jumped to the head of
the Democratic pack in the latest
polls.
The showing, however, failed to
impress fellow Democratic
candidates.
"I was not elated when he got into the race, I have to confess,"
Sen. Paul Simon of Illinois said
Sunday on ABC-TV's "This Week
With David Brinkley." "But my
instinct is that this thing's going to
taper off."
In a poll published Sunday, Hart
took the lead in the Democratic
field in Iowa and knocked away
half the suport for Simon, the
previous poll leader.
The Des Moines Register
telephone poll of 201 Democrats
who said they were likely to participate in the Feb. 8 caucuses
showed Hart with the support of 29
percent of those surveyed, followed by Simon at 18 percent.
Simon had been far ahead in
previous polls.
The new Iowa survey, taken
Tuesday through Thursday, had a
margin of error of 7 percentage
points.
Meanwhile, two national
magazine polls also showed Hart
leading the other candidates hany. A Time magazine telephone
poll showed Hart with support
from 30 percent of 390 likely
Democratic voters surveyed,
followed by Jesse Jackson with 22
percent and Dukakis with 14 percent. Simon finished fourth with 7
percent.
The poll, conducted Thursday,
had a margin of error of 5 percentage points, as did a Newsweek
poll conducted by the Gallup
Organization on Thursday and

Friday.
Newsweek surveyed 707
Americans and found Hart was the
choice of 31 percent of the
Democrats surveyed. Twentythree percent were undecided and
13 percent favored Jackson, with
the other contenders getting 10
percent or less.
Dukakis, who also appeared on
the ABC program, dismissed the
importance of the polls, saying
American voters, especially those
in Iowa, are concerned with
economic stability, medical care
and other issues.
"These polls are meaningless.
And the day after the Iowa
caucuses they're all going to be
obsolete," Dukakis said.
The Massachusetts governor, interviewed during a campaign stop
in Iowa, said he met with 50
"interested Iowa citizens" Sunday
morning and the topic of Gary
Hart was not discussed.
"They are interested in the
economic future of this country,
whether or not there are going to
be good jobs and economic,oppor-

tunity, and the opportunity for
young people in this country to get
a decent job and build a future."
Another Democratic candidate,
Bruce Babbitt, said Hart's reentry will have little effect on his
campaign but will create confusion in the race.
"I think Hart's re-entry makes
the race even more volatile, more
unpredictable," the former
Arizona governor said while campaigning Sunday in New
Hampshire.
'He is not going to be a significant factor," Sen. Albert Gore of
Tennessee said Sunday in a
televised interview at Harvard
University.
Jackson said Hart's leap in the
polls over the other contenders
reflects the number of undecided
voters.
"What it really does mean at
this point is that there are a
number of people who are yet
uncertain," Jackson said in a CBSTV "Face the Nation" interview
taped Friday.

Latest poll shows American
opinion about USSR shifting
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A vast
majority of Americans would be
"more likely" to vote for a
presidential candidate who supports the U.S.-Soviet treaty
eliminating intermediate-range
nuclear missiles, a Los Angeles
Times poll shows.
The nationwide survey published Sunday also indicates that most
Americans look upon the Soviet
Union more favorably than they
did several years ago, although
they remain skeptical about Soviet
intentions.
Asked if the Soviet Union is "an
evil empire" that threatens moral
and APtigious values, 57 percent
answered they do not; 32 percent
said they do.
Three years ago, the numbers

were nearly reversed, with 55 percent responding they believed the
Soviet Union was an "evil empire" and 38 percent saying it was
not.
However, nearly half of the
respondents said they would want
to be "100 percent certain" that
the Soviets were complying with a
nuclear arms agreement.
Concerning the recent missile
treaty, the poll found that 72 percent of those surveyed said it
should be ratified, with 11 percent
opposed and 17 percent undecided.
The treaty was the chief outcome of the summit between
President Reagan and Soviet
Communist Party General
Secretary Mikhail S. Gorbachev in
Washington from Dec. 7-10.
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problems for animals mistletoes
and poinsettias can have a serious
and poisonous effect also: 3) Glass
tree ornaments can shatter under
the tree and cause serious injury to
dogs and cats; 4 Automobile antifreeze solution is toxic, and also
nasty, to dogs — a few sips can
blind or kill a pet, so make sure you
don't leave any antifreeze in open

Humanely Speaking
Murray-Calloway Co.
Humane Society
It may seem like a cheery idea,
but giving a dog or cat to a friend
or farnily-member "in the spirit of
Christmas" could be a real
mistake. according to Calloway
County Humane Society VicePresident Kathy Cohen.
"It takes a lot of thinking — a
solid commitment — to decide to
adopt an animal during the
Chrisrmastime period. A puppy or
kitter is a long-term investment,
and when you make an adoption, it
has to be for years of love and attentio," said Cohen.
Ore way to ensure the gift recipied on your list gets the pet he or
she really wants is to purchase a

THE FAR

VtAY I ASK YOu A
SiMPLE QUESTION?
t(

pet gift certificate through the
animal shelter: that way, according to Cohen, the person receiving
the certificate can choose his or her
own "gift animal'' from the shelter.
If a certificate recipient doesn't
wish to obtain any cat or dog, there
is a money refund available.
At this time of the year, shelter
worker Shawn Maxwell wishes to
offer a few precautionary points
about animal safety: 1) Carefully
apply and monitor Christmas tree
tinsel, yarn and ribbon, as these
materials can be swallowed by pets
and cause them to choke; 21 Pine
needles from live trees can fall into water dishes and cause digestive
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containers.
Lastly, Maxwell reminds pet
owners to provide plenty of warmth
for their dogs, as well as blockage
from cold winter winds. A dog
house with a large opening facing
the dangerous north winds can
cause a pet to suffer from hypothermia in a matter of hours, said
Maxwell

If General Assembly, voters revive lottery
Kentucky can draw from other's experience

— Expect greatest sales in the
ASHLAND, Ky. I AP ) — If the
General Assembly and the voters early years of a game. Interest
decide it is time to revive a lot- wanes as lotteries age.
— Seek the advice of other states
tery, Kentucky will have ample
modern-day experience in other when getting started or when problems arise. Lottery directors say
states from which to draw.
First of all, lottery directors they are glad to help, since healthy
say, the game must be free of the lotteries generate merest in other
sort of scandal that led to Ken- states' games.
tucky's current constituional pro- 'so —Don't become dependent on
lottery money to make ends meet.
hibition in 1891
"If your residents don't believe Lotteries are merely another
this lottery will be a fair one, they source of state revenue, not a
won't support it. That really is the cure-all for a states financial
heart of any lottery," said Anne problems.
SIDI
By GARY LARSON
Bloomberg, director of public inOhio Lottery players trusted
formation for the Ohio Lottery.
their game so much,they purchasLottery officials from Ohio, New ed more than a billion tickets in
Hampshire, Missouri, Illinois and the past fiscal year, and Ms.
West Virginia — five of the 28 Bloomberg said the game is
states that permit lotteries — had
forecasting sales of more than $1.1
more advice, according to The Inbillion this year.
dependent of Ashland, which
The Illinois Lottery is projected
published a series on lotteries.
to produce $550 million in state
—Earmark lottery profits for
revenue during the current fiscal
specific areas of the state budget.
year, and West Virginia received
"A lot of players want to know
$28 million during the past fiscal
year.
where the money is going," said
Jana Hume of the Missouri
Ms. Hume said lottery surveys
Lottery.
have shown that the games do not
"In Colorado, they earmark the
prey on the poor, as opponents
funds for two places — capital imcharge.
provements and parks, and they
She said most Missouri piayers
play up the parks in their advertisare between 35 and 55 years old
ing. There are plaques all around
and have annual household inthe state showing park facilities
comes between $20,000 and $50,000.
built with lottery money. People
When we talk about people in
seem to like that," she said.
the top economic range and the
—Don't prohibit advertising.
very poor, it drops off quite a bit,"
"It's a product. You have to
she said. "Poor people certainl
market it like Fritos and chewing
buy tickets, but they don't buy
gum," Ms. Hume said.
disproportionate to their income,"
she said.
Oscar Wallace, acting director
of the West Virginia Lottery, said
all state games are successful,
OKAY SARAH .PLEASE
TODAY MY NAME
LAST YEAR WE HAP - even if they do not match sales of
TELL ME HOW I CAN
15 SARAH
ALL SLUE L16HT5
the first year.
SEND YOU A CHRISTMAS
ON OUR TREE .

CARP IF YOU GIVE ME

Eva Crank, left, executive assistant at HT Marketing, Inc.. presents a
check for $215 to Euple Ward, director of Need Line. The employees of
HT Marketing, Inc. collectively donated the money to be used in making
food baskets.

Eva Crank, center, executive assistant at HT Marketing,Inc, presents a
check for $232 to Murray Fire Chief James Hornbuckle, far left, and
assistant chief Clayton Garland. The donation, a collective offering
from the HT Marketing, Inc. employees, will be used to buy toys for the
Children's Christmas Party sponsored by the fire department.
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AAAARRRGGHHH!!!
SLURP L
SLURP!,
SLURP!,
Jrm 24‘/T

J2 -

=111

I HEAR YOU'RE GOING
To PLAY DEFENSIVE
TACKLE ON THE
FOOTBALL TEAM

4

YEAH, I WANT
TO GET THE
QUARTERBACK
IN THE SACK

I BELIEVE THE \ WHICHEVER
EXPRESSION 16,
"SACK THE
QUARTERBACK"
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Profile '88

•

•
•

The Murray Ledger & Times annual Profile edition MI be published the last week of
HI! • March bringing you a
comprehensive overview
•• of Murray and its business and services.

•
••
••

"Profile is one of the most useful tools we
have in the promotion of the Murray and
• Calloway County ares," says Chamber of
Commerce executive director Steve Zea. "It
•
• represents the complete business community
• and provides the most up-to-date information
• available."

•

Be a part of Profile '88
Call
The Murray
Ledger & Times
Advertising
Department
753-1916
Today
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HOLIDAY GREETINOS

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

TWO WEEK SALE
CHRISTMAS EVE WE WILL BE
OPEN 7 A.M. TO 8 P.M.
CHRISTMAS DAY WE WILL BE
OPEN 9 A.M. TO 4 P.M.

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

PRICES GOOD WED. DEC. 16TH THRU TUES. DEC. 29TH

HOME OWNED & OPERATED
15.00 Purchase Required
No Coupons or Stomps Nocessary

twol

r:•

REG. S1.59
GRANULATED BI RITE

SUGAR
,L.

POTATO CHIPS
7 OZ. BAG

af

REG. 69'
GOLDEN ROD

.
•

•

Alk/kkiatt*°AVSL4441E
•

HONEY HILL
REG. $1.45
FLAV-0-RICH

t

p'
,

KRAFT
PHILADELPHIA BRAND

CREAM CHEESE

44

1 FOR $

16 OZ.

88

SWEET PEAS, CUT GREEN BEANS,
CREAM STYLE OR WHOLE KERNEL

8 OZ. PKG.

°A*

0014.44

ItAi*A4141
(40E44
—BROWN OR WHITE—
C& H

REG. $1.15
GOLD MEDAL

.--i

POWDERED
SUGAR

PLAIN OR SELF RISING

ROLLS

69

39

1 LB. BOX

5 LB. BAG

12 OZ. PKG.
I

•

VEGETABLES

k /12..99

REG. 69'
IDEAL
BROWN & SERVE

CMIAIII ONO

% MILK

I
L. 80z. 34r
r*A4P4at440Ei"Alt*,444*

it
*

12 PK. 12 OZ. CANS

14.

i

SOUR CREAM

139

•,

V

8
$249

2 LITER PLASTIC BOTTLE

ALL FLAVOR;

Itt4tivp**xtrluortdoEtotket.
I 4C7N:
te„

1 CRUSH FLAVORS,7-UP, MT.DEW
DR. PEPPER, DIET PEPSI,
PEPSI FREE or PEPSI COLA

REG. $1.39
CHARLES

Limit one per family
with 15.00 additional order
excluding tobacco products.

!
s

•••••0"--

-

—WITH ONE FILLED SHOPPERS CASH CARD—

S1P444050*4444
44
1
41ii
lt*4
1*

4telk..40=Jtieftr.044.*1410=

it:44
.4041
(
0

'N.

BAKER'S

REGISTER TO WIN!

SLICES OR HALVES ROSEDALE

CHOCOLATE FLAVORED
CHIPS
REAL CHOCOLATE
CHIPS
ANGEL FLAKE
COCONUTS

PEACHES

19 Inch Color TV
Fisher V.C.R.
Harper's Country
Ham

29 OZ.79
1

Drawing Sat. 3 p.m. Dec. 19th
Need Not Be Present To Win!

OCEAN SPRAY

Cil=1110
•

CRANBERRY SAUCE

maapi
!Goa/

79

tt
I.

12 OZ. $ 1 39

14 oz. $ 1 39
REG., ELECTRIC, OR A.D.C.
FOLGER'S

PAPER TOWELS
OR 140 CT. NAPKINS

..),%
•i

oN,

CHILI WITH BEANS
OR TAMALES

12 OZ. $1 19

MARDI GRAS DECORATED

IN a

16 OZ.
—WHOLE OR JELLIED—

Soot
.

Boief Stow 2401. 41.29
Kelly's

COFFEE

69c

LB. BAG

$399

3002400g*AniatviitorsA*401*A140014%.
•
.•

SHOPPER'S CASH HOLIDAY FAVORITES

FROZEN FOOD
PET RITZ

PIE SHELLS
REG. 2 CT. PKG.

COOL WHIP

WHIPPED
TOPPING
BANQUET
APPLE, PEACH, CHERRY

FRUIT PIES
PRAIRIE FARMS

79c
OZ.89c
99c

9

1
KRAFT

9C

-,

70Z.

—

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

GAL.

I
31$$$$111

" 444

$11$100,1

•

801.

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD
t

LYNN GROVE GRADE 'A'

MARSHMALLOW
LARGE EGGS
,Aiii...-,--1------4,-CREME

49

9c

01G

1 LB. QTRS.
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

•
'4141

9

Bonnet

6 OZ.

!

WHIPPED TOPPING •

MARGARINE
Blue :6 1

IC

NATURE'S BEST

BLUE BONNET

,

FROZEN COCONUT

20 OZ.

ICE CREAM
OLD FASHION BUCKET

TROPICAL ISLE

_____ __,

t:Ir cYr, ,-. \

Doz.

9c

r ", ±_i__ 1...- -).
WITH ONE FILLED
r--.4...•L• ..110"4_,- SHOPPER
'S CASH CARD

AI
C&H

POWDERED
SUGAR

9;

1 LB. SOX
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

•
141,11111

4

4B11

4 4 4 4 4 4 I 4

I

3

THE DEUILKAY LKDOE.111
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4
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BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

•OitfL•440:

.'

"•

•

OPEN 7 A.M. TO
11 P.M. DAILY

WE ACCEPT U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

.44.1044$1.144.41**Asgotqs,_ xtgAblods*Assitt..4

-

"

.4

•
4141‘

40

0
o

••

•

OLD MISSOURI
•

SHANK PORTION

BONELESS
HAM
$1 28

0

(
I•

•
°

HAM
WATER ADDED

119
LB.

LB. WHOLE
$1.31 LB. SLICED

0

0•
j
go

SF

v
410111*
0•
0
0
0w

•••

)
11i° •Ir°
06 0 411,16

•

••
L. .•

•411
/
4•

••
•

•

AMILY PACK

FIELD

GROUND
BEEF

•0

.430.
0•

LB.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS

BOLOGNA

RIBEYE
STEAK
$0
199

BUY ONE AT $1.99 LB.

‘a
• •

•
.14p1
4 °

0
0

•

•

;

4.rP.Z!N
'';*•-••
`

I

FREE
•101, 4111*

0

LB.

eok0440
•
0
.
10
0
.
414"414.0
0
4.
4
...

•r,

o.io.
Airjf

•

••

CHUCK
ROAST

o'o

N

••
.04

FIELD 1 LB. CLASSIC

PARTY FAVORITES
OSCAR MAYER

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS

WIENERS

Field

LITTLE SMOKIES
SAUSAGE AND
LITTLE WIENERS

• i?;•:4.:

"*".•

GET ONE

*
°C

*4111
.
0/W•
llOk
oe

,
.• ••
.•;14k4f

"
fr.0 0

0•

\\II's.' Rs

$ 1 00
111

OFF

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

•

0'••
•

•••••• •ro•

•

LB
1 99

LB.
$ 1 39

0

..
•

• 4

S.

RIVERSIDE GRADE'

WILLIAMS PORK

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

SHOULDER ROAST LB. *14 SAUSAGE

LB.

TURKEYS

$ 1 89

CHICKEN BREAST LB. *1' BACON

LB. $

HAM

169

BUTTERIIALL

CHICKEN

• ' •

• 1'
•6

'

LB.

FIELD BONELESS FINEST
LB. $

1 39

BAKED HAM

LB. $

SMOKED PICNIC

'199
'

AgioVE

i'o;•
•

10 LS. BAG

.• 1111111k

P
)
o

CELERY

Itt

EA.

CAULIFLOWER

EA.

39c

EA

FRESH 12 OZ. BAG
DELICIOUS SWEET

CRANBERRIES

POTATOES
•

EA.

WASHINGTON STATE

PEARS

00

4LBS.

LB.

69c
89c
49c

5 LB. SAG JUICE

ORANGES

•

EA

$

1 99

4

witaritebr-ft.

041101111k:
0

SUNKIST NAVEL
•.
0

S0
GE
0
At
$41
I
;R

:a.L

wk.

•4
reP

•,
.•
-.Atielte*41*41404
**if4trb
4104" • 411*44eals.1:tr<W45*
BAKERY
DELI DEPARTMENT

,
•
• 4

BAKED HAM

FRENCH BREAD

LB $4P59

AMERICAN

'100
LAST WEEK'S NAME:
EUPLE ATKINS
WINNER $100

CHEESE
POTATO SALAD

LB

RYE BREAD

$2
99

LB. $

1 09

DONUT HOLES

0

0

0

0

a
hlitZeLMEMIN
=
at
I
VIM
lialaMMM

$

$ $

•.66
•
0 0Ip

69;
16 OZ

JEWISH

••
0

. •

•

•

CASH POTI
THIS WEEK

,

8/ 1 00

$ 1 89

FRESH

COCONUTS

F.

•

ORANGES &
TANGELOES

LARGE HEAD
EACH

••

•*

FLORIDA JUICE Iv

-4- FRESH CRISP

0

.
1'1719,r17:4!„.

PRODUCE

WHITE RUSSET

$

894

'
01';•

•
P 1 Ow

S.

•

LB.

•

•
• •••••

4

89c

LB $399

REELFOOT

891 HAM
4.
'• I "

POTATOES

KENTUCKIAN HAM LB.$289

CENTER SLICED

LB 39c TURKEYS

LEG CATS.

LB. 694

BUTT PORTION WATER ADDED

FIELD

BONUS PACK

FIELD BONELESS

16 OZ.99

DOZ.

39c

AsItvitt*
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E Merry Christmas 3

Official says bells are Christmas symbol
NEW YORK (AP — Bells,
bells, bells ... the tintinabulation of
the bells. Bells" or "I Heard the
Bells on Christmas Day,"
. bells
traditionally sound the holiday
season.
"Bells wafting through the air
are a symbol of Christmas," says
Terry Mayer, a "bellologist" and
president of the Metropolitan
Chapter of the American Bell
Association, an organization of
bell collectors.
The group was organized in 1940
and has about 2,000 members. It is
described as a "hobby" organization, "a group of friendly people
who enjoy the romance of sleigh
bells, horse bells, camel bells, and
elephant bells, the shimmering
beauty of glass and porcelain

4

Happy New Year
As 1987 comes to a close the Associates of
4
ROBERTS REALTY would like to take this means
4
et ofsaying "Thank you"for a most successful year. ftfi
During 1987 more property has been sold than ever
S, before, through ROBERTS REALTY.
ROBERTS REALTY takes pride in their moral
and ethical conduct with real estate transactions.
4
1> They are the oldest active real estate agency in 4
SS!, Calloway County and can therefore boast of be•ing the most experienced. Once again, Anna
Requarth, Broker, and Sales Associates Prenti
ce 4
el, Dunn, Vicki Todd, Randal Scott, Joe Kennon, Max
ti
r Dodd and Bob Ethridge say THAN
K YOU a
11 GALLOWAY COUNTY.

✓

)7

g

RobertsRealty 3
414 S. 12th

Murray, K y.

AtLa614,151

4

I,S
„.

easor
)
.s

bells, the mystique of Oriental
bells, the challenge of antiques,
and the knowledge of contemporary bells."
Under the name of Terrymayer,
Miss Mayer also designs bell
jewelry in silver and gold. Holiday
celebrators can literally go to the
party with bells on. She's made
bells for Tiffany's, the 21 Club, and
actresses Liv Ullman and
Elizabeth Ta-lor, among others.
"Victor Hugo defined bells as
the 'opera of the steeples." says
Miss Mayer, "especially true during the Koliday season when the
melodious carillons are played
with spirit.
"Jingle Bells,' which gives us a
feeling of merriment, was written
in the early 1850s by James Pierpont of Massachusetts, where
sleigh bells were traffic horns. The
owners of sleighs were fined by the
police if they didn't have their
bells on."
Her re-sounding research has
turned up some other clappers:
— The bells of the Church of the
Nativity in Bethlehem ring at
Christmas and are broadcast all
over the world to symbolize the
birth of Christ;
— Martin Luther is generally
believed to have been the first to

put bells and lights on Christmas
trees;
— In Norway, it is said, feeding
cattle salt in a cowbell on
Christmas Day is a way to assure
that they will come home from the
pasture of their own accord on
summer evenings.
Does any of that ring a bell?
Others may prefer more traditional jewelry — dian.ands.
In a recent survey of retail
jewelers and suppliers, the
American Gem Society predicted
diamond rings will be their top
selling jewelry item this season.
More than 31 percent of the
respondents forecast non engagement diamond rings, while
17 percent said it would be colored
stone rings that will sell best.
The American Gem Society is a
non-profit educational association
of jewelers, with about 3,200
members.
The best-selling men's jewelry
item, according to the AGS
survey, will be watches, picked by
about 65 percent of the
respondents.
A recent Diamond Information
Center survey reported that 71
percent of today's men think it's
socially acceptable to wear
jewelry other than a watch or ring.

A very Merry
Christmas and a
Happy New Year
from our
employees and
their families to
you an yours.
THORNTON BODY SHOP
& WRECKER SERVICE
2112 Coldwatet Rd
759-1598

1/
3 0ff
•

New Shipment of Sloppy Joes

OUT OF THE BLUE-

AN EXCITING UMBRELLA
FROM ARAMIS
`IOUR FREE GIFT

with any $10 Aramis,Devin or Awns900 purchase

It's out of the ordinary,
out of this world.
The kind of offer that only comes
once in a blue moon.
One sizzling sector of red-hot orange
breaking through a field of
coolest blues. To keep you
out of the rain and totally
in fashion.

Our featured fragrances: provocative
Aramis, rich, relaxed Devin or
cool, contemporary Aramis 900;
tradition with a dash ofthe unexpected.

Great Christmas
Gift Idea!

"Although an executive who
shows up in a boardroom with an
earring ikillraise more than a few
eyebrows, men find jewelry more
acceptable today than ever
before," says Woodrow Fleming,
vice president of the Jewelry
Group, of Best Products.
He says sales of men's diamond
jewelry at Best Products has more
than doubled in the past three
years and now accounts for 16 percent of the company's diamond
sales.

Johnson has big
holiday selection
For those whose closets and attic trunks are stuffed with holiday
ornaments, think of Clara Johnson
Scroggins.
She has a personal collection of
more than 30,000 ornaments.
"Each ornament has a special
meaning for me," says Miss
Scroggins, author of "Hallmark
Keepsake Ornaments: A Collector's Guide."
"Sevral of the more valuable
are the 1980 Frosty Friends ornament, now selling to collectors for
$500, and the 1982 Holiday Wildlife
ornament, now selling for $300 on
the secondary market."
Holiday ornaments have come a
long way since the standard glass
balls, tinsel, angel hair and
garlands. Many now are crafted in
acrylic, bone china, wood and
porcelain.
The Hallmark "Keepsake Ornament" designs, started in 1973, include tin locomotives, rocking
horses, Frosty friends, clothespin
soldiers and some commemorating special events, from
an Olympic marathon Santa to
this year's acrylic "We the People" for the bicentennial of the
U.S. Constitution.
Miss Scroggins, a former
fashion model and broadcast journalist who now lives in Houston,
Texas. with her husband and son,
says ornaments aren't for the
Christmas tree alone and need not
be packed away after the holiday.
She offers some ideas for
decorative ways to use,ornaments
throughout the year:
— Display them oti bookshelves
or mantels, in a printer's box or
shadow box.
— Hang crystal ornaments in
the window to create holiday
prisms when the sun shines
through.
— Adorn your house plants.
— For a dinner party, mark
place settings with ornaments to
be taken home after the party.
— Hang ornaments from curtain
rods, window shade cords or tiebacks.

Health Insurance
Medicare Supplements
(Including Doctor Calk)

Shop Your
Hometown First!
Your dollars do more than just buy
merchandise. They support our schools
and churches, angtcliir ly pailifor our fire
and police protect'
tike
rary and
recreational facilities.
The list is endless because your dollars
support our way of life. Be loyal to the
community and buy at home. Then
everyone benefits.

PEOPLES
o/BANK
MURRAY

KY.

Major Medical
Cancer
Custodial Nursing Home
Call

Tony Montgomery
753-7419

HAVE A JOYOUS
HOUDAY
SEASON

Let
EIECTROLLIX
Be the Reason!
CALI TODAY FOR OUR SPECIA1 1400DAY SAVINGS

5th_& Main • N 12th & Chestnut • S 12th & Story
753-3231 • Member FDIC.

0
(ELECTROLUX)

Tony Montgomery
753-7419
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Neiman-Marcus setting trends in Christmas giftgiving
DALLAS (AP) — Leave it to
Neiman-Marcus to make sure
there's adequate demand for Russian lynx bellies and the like.
The trend-setter in Christmas
extravagance is at it again this
year.
So far, the big sellers from the
Neiman-Marcus Christmas
catalog include cashmere and fur,
crocodile and crystal, store officials say.
To prove the point, one woman
snapped up two one-of-a-kind fur
coats designed by James Galanos.
With price tags of $295,000 each,
one coat was of Russian natural
lynx bellies, while the other was
Barguzin sable.
The woman's identity and her
plans for the furs were not known.
The book (catalog) is selling
said Jan
extremely well,
Roberts, spokeswoman for the
legendary department store.
"Crystal items are flying out the
door."
Neiman's has followed its past
gift traditions — which included
the California Spangled cat and
his-and-her camels — with several
new seasonal suggestions this
year, including a stint as guest
conductor at Carnegie Hall and a
cruise on a sumptuous yacht.
This year's selection gifts plays
upon adult fantasies, said Ms.
Roberts.
For one — and only one — aspiring Arthur Fiedler with $50,000 to
spare, Carnegie Hall is the venue
for a directorial debut.
After taking lessons iron Skitch
Henderson, music director of the
New York Pops, the buyer will
direct the orchestra in "The Stars
and Stripes Forever." A chair
with a special commemorative
plaque bearing the guest conductor's name also will be installed.
The Carnegie debut was not immediately spoken for, but Ms.
Roberts contended many
customers had not yet received
their catalogs
Couples willing to plunk down
$7,503 can spend a day as Ringling
Bros. and Barnum & Bailey circus
performers, with 25 friends looking on in the audience.
"A lot of adults have that

spots available for the circus gifts,
Neiman-Marcus has set 10 a.m.
CDT Nov. 10 as the starting time
for taking reservations.
For $29,000, someone can sail
the seas for a week aboard the
112-foot yacht "Never Say Never,"
equipped with two master suites,

childhood fantasy, said Ms
Roberts "We anticipate it to be
very popular."
She said store officials expect to
sell out easily based on the
number of inquiries they've had
To give customers across the
country an equal shot at the 10

two staterooms, crew of five and a
Cordon Bleu-quality chef. Those
on a budget can rent the yacht for
a day for $5,000
For those yearning for the simple life, raising a Colorado
Karakul lamb or Mohair goat
could be the starting point for a

one-of-a-kind sweater for a mere
$700.
The gift comes complete with
tools and instructions for raising
the animals and shearing and
spinning their wool.
For the younger set, the catalog
offers the ultimate playhouse, a

cedar log cabin, delivered and installed for $12,000.
The store picks up on the nosmoking trend with a page
devoted to kicking the habit,
featuring a hand-held fan to blow
away smoke, endorsed by
"Dallas" star Larry Hagman.
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Are Giving This Year. A
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Microwaves

Including Leading
Edge* Word Processing software and our
Soft-Click' keyboard.
And there's
more. So come in
today for a visit,
and you'll see why
it's so smart to
give the Model "D'
this year

Consider just a few of the
facts.
The Leading Edge'
Nkxiel '13"10 personal corn- e
purer has the only 20-month
warranty around.
Next, it's famous for its
low, price of $1095
It's easy to use,
and its a fast and
powerful, IBM*
PC-compatible
computer with
a complete, readyto-run list of standard features

FUll-SIZE
14• CO FI
CAPACITI.
nor,444

TYE WM of
10 1111005
TIMER

Of
TEMPEAAT1OE

$19900

4'

Just
05111110i10
ailai

AA ornerier.%

35 WIVE 1111117

WNW POMO LEVELS

•At--

• . •• • 4
zwx
Southern
4
States
4
fip Co-Operative
Industrial Rd.
4
4
733-1423
AthitilhAtiliiilahis &Ito

gbilf
314 Main Street

Just (
I

c.xle
PE

.14Ty
•
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&

HOTPOINT

$18900

Mode-.
jEy

Computer Center

(502) 753-7733

•Layaway Available
'Open til 4:00 on Saturday

Murray, KY 42071

ladery Mgr Peuelusa Inc
Lew." Fr* NM Mtn*,' ore eessorrec tes.lernerts
Inneresommul Nome .cluner.
UM•s reiporred cradenmet

WEST IIINTUCIT
APPLIANCE

Hwy. 641 N.
753-4478
va*Isseaostiev

1

•

ahmille926.4e0argaii:

Men's Flannel Shirts

Magnavox Stereo
RadlolCassette Recorder

•cksmpare our generous
tit and quality
*Sizes S-M-L-XL
Reg. 6.94

No 1380 7 7
'Dual Cassette AM/FM Radio
Cassette Recorder Reg. 49.87

Sale

3984
Sale

Emerson 13" Color TV
•One button automatic color
'Automatic fine tuning, earphone jack w/earphone for private listening, simulated
woodgrain cabinet Reg. 189.88

sale

886
4

Golden
Oak
Bread

Box
'Ideal for
keeping rolls or
bread fresh
Rog. 24.97 Sale

Regal 10-cup Coffeemaker

Unisonic Cordless Phone

'Glass carafe with lock-in cover
•Thermostatically controlled warming plate
•Water tank with convenient fill marks
017564 Rog. 12.96

'Tone/Pulse Switchable
'Advanced Sound Reception
06080 Reg. 43.87

Sale 387

Ii
..eneeeee—,

Visions® 6-Piece
Saucepan Set by Corning®
•Includes 1 /
1
2 and 21
/
2 quart sizes with lids •buart
size feathers pour spout *Ideal for range top
microwave and conventional oven 11V300N
Reg. 24.941

Sale 19
96

Sale good through Thursday, Dec. 24th
Hwy. 641 North, Murray
Mon.-Wed. 8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Thursday 7 a.m.- 6 p.m.; Closed Christmas Day

Microwave Turntable
*Spring powered motor-rotated food automatically
for more even cookilip,
•Operates for 30 min
'Completely dishwasher safe base and turntable
OPA600/113 Reg. 13.94

Sale I0
94

Sanyo Microwave
'Touch Control
•1 0 Cu Ft Microvave
'Model No 550 Reg. 198.00

Sale 1 6800

WALOIART'S ADVERTISED IIERCHANOISI POLICY—it s our intention to have
every advethsed gem on stocii However 0 due to lIny unforeseen reason iff
artverhsecl gem s not avarnbie Or purchase WO Marl red issue a Rain Check on
request tot the merchandise to be ()WC haSed at the sae Once ohenerer armlet.%
npril
of roll sell you•similar dem at a comparable reduction an rime We reserve the
to Wel guanblies Leratahpns void on Neve Memo
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Beautifully Simple Shopping
for
Simply Beautiful Gifts

MERLE noRmAn

111

Bel-Air Shopping Center, '53-6926

Experts say happy holiday time takes proper planning
By The Associated Press
"Christmas itself may be called
into question.
"If carried so far it treates
indigestion."
— Ralph Bergengren (1871-1947'

Wishing you Christmas joy, Christmas fun
& Christmas gifts for everyone.

Pi99IY wiggly
Murry, Ky

753-9616

For many Americans about to
join in the holiday festivities, that
little couplet might well be an appropriate theme song — due to
overindulgence in eating, drinking
and being merry.
But with proper planning, say
the experts, holiday time can be
one big happy partytime.
For football fans especially, the
festive Thanksgiving-ChristmasNew Year's season provides an opportunity to gather with friends
and neighbors in the great indoors
to go the way of the arm cair
athlete, according to food consultant Margie Kreschollek.
More families than ever are participating in the strong movement
to stay home for entertainment.
says Kreschollek, author of "The
Guaranteed Goof-Proof
Microwave Cookbook."
"Perhaps this is due to the fact
that baby boomers are reaching
middle age and having children —
they're settling in.' she explains.
"One thing is sure: an entertainment system lets the whole family
join in the fun without worrying
about ticket lines, frostbite and
post-game traffic jams."
Her game plan for replicating
great stadium excitement, without
leaving home, includes making
sure the videocassette recorder is
ready to tape the game for
Monday-morning quarterbacking.
To prepare for the game. she
adds, "preview player histories,
team scores and vital statistics
through sports publications.
Periodically turn down the TV
sound and take turns doing the

commentary. Or, practice interpreting the referee's hand
signals."
And for the ultimate concession
stand, a counter-high refrigerator
is ideal for setting out all the
essential snacks and can double as
a TV or microwave table, suggests
Kreschollek, who serves as an advisor to Sanyo.
For an elegant touch in the holiday mood, the host might want to
serve champagne as well as beer
or soft drinks.
According to Pierre Ernst,
general manager of Champagne
Perrier-Jouet. champagne can be
kepi for five years or more.
although, unlike Many other
wines. it does not greatly improve
with age.

Ernst says champagne is at its
proper serling temperature if
kept in a wine bucket filled with
ice for 20 minutes or placed for one
hour in qie coldest section of the
refrigeralor.
As for opening a bottle, he suggests it shoWd.be done with a soft

Is there life after Trivial
Pursuit?
Game manufacturers are trying
to persuade consumers this
Christmas that there is, indeed, a
rejuvenation of the adult game
market, stimulated by board
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45-degree angle, and twisting the
bottle not the cork in one direction,
pulling it down slowly

Game manufacturers trying to pursuade
consumers of adult game rejuvenation
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pop — not the often-heard loud,
startling one. This can be done by
tilting the bottle away from
guests. mirrors and windows at a

games like Trivial Pursuit and
Scruples and Pictionary.
These board games and others
like them "have had the effect of
bringing people together in a
social setting and reminding them
that games could be a fun way to
spend an evening," I.: mart toy
buyer George Colgan recently told
Toy and Hobby World magazine.
According to the Toy Manufacturers of America, $253 million
was spent on adult board games
last year.
Some of this season's entries:
— The Dictionary Game comes
to the United States through
Canada, introduced by DavisGrabowski Inc., a Miami-based
Importer of toys and games.
Players create definitions to unfamiliar words that seem more
believable than the actual dictionary and try to bluff others The
more convincing the definitions,
the more points they gain in a race
to reach "genius" on the game
board.
— Another Canadian import is
Therapy the Game. The board
game. sold by Pressman Toy
Corp., asks players to master the
stages of life, from "infancy" to
the "cosmos." The first player to
move his "couch" across the
finish line wins.
Other Pressman games are
spinoffs of television shows, including a junior edition of Wheel of
Fortune, Deluxe Jeopardy and
Lifestyles of the Rich and
Famous.
— Win. Lose or Draw and Whatzit are among the board games
from Milton Bradley. In the
former, players try to decipher
doodles of some phrase or expression taken from a card in a deck.
The latter game plays with words
that are turned around, upside
down or jumbled. Like:
Thingthing. One thing after
another.
— Pictionary — one million
games were produced in its introductory year last year, according to its marketers, the Games
Gang — now has a junior version
geared to 7-to-l]-year-olds. It's the
same charades on paper game,
but with different reading levels
and includes wipe-off boards and
crayons.
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Two federal agencies launch crackdown on dangerous imported toys
WASHINGTON (AP - Two
federal agencies have launched a
crackdown on dangerous imported
toys
The Consumer Product Safety
Commission and U.S. Customs
signed a memorandum officially
starting the cooperative effort in
October, just as the Christmas
shopping season got under way
Spurred by the realization that
imports now make up 68 percent of
the toys being recalled for one
reason or another, the two agencies also conducted a safety inspecting test of toys being imported through Los Angeles and
San Francisco
The result was seizure of more
dangerous toys than were recalled
In all of 1986, Safety Commission

Chairman Terrence M. Scanlon
said.
The concentrated efforts by the
two agencies in Los Angeles and
San Francisco resulted in seizure
of 70 shipments of toys containing
nearly 600,000 items which did not
meet U.S. safety standards,
Scanlon said.
About 113,000 children were injured last year in incidents involving toys, Scanlon said.
"The importation of dangerous
toys is nothing but a crime,"
Customs Commissioner William
Von Raab said. Like drugs,
dangerous toys must be stopped at
the borders, he said.
The Safety Commission sets
safety standards and can ban or

order recalls of dangerous items.
However, unsafe items still come
to market and these are usually
discovered only when a child is
hurt or injured.
Under the agreement, the 5,000
Customs inspectors will be trained
by product safety officials so they
will be better able to know what
hazards to watch for when inspecting imported cargoes.
Customs agents inspect much
merchandise arriving in the nation, checking for a variety of
legal violations such as copyright
and trademark infringement, hidden drugs, exceeding quotas for
items and underpricing of
products.
Under the new agreement, the
Customs officials also will check

Annual tradition, begun in 1931, renewed
with lighting of tree at Rockefeller center
NEW YORK (API - In 1931, at
the depth of the Depression, construction workers set up a
Christmas tree at what is now
Rockefeller Center in midtown
Manhattan.
It was formally lighted for the
first time in 1933 on the sidewalk in
front of the building that they had
constructed, the RCA Building.
It was then a gesture of
Christmas spirit - and something
of an appreciation for having work
when so many others did not.
That began an annual tradition
that is renewed this year with the

lighting of the Center's Christmas
tree on Dec. 1 (5:30 to 6 p.m.). It is
a 75-foot Norway spruce from a
private estate in Suffern, N.Y. the same place the tree came from
in 1980.
The 1987 tree was chosen by Carl
Miller, vice president of the
Rockefeller Center Management
Corp., who has been the official
tree searcher for the last 10 years.
His choice is made from
photographs submitted by tree
owners and others, as well as
'serendipity."

Santa Claus...

A man of many faces
By The Associated Press
Santa Claus is a man of many
faces.
In Clement Clarke Moore's "A
Visit from St. Nicholas," he was a
round and jolly figure.
Washington Irving pictured him
with baggy breeches, a broad.
brimmed hat and a long pipe.
Among the Santas in the
Hallmark Cards Historical Collection are a white-bearded man in
religious robes and a blackbearded buccaneer -in-- a furry
black suit. One version shows him
in a military uniform and in others
he wears his more familiary red
and white suit.
The roly-poly version of Santa
became popular in the 1860s when
cartoonist Thomas Nast began
drawing him for magazine covers
and bookplates, according to Sharron Uhler, curator of the Hallmark
Historical Collection.
Nast, she says, is credited with
creating Santa's red coat, the
result of a Civil War cartoon that
showed him in patriotic red, white
and blue.
Santa Claus appears on about
one-fourth of all Hallmark
Christmas cards for children, says
Miss Uhler, with most of them
show him carrying a pack full of
toys.
He's been made fun of on many
cards, too, playing "snow golf" or
stuck in a chimney.
Americans exchange more than

2 billion Christmas cards
annually.
"Relatives, friends and
associates may be separated by
miles and economic limitations,
but they'll always take a few
moments to send a thoughtfully
chosen Christmas card," says Joe
Gonzalez, president of Masterpiece Studios, manufacturers of
personalized greetings.
He offers this etiquette advice
for sending Christmas cards:
- Address and stamp cards
hand; don't use a postage meter.
- When addressing cards ta
couple married or living together,
send the cards to both individuals,
even if you know only one.
- When sending a card from a
family, pluralize the family's
name, such as, "From the John
Smiths" (no apostrophe,.
- Donate old Christmas cards
to children's hospitals or nursery
schools, where they can be cut up
for collages and artwork.
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Bethesda, Md. 20207.
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products now rather than attempt
to deal with them during the middle of the main holiday buying
period," said Scanlon.
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Last year, for example, Miller
made the selection when he happened to drive by the "perfect
tree" on a trip to see another.
The tree cutting this year takes
place Nov. 12, the day before it is
trucked to the New York City site.
Workmen then spend about two
weeks securing it, building platforms to the top so lights can be
strung and preparing the 18,000
lights on five miles of wire for the
Dec. 1 ceremony.
Accompanying the Christmas
tree are displays of the trumpeting
angels of the Channel Gardens and
the poinsettias in the Center's
building lobbies.
On Dec. 13, hundreds of tubists
from the area gather on the
Rockefeller Center skating rink
for Christmas carols in a
"TubaChristmas" performance.
The Christmas show at Radio City Music Hall runs from Nov. 13
through Jan. 6.

for toy safety, including such problems as sharp points and edges,
small parts and excess lead in
paint, and will be able to detain
questionable items until Safety
Commission officials can confirm
the problem
Shipments of toys that violate
safety laws will be seized and
destroyed, said Von Raab, and the
importers also may be fined a
percentage of the value of the
shipment.
The Safety Commission also
called on the public for help making sure the nation's children have
a safe Christmas.
The federal agency asked consumers and consumer organizations to inform it of any potentially
dangerous toys or other items so
that appropriate action can be
taken to get the items off the
market.
We believe that it will serve the
consumer best for us to investigate potentially hazardous
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First-half blitz denies Racers second Bayou Classic crown
Staff Report

fought back to take a three-point lead
The Racers used two Sias rebound baskets and
three Martin hoops in a 10-0 run, but the Ragin' Cajuns answered with an Aaron Mitchell lay-up to trim
the lead to 55-54 arg tournament Oustanding Player
Earl Watkins nailed a 3-pointer with 4:20 remaining
to give USL the lead for good.
"USL's pressure defense gave us trouble in the
first half, but we were able to make some adjustments at halftime," Murray State head coach
Steve Newton said. We turned the ball over 19
times, which is far too many in a game in the
60-point range."
Murray State's lack of size didn't show as the
Racers continued their strong board work, out-

LAFAYEITE, La. — Don Mann returned, Jeff
Martin extended his 20-point game streak to 10 and
Carl Sias scored a career-high 16 points, but all that
wasn't enough for Murray State to repeat as Bayou
Classic champions.
The Racers came up on the short end of a 64-62
score Saturday as Southwestern Louisiana won its
own tournament behind a balanced scoring attack
and an intimidating first-half full-court press.
USL used its defensive pressure to establish a
43-29 halftime lead, but Murray State, 4-5, came
back behind the strong play of senior center Sias
who scored 12 points in the final 20 minutes. He also
grabbed a team-high nine rebounds as Murray

rebounding USL 32-23
"USL is a big ball club and a physical one,"
Newton said. "We showed we could play with a
quality team."
Martin and Mann showed that they can play with
quality teams consistently, making the alltournament team for the second year in row. Mann
was the tourney's Outstanding Player last year
Their selections marked the first time in the tournament's 25-year history that two players from a
visiting club have repeated on the team.
Martin scored 23 points in the championship
game, giving him 54 for the weekend. Mann, who
scored 19 points in the opener while establishing a
tourney record with five 3-point goals, settled for

And still
champion

Teams battle for berths

NFL playoff picture clears;
five spots still up for grabs

UK escapes scare,
wins Invitational
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Guards
Rex Chapman and Ed Davender
scored 24 points apiece as No. 1
Kentucky overcame a barrage of
3-point baskets by North CarolinaCharlotte to take an 84-81 victory
in the championship game of the
35th annual Kentucky Invitational
Tournament Saturday night.
Charlotte, losing for the first
time in seven games, hit 10 of 15
3-point shots, with guard Byron
Dinkins leading the way with six of
nine.
Kentucky took the lead for good
at 78-77 on Davender's 3-pointer,
and Chapman followed with a
17-footer for a three-point Wildcat
advantage 33 seconds later.
After Charlotte's Cedric Ball hit
one of two free throws, center Rob
Lock scored on a rebound basket
to give Kentucky a seemingly safe
82-78 lead with 1:20 to go.
But Dinkins struck again from
3-point range to trim the margin to
one point with 1:06 to go.
Charlotte regained control after
Davender missed a short jumper,
and worked the clock down to 11
seconds before calling a timeout.
Guard Jeff West then misfired on
a baseline jumper, but Charlotte
got the ball back on a jump ball.
The inbourids pass went to
Dinkins, but he was called for a
walking infraction after trying to
work the ball inside Kentucky's
tight defense.
Davender sank two free throws
with two seconds to go after being
fouled on the inbounds play for the
final margin. Charlotte threw the
ball away on its last opportunity to
tie the game as time expired.
Bennett, voted the tourney's
Most Valuable Player, added 17
points as Kentucky ran its record
to 6-0.
Dinkins led all scorers with 28
points, while forward Frank
Persley added 15 and center Dan
Plondke had 14 for the 49ers, who
made 34 of 58 shots for 58.6
percent.
Kentucky outrebounded its opponent 43 to 21. Kentucky's
Richard Madison had 16.
Charlotte riddled Kentucky's
man-to-man defense in the first
half by hitting six of seven 3-point
attempts in taking a 42-39 lead at
intermission.
Kentucky, behind forward
Madison's two baskets, appeared
ready to break the game open with
a 9-2 run that gave it a 22-19 advantage with 10:49 remaining in the
half.
Charlotte rallied to go up 26-25
(Iont'd on page 19)

By The Associated Press

Eric Dickerson broke a 53-yard run to set up a Colts score as
Indianapolis beat struggling San Diego 20-7 Sunday. The win kept the Colts in first place of the AFC East.
4P pima

By AUSTIN WILSON
AP Sports Writer
SHREVEPORT, La. — It was
their last time together as a team,
and Greg Davis fought hard to
keep from thinking about it.
Flanked by offensive coordinator Darrell Moody and defensive coach Vince Hoch, Davis
headed up Tulane's strategy sessions in the pressbox, passing
along to Mack Brown the intelligence they gathered from
their vantage point.
Brown took over as head man at
North Carolina after the game.
Davis was promoted to head
coach, and Moody is expected to
go with Brown.
It was not the way they would
have liked to see the assocition
end.
Washington opened the twoweek long college bowl season by
beating Tulane 24-12 in the Independence Bowl Saturday night.
Huskies quarterback Chris
Chandler said he knew at halftime
Washington was going to win
because of the way its defense was
playing.

"Our defense can play, but they
have struggled some. By halftime,
it was obvious they were going to
do the job," Chandler said.
Led by 12 tackles by linebacker
David Rill, Washington held college football's 11th-best scoring
machine 20 points below its season
average and refused to give up the
big play.
Tulane's All-America receiver
Marc Zeno had seven catches for
116 yards, but only one of them
was of the game-breaker variety.
And Tulane couldn't capitalize on
that one, a 26-yard reception over
his shoulder between defenders
that went for naught when the
Greenies fumbled two plays later.
Washington is 7-4-1, and the victory gives Don James a 6-3 record
in postseason play. For Tulane,
6-6, it was the first bowl game
since 1980.
Jilted Tulane fans shouted
obscenities at Brown as he left the
field, the excitement of his three
years of rebuilding forgotten.
"These have been three of the
finest years of my life. I'm very
proud of this team," Brown said.

"The Hottest Christmas Gilt Going!"
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clinched at least a wild-card when
Pittsburgh and San Diego lost
Sunday.
If the Broncos beat the Chargers
next week, they will win the AFC
West and clincn the home-iield advantage throughout the playoffs.
If the Broncos lose and Seattle
beats Kansas City, however, the
Seahawks will win the division.
Cleveland is alone in first in the
AFC Central after a 24-17 victory
over the Los Angeles Raiders. The
Browns, 9-5, can win the division
with a victory or tie at Pittsburgh
Saturday.
Pittsburgh and Houston. both 8-6
after the Oilers' 24-16 victory over
the Steelers. are in playoff
contention.
The picture is much clearer in
the NFC, where New Orleans, San
Francisco, Chicago and
Washington have clinched
postseason spots. Minnesota. St.
Louis and the Los Angeles Rams
are fighting for the one remaining
playoff berth.
In other games Sunday, New
Orleans downed Cincinnati 41-24,
New England beat Buffalo 13-7,
San Francisco defeated Atlanta
35-7, St. Louis beat Tampa Bay
31-14, Seattle beat Chicago 34-21
and Philadephia defeated the New
York Jets 38-27.
On Saturday. the New York
Giants beat Green Bay 20-10.
(Coard on page 19)

Washington spoils Brown's final game at Tulane
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Denver is in, Buffalo is out and
Indianapolis is knocking on the
door.
The NFL playoff picture
became a little clearer Sunday,
although five of the 10 postseason
berths remain up for grabs
heading into the final week of the
regular season.
The Colts, 8-6, clinched their
first winning season in a decade
with a 20-7 victory in San Diego
Indianapolis can win the AFC East
and move into the playoffs by
beating Tampa Bay at home next
weekend.
Miami's 23-21 victory over
Washington on Sunday night moved the Dolphins into a first-place
tie with the Colts. But Indianapolis
holds the tiebreaker edge, so
Miami can only win the division if
the Colts lose and the Dolphins
beat New England next Monday
night. If the Colts and Dolphins
both win, Miami could gain a wild.
card berth if Pittsburgh, Houston
and San Diego lose.
New England and Buffalo share
second place in the AFC East at
7-7 and could end up in a three- or
four-way tie for first place if they
win next week. The Patriots would
win the division if that occurs, but
the Bills would lose out under the
NFL's complicated tiebreaker
rules.
Denver, which beat Kansas City
20-17 Saturday to improve to 9-4-1,

Col It.4.t• )4)1 ha I I
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eight points Saturday.
Freshman guard Paul King chipped in nine
points.
Watkins, Randall Smith and Kevin Brooks scored
16 apiece for USL.
Despite the loss, Newton was impressed with his
team's second-half comeback.
"I think the Racers can be proud of themselves
and their effort this evening. They showed a lot of
character, especially on defense in the second
half," he said. "We were in a position to win the
game, which was our goal at halftime."
Northwestern Louisiana downed Eastern
Washington, the Racers' first-round victim, 68-63 in
(Conrd on page 19)
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"I'm disappointed that we didn't in 1977 by Keith Thibodeaux of gins in
the second quarter, and an
win tonight. Tulane needs to con- Louisiana Tech in the second In- intention
al safety by Washington
tinue playing well, get into another dependence Bowl.
reserve quarterback Cary Conklin
bowl game next year and win."
Chandler's three interceptions with seven seconds left in the
Brown said he wasn't upset by also tied an Independence Bowl game.
the shouts of "traitor" and worse record, and Tulane's James
The punt return by Price was
that accompanied his sprint from
McKinley got into the record book the first by a Tulane player for a
the field.
by getting two of those TD since Bobby ''Jitterbug"
"They've been on me before," interceptions.
Kellog did it in 1940.
he said.
Both of Chandler's touchdown
In the Washington dressing passes came in the second
The Boston Red Sox failed to
room, there was a feeling of quiet quarter, the first to tight end Bill
satisfaction.
Ames, the second to wide receiver steal a base in the World Series
"I'm so glad our defense came Darryl Franklin. Tony Covington against the New York Mets in 1986,
back," Rill said. "We had been ac- had a first-quarter touchdown for which they lost in seven games.
cused of not having any heart Washington on a 3-yard run, and
The Robert Fishel Award is
following some of our games. freshman Charming Wyles kicked
given
each year to a nonTonight's game showed that our
his first collegeiate field goal eardefense does have heart and stuck
ly in the final quarter, a 41-yarder. uniformed baseball man for
in there and played to the end."
Tulane scores came on a 44-yard outstanding performance. The
Chandler threw two touchdown
punt return by Mitchell Price and first winner in 1981 was Robert
passes, tying the bowl record set a 21-yard field goal by Todd Wig- Fishel.
(
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Arizona knocks Kentucky out of nation's top spot
By The Associated Press

Arizona earned its first-ever No.
1 ranking when it took over the top
spot in The Associated Press college basketball poll today despite
receiving fewer first-place votes
than runner-up Kentucky.
Arizona, 9-0, received 26 firstplace votes and 1,096 points from
the nationwide panel of sportswriters and broadcasters while
Kentucky, 6-0, was listed first 29
times and had 1,088 points.
Despite receiving fewer firstplace votes, Arizona, which had
never been ranked higher than
10th before this season, was able to
overtake Kentucky because it was
named second on 21 ballots while
Kentucky was second on just 13.
The teams switched places from
last week's voting after Arizona
won its two games this week, 77-53
over Arkansas-Little Rock and
110-71 over Washington in the
Pac-10 opener for both schools.
Kentucky, meanwhile, was
taken to the wire by North
Carolina Charlotte in the championship game of the Kentucky Invitational before prevailing 84-81.

Kentucky beat Miami, Ohio in the
opening round of its tournament,
85-71.
Arizona is the fourth team to
hold the No. 1 ranking this season.
Syracuse was atop the
preseason poll and was replaced
by North Carolina in the first
regular-season poll. The Tar Heels
remained on top just one week
before Kentucky took over for its
two-week reign.
Pittsburgh, which received the
other two first-place votes and was
Idle last week, remained third
with 1,004 points, 82 more than
North Carolina, 7-1, which stayed
fourth after registering victories
over Citadel and Illinois.
Wyoming, 6-0, jumped from
sixth to fifth with 825 points after
beating Georgia State and
Nebraska, while Temple, 5-0,
moved up two spots to sixth with
804 points after beating South
Carolina in its only game of the
week.
Syracuse, 7-2, also advanced two
places and was seventh with 694
points after easily beating St.

Bonaventure in its only game.
Florida, 6-1, jumped from 11th to
eighth after receiving 659 points,
six more than Duke, 4-0, which improved one place in the voting.
Florida beat Ohio State 102-69 in
its only game, while Duke was off
the entire week.
Purdue, 7-1, rounded out the Top
Ten with 565 points and Michigan,
8-1, led the Second Ten with 540.
Following Michigan were
Oklahoma, Indiana, Iowa,
Nevada-Las Vegas, Iowa State,
Missouri, Kansas, Georgetown
and Memphis State.
Last week's Second Ten was
Florida, Purdue, Michigan,
Oklahoma, Nevada-Las Vegas,
Missouri, Kansas, Georgetown,
Memphis State and Iowa State.
Iowa State, 8-1, made the jump
from 20th to 16th after beating
then-No. 7 Iowa 102-100 in overtime. The loss dropped the
Hawkeyes, 6-2, seven spots
Indiana, 6-2, fell from fifth to
13th after losing to Louisville 81-69
despite leading by 10 points at
halftime.
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Freshman Smith lifts Louisville past Indiana
By TED M.NATT JR.
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE Ky — LaBradford Smith scored a career-high 32
points and Louisville hit 30 of Si
free throws in the second half to
overcome a 10-point deficit and
upset fifth-ranked Indiana 81-89 on
Saturday.
Down 32-22 at halftime,
Louisville went on a 19-9 scoring
run at the outset of the second half
to tie the game at 41 on Keith
Williams' three-point play with
14:34 remaining. The foul was Indiana's seventh in the half and put
the Cardinals in the bonus for the
rest of the game
Smith, a freshman whose
previous high was 21 points, was
the main benefactor as he made
all 14 of his free throws ill a half in
which he scored 25 of his 32 points.
Louisville, 2-2, took the lead for

good at 53-51 with 8:16 left in the
game on Herbert Crook's short
jump shot. The Cardinals then
went on a 26-11 run over the next
six minutes to take their largest
Lead at 79-82 with 2:12 remaining
on a Pervis Ellison free throw.
Ellison added 17 points and 10
rebounds for Louisville, while
Williams had 12 points and Crook
10

Keith Smart scored 24 points
and Ricky Calloway added 22 to
lead Indiana, 6-2.
Louisville's shooting performance in the first half gave no indication of what was to come in
the second.
The Cardinals hit just 10 of 27
field goals for 37 percent and one
of five free throws for 20 percent in
the half. For the game, they made

GOTEBORG, Sweden (AP)—
Juan Antonio Samaranch, president of the International Olympic
Committee, is pleased to have tennis back on the Olympic program
next year, and he expects the very
best to play in Seoul.

The very best may not include
Mats Wilander, who helped
Sweden turn its Davis Cup
triumph over India into a rout.
"Right now, I don't feel an
Olympic gold medal would be like
winning the Davis Cup or a Grand

NFL playoff picture clears...
Award from page 18)
Seahawks 34, Bears 21
Rookie Brian Bosworth
recovered two fumbles and nearly
returned one of them for a
touchdown as the Seahawks spoiled Walter Payton's final regularseason game at Soldier Field.
Payton, the NFL's all-time
leading rusher with 16,644 yards,
ran 17 times for 79 yards and
scored two touchdowns for
Chicago.
Eagles 38, Jets rl
Randall Cunningham threw
three touchdown passes as the
Eagles eliminated New York from
playoff contention.
Mike Quick caught two of the
scoring tosses, while rookie Cris
Carter made a spectacular diving
catch for the other score.
Vikings 17, lions 14
Minnesota's Wade Wilson passed for one touchdown and ran for
another as the Vikings snapped a
two-game losing streak.
The Vikings picked off three
Detroit passes but none of the turnovers led to scores.
Patriots 13, Bills 7
New England limited Buffalo to
152 yards and snapped Jim Kelly's
18-game streak of throwing at
least one touchdown pass.
The Bills' only score came in the
third quarter, when Sean McNanie
recovered a Dupard fumble and
ran 14 yards for the touchdown
Dolphins 23. Redskins 21
Dan Marino's 6-yard touchdown
pass to Mark Duper with 1:07 left
gave Miami the victory. It was
Marino's third TD toss of the night
to Duper.
On the winning catch, Duper
grabbed the ball with one hand
after it had bounced off his chest
on the goal line.
Saints 41, Bengal§ 24
Buford Jordan's two touchdown
runs capped a 38-point rally that
carried the Saints to their eighth
consecutive victory.
Trailing 24-3 in the second
quarter, the New Orleans defense
triggered a comeback by forcing
two fumbles and two
interceptions.
Oilers 24, Steelers 16
Warren Moon threw two
touchdown passes to Drew Hill
and safety Jeff Donaldton in-

tercepted two Mark Malone
Albert Bentley scored the Colts'
passes in the fourth quarter to final touchdow
n with 1:53 left on a
spark the Oilers.
3-yard run after Eric Dickerson
Pittsburgh cut Houston's lead to
set up the score with a 53-yard
17-16 with 9:31 to play on a 20-yard
dash down the right sideline.
field goal by Gary Anderson after
Cardinals 31, Boca 14
the Oilers defense had stopped the
Neil Lomax threw three
Steelers at the Houston 3-yard
touchdown passes and Stump Mitline. But Moon then directed a
chell rushed for 101 yards and
77-yard scoring drive that ended
another TD to lead the Cardinals.
with a 30-yard touchdown pass to
Tampa Bay, which blew a
Hill with 5:20 to go
25-point lead and lost to St. Louis
Browns 24, Raiders 17
31-28 six weeks ago in the biggest
Bernie Kosar passed for 294
fourth-quarter collapse in NFL
yards and two touchdowns as
history, lost its seventh conCleveland moved into first place
secutive game to fall to 4-10. The
In the Arc Central.
Bucs are 0-3 with rookie Vinny
Kosar, who leads the AFC in
Testaverde as their starting
passing efficiency, completed 21
quarterback.
of 32 passes. But one pass was inGiants 20, Packers 10
tercepted and returned 48 yards
Phil Simms threw two
for a touchdown by Stacy Toran.
touchdown pa_sses and became the
*erg 35, Falcons 7
Giants all-time leader in passing
San Francisco's Jerry Rice set
yardage as the Giants eliminated
two NFL receiving records and
the Packers from playoff
scored three touchdowns for the
contention.
fourth time in the last five games.
Simms has passed for 19,551
Rice bettered the records for
yards in nine seasons with New
most TD catches in a season and
York, breaking the club mark of
also set a record by catching a TD
19,488 career yards set by Charlie
pass in a 12th consecutive regularConerly between 1948 and 1961.
season game.
Broncos 20, Chieh; 17
Colts 20, Chargers 7
John Elway passed for 237 yards
Jack Trudeau threw a
and a touchdown to lead the Brontouchdown pass while the Colts
cos, who withstood a fourthdefense had five quarterback
quarter rally by the Chiefs.
sacks and three interceptions.
Kansas City scored with 6:36 left
Two field goals by Dean Biasucand had a chance to tie the game
ci and the Colts' first touchdown in
in the final minute, but Nick
nine quarters of play gave InLowery missed a 37-yard field goal
dianapolis a 13-7 halftime lead.
attempt with 34 seconds to play.
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Football
AMEJLICAN CONFERENCE
Lan
W
L T Pet. PPr PA
Indianapolis
8 6 0
571 276 232
Miami
8 6
0
071 352 311
Buffalo
7
7
0
500 363 288
New England
7
7
0
500 266 263
N Y Jets
6 8 0
429 127 340
Costrai
Cl.v eland
9 5 0
643 371 226
Houston
8 6 0
571 124 332
Pittsburgh
8 6 0
571 272 280
Cincinnati
4 10 0
286 368 349
West
y-Denver
9
4
1
679 350 288
Seattle
9 5
0
643 351 773
San Diego
8 6 0
571 253 293
LA Raiders
5 9 0 .367 296 283
Kansas City
3 11
0
214 232 368
N ATION AL CON IMRE N Cr
East
x.Waahington
10 4
0
714 352 261
St Louis
7 7 0
500 346 347
Philadelphia
6 8 0
126 EP 373
Dallas
5 8 0
386 290 311
N Y Giants
5 9 0
357 280 305
Central
x-ChIcago
10
1
0
714 360 7712
Minnesota
8 6 0
571 312 308
Green Bay
5
8
1
393 WI 267
Tampa Bay
1 10 0
286 280 936
Detroit
3 Ii
0
214 239 971
West
y.,San Francisco
12
2 0
857 411 263
y.New Orleans
11
3 0
786 389 259
L.A Rams
6
7 0
462 296 284
Atlanta
3 11
0
214 192 406

x clinched division title
y clinched playoff berth
Saturday's Games
New York Giants 20, Green Hay li.J
Denver 20 Kansas City 17
Sunday's Games
Mouneola 17, Detroit 14
New England 13. Buffalo 7
New Orleans 41. CIncirr.,t1 21
Philadelphia W. New York Jets 27
Houston 24. Pittsburgh 15
Seattle 34. Chicago 21
San Francisco 3.5 Atlanta 7
St Louis 31, Tampa Bay 14
Indianapolis 20. San Diego 7
Cleveland 24. Los Angeles Raiders
Miami 23, Washington 21
Menday's Game
Dallas at Lc* Angeles Rams
Saturday, Der. 26
Cleveland at Pittsburgh
Washington at Minnesota
Sunday, Dee. 27
Buffalo at Philadelphia
Cincinnati at Houston
Detroit at Atlanta
Green Bay at New Orleans
New York Jets at New York Giant:,
St Loth, at Dallas
Seattle at Kansas City
Tampa Bay at Indianapolis
San Diego al Denve
Chicago at Los Angeles Raiders
Los Angeles Rams at San Francisco
Monday, Dee. 08
New England at Miami
Season Cads

Basketball
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L Pet. GB
Boston
14
8
636
Philadelphia
11
9
560
2
Washington
8 14
8
364
New York
7 15
318
7
New Jersey
3 18
143 10%
Central Dirkdan
Detroit
15
5
750
Atlanta
16
6
727
Chicago
15 8
652
hiLliwauken
12 9
571
3%
Indiana
12 11
522
4
Cleveland
10 12
456
6
WESTERN CONFERENCE
•
Midwest Division
L Pct. GB
Denver
14
8
636
—
Dallas
13 8
619
Houston
11 11
500
Utah
11 12
478
3%
San Antonio
10 11
478
3%

Sacramento

5 17
227 0
Pacific Division
L A Lakers
17
6
Portland
25 8
832
2
Seattle
12 12
500 5%
Phoenix
8 12
400
7%
L.A Clippers
8 13
381
8
Golden State
3 17
150 12%
Saturday's Games
Philadelphia 95. Dallas 90
New York 125, New Jersey 93
Washington 109, Chicago 96
Atlanta 130, Utah 124. OT
Denver 121, Houston 117
Los Angeles Lakers 108, Los Angeles Clip,
pers 97
Seattle 129. Golden State 102
Sunday's Games
Boston 124. Philadelphia 87
Cleveland 127, Indiana 116
Portland 148, San Antonio 126
Phoenix 120. Sacramento 109
Lae Angeles Lakers 103, Seattle 94
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(Cont'd from page 18)
the consolation game.
Murray State takes a Christmas
break and returns to action Jan. 2,
taking on Bethel College at 7:30
p.m. in Racer Arena.

17,4
.
01 ji

LIM AJAICA

A

isf wifigtE,

Sunset Boulevard
Music

90 DAYS OR LIFE.

USL 64, MSU 62
HUIRAY IT An
— Jeri swan is.is 14 n
(ris Ogden 1-4114 1, Carl Sias 74 5-1 IS, Den Mao

REGISTER TO WIN THIS
Parts Plus 1911 Model T
One Unit to be given away
December 24, 1987

And still...
(Cont'd from page 18)
on Persley's 17-footer at 8:54, but
Kentucky scored six straight
points to lead 31-26 on Davender's
layup with 6:32 to go.
Dinkins then sank two 3-pointers
and Persley and West one apiece
as Charlotte surged out to a 42-35
advantage with 1:47 to go.
Bennett and Madison each
scored in the final 1:09 to slice
Charlotte's lead to three points at
halftime.
Also named to the all tournament team were Davender,
Chapman, Dinkins and Middle
Tennessee's Randy Harvey.
Kentucky has now won its own
tourney 27 times.

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
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First-half blitz...

14 I, Pool Kin 54 44 1, Jen Robbins 64 64 S. Termite
Bre*" 14 $4 1, Robert bleClatehey 14 $4 S. itildir
Feder 14 14 1 Totah — 3541 IC411
SOUTHIIISTERN LOUISIANA (641
Randal Smith
44 14$ A, Kevin Brooks 741 1414, Rodney WM454 11
1 4, Earl Watkins $11 14 It Stephen Beane 1-311 1,
Aaron Mitchell 14 111 5, Kelvin Dori* $4 64 k Dole
Troy 1-1 ai 7, Andre Knigli 64641 Nab — 30-11 III,$4
Halftime — USL U. IISU 21 Rebates& — IØU n
iSlas 5), USL (Smith 71 Outs - MS11 I 1
USL 15 Smith 4)
Sias, Yank Ring
- liCSU 111 Mann 1-7, King 141, USL 543 ad* 5-7.
Brooks 1-1. Bowe 1-1,
Al 14i Fooled out — none
Total fouls IOU II, USL II Technical — IOU toad
Neortim. A - 4,11$

Slam tournament," Wilander said
after winning three matches in
Sweden's 5-0 victory in the Davis
Cup final.
"Maybe in 15 or 20 years, tennis
In the Olympics will be a big thing.
I haven't made a decision if I will
go to Seoul. But there is only a 50
percent chance that I will play."
Samaranch agreed with
Wilander that it will take time
before tennis makes it big in the
Olympics.
"But we have to begin, right?"
he told The Associated Press."We
do hope that the best Swedish
players will play in Seoul."
Stefan Edberg, ranked second in
the world ahead of Wilander but
unable to play here because of a
foot injury, said he definitely
would play in the Olympics, and
that delighted Samaranch.
"I will be very happy if Stefan
plays in Seoul because he won in
Los Angeles," said Samaranch,
who was here in a semi-official
capacity to present an IOC sportsmanship trophy to the Swedes.
Tennis was an exhibition sport
In the 1984 Games and will be an
official medal sport in Seoul for
the first time since the 1924 Olympics in Paris. Professionals are
being allowed to play in the Olympic tournament under new
eligibility rules adopted by the
IOC last May.
Wilander, who lost the final of
the French and U.S. opens this
year ad the recent Masters Tournament to top-ranked Ivan Lendl,
swept both his singles matches
and clinched it in the doubles.

PAGE 15-A

SCOREBOARD

24 of 49 from the field for 49 percent and 31 of 36 from the line for
86 percent.
Smart and Calloway combined
to score Indiana's first 13 points as
the Hoosiers jumped out to a 13-4
lead with 14:55 left in the first half.
Louisville pulled within 17.14 on
Smith's three-point shot at the
11:30 mark before Indiana slowly
began building its halftime lead.

Wilander helps Sweden to Davis Cup win;
less enthusiastic about playing in Seoul
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as long as you own your car
or truck.
And our Lifetime Service
Guarantee is good on thousands
of repairs. It doesn't matter how
old your vehicle is, or where you
boughtit. What does count is that
our repair work is backed by the
best tar repair guarantee
in America.

To learn more. ask us to sec .1
COPY of our Lifetime Semi( e
Guarantee. Look it over and
you'll go for life rather than
90 days.
MERCURY
LINCOLN
LIFETIME
SERVICE
GUARANTEE

Quality Care for Quality Cars.
No Purchase
Necessary

W

c7qut0 c.5142/2,
19 gric.
512 S. 12th St.

It's up to you. Want a car
repair guarantee that's good for
only 90 days? Or would you
rather have our Lifetime Service
Guarantee?
Find out what it involves and
your answer comes easy. With
our free Lifetime Service
Guarantee. you pay just once for
a covered repair on your Ford,
Lincoln, Mercury, Merkur or
Ford light truck. If that repair ever
needs to be done again, we'll do
it free. Free parts. free labor. For

7534563

West Kentucky and West Tennessee's Oldest
FORD
Volume Dealer
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercur

701 Main Street

(502) 753-5273

MERCURY
LINCOLN

Yurray, KY 42071
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FARM AND AG NOTES
Fa rill It Illy

State ag commissioner, David Boswell
communicates about progress, problems

Harry T. "Tripp" Furches LII an,d wife Sharon were named recently as the second-place winners of the
Outstanding Young Farm Family award from the Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation. The Furcheses are
pictured in their Calloway County home with their children, Brian and Janna. They will receive a Honda "Big
Red" all-terrain vehicle for winning the award.

This month's column will be my
last opportunity to communicate
with you about Kentucky's
agricultural progress and problems and the ways we in the
Department of Agriculture have
been trying to make a positive impact. It seems hardly possible that
four years have flown by so quickly. I guess its always true with jobs
one enjoys.. there never seems to
be enough time to accomplish all
we had hoped.
First, I want to wish the very best
of holidays for all my readers and
their loved ones. May the season be
a happy one for you and yours and
may the New Year bring you joy
and fullfillment.
It's appropriate to regard this
time of year as a period of reflection. As Commissioner of
Agriculture, it's natural for me to
look back at the work we have
done.. at some of the things there
just wasn't enough time to
finish. and to look forward to see
what's on the horizon in terms of
the ways in which Kentucky
Government can continuo to be of
help and encouragement to
agriculture, Kentucky's keystone
industry.
I'd like to believe that my administration was instrumental in
the ultimate protection of the
health and safety of the Kentucky
thoroughbred industry, through our
work with that industry's key

Absher named to a top position
with moperative extension service

"Baby, It's

Kir-ray Ledger & Times

Cold ins
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If you're tired of singing the same old song every winter, maybe you should check your home's insulation.
Without proper insulation your heat, and heating bills,
go right through the roof.
Insulation efficiency in your ceilings,floors and walls
Is rated In "R" values. For example, R-30 for ceilings,
R-18 for walls and R-19 for floors are levels which can
leep your home warm. bur local Rural Electric Cooperative will gladly perform a free energy analysts of your
home and show you where you can scrve energy and
money by adding to existing insulation.
You can always increase your home's energy efficiency by installing stoffn windows and doors and IN
caulking and weatherstripping around windows and
doors.
Call us. You may sing a different tune this winter.

West Kentucky Rural
Electric Coop. Corp.
753-5012
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UK since 1969 with primary responsibilities for developing educational
programs in beef production. He
has been chief architect of the
university's Graze More Beef program, a controlled grazing project
In which large numbers of cattle intensively graze in small paddocks
of pastures for a short period of
time and then rotated into fresh
fields. Under the innovative approach, cattle have recorded as
much as 900 pounds of beef live
weight gain per acre while improving the pasture through uniform
grazing patterns.
Shirley Phillips, associate director of the Cooperative Extension
Service, said, "Kosher has served
as county Extension agent, state
specialist and at the nations.) level
as a coordinator of USDA's Integrated Reproduction Management program, all of which provides an excellent background for
his new assignment."
Absher said he looked forward to
his new duties and especially working with Extension personnel
across the state to help make a difference for the state's agricultural
community.
"I believe that there are opportunities for Extension to continue a
teaching role for Kentucky's
farmers through seminars and
workshops and to revitalize onfarm demonstrations across the
A It's festive! It's bright,
state," he said. "Those are the best
and a perfect time to
ways to give farmers the results of
express our appreciation
the research and studies we do at
for your valued
I
UK and also the results of research
business. Enjoy!
of interest done in other states."
4
,
eit
Absher, a native of Blacksburg,
1 1KT Auto Parts
Va., received his bachelor's degree
504 Maple
from Virginia Polytechnic InMurray, Ky.
.i..
stitute, master's from Oklahoma
753-4462
State University and Ph.D. from
the University of Tennessee.
j
t-*111—klit*J/
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Curtis Absher, Extension animal
science specialist with the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture, has been named to a
top spot in the Cooperative Extension Service.
Absher, 47, assumes the position
of assistant director of the
Cooperative Extension Service for
agriculture. He replaces Mac
Whiteker who recently retired.
Absher has served as an Extension specialist in animal sciences at
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elements in identifying and controlling the disease equine viral
arteritis.
Our efforts were not only successful in corralling the illness, but
in so doing, establishing Kentucky,
once and for all, as the best and
safest place in the world to breed
thoroughbreds.
Also. this administration took
long, effective strides in bringing
Kentucky much nearer the level of
reduction in brucellosis in our cattle herds necessary to protect that
important industry and the ability
of Kentucky producers to market
their animals. As well, we took the
measures necessary to insure the
continued marketability of Kentucky's swine in an atmosphere of
concern in surrounding states
about pseudorables.
The ability of the Kentucky
farmer to survive and thrive on the
land he loves was always our
predominant concern. We led in the
creation of state laws that allowed
him new credit alternatives and
gave him protection against such
unfortunate occurances in the
marketplace as grain elevator
failures.
We tapped new technology to increase his utilizaton of the farm
marketplace and we gave him
more information on which to base
his business decisions. We assisted
in getting him the advice and
assistance he needed as these tough
economic times began to cave in on
him. In many cases, farmers were
able to stay on their farms despite
the odds.
We took farmers' concerns to
Washington and relayed them to
those who hve the power to determine the future for agriculture in
this nation. Kentucky's important
burley tobacco program was saved to fight another day.. to continue
as a most vital economic factor for
much of rural Kentucky.
In the meantime, we sought
means and methods by which Kentucky farmers could utilize their
tobacco growing knowhow and apply it to the production of fruits and

vegetables and hay, often on a
cooperative basis, skillfully
marketed and profitable.
And we traveled the length and
bereadth of this great Commonwealth, telling the story of
agriculture to city and rural folks,
reinforcing the valid notion that
agriculture is important to our
quality of life as Kentuckians. and
when the farmer hurts, we all hurt.
There's much yet to be done to
assure agriculture's continuing
role in the vitatlity of our Commonwealth and our Nation. All of
the porgrams we have started, we
believe, should continue and
flourish, as much others as sensitive to the times and as closely
allied to the need to acquire and retain for our farmes the prices they
need for their products and their
labors.
I fervently believe that our time
here in the Kentucky Department
of Agriculture had been useful to
this important industry and its producers. God bless each of you for
your understanding of the
significance of agriculture to our
strength as a nation.
Now, for a look at tips for things
to do this month, from the
Farmer's Almanac.
Put food out for the birds shovel
snow.. trim the holly in the
backyard.. check and repair applia4ce cords.. when ground is
forzen hard, cover perennial
boarders, rose and bulb plantings...hill up soil around rose
bushes. .cut away canes of
blackberry and raspberries which
fruited this year. suspend feeding
of indoor plants and reduce watering when not in active growth...syringe foliage and use a moist, soft
cloth to keep dust off leaves,, check
the tank heaters put up a
Christmas
tree. hang
the
mistletoe. be sure the cattle have
enough bedding.. read Dickens'
Christmas Carol.. plan for the New
Year.
"Kentucky Soil Touches All Of
Us

Soybean prices will hinge on weather
Whether soybean prices will continue to climb upward during 1988
will depend in large measure on the
weather
in
the
western
hemisphere, according to a University of Kentucky Extension
agricultural economist.
"Disappearance of soybeans
stockpiles has outpaced practically everyone's expectations. We are
looking at the possibility of carrying out the smallest amount of soybeans since 1983. As a consequence.
soybean prices could be affected
dramatically by weather," said
Steve Riggins.
Reports of South American planting in November suggest an increased acreage planted to soybeans — with some estimates as
high as 110 percent of last year's,
Riggins said.
However, a reduction in yield
caused by poor weather in South
America during the growing or
harvesting season could mean a
smaller world supply of soybeans,
which would increase prices, he
said.
In addition, recent strengthening
in soybean prices could entice more
North American farmers to plant
soybeans this spring, which may
buffer substantial price im-

prove ments, especially if favorable
weather increases yields, the
economist said
Further increasing the uncertainty for soybeans in the coming
year is what Congress will do with
a proposal to allow corn farmers to
plant five percent of tneir set aside
land into oil crops, including soybeans, he said.
"If Congress does allow corn
farmers to plant five percent of set
aside land into beans and we have
favorable weather, prices would
not likely increase any during the
year," he said.
Soybean farmers need to watch
carefully the development of the
South American crop and be
prepared to act should rumors of
production problems develop. Biggins said.
-They may want to consider flexible pricing options, such as basis
contracts for their 1987 beans, selling their beans and buying futures
contracts or hedging their 1988
crop," Biggins said.
"No matter what they plan to do,
4hey should continue to monitor
weather in both the U.S. and South
America for the next several
months," he said.
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Producers' Sale
s, Value and
U.S. Types 22-23

Average Price by Markets
1985 and 1986 Crops

1986 Crop
Market and State

Tennessee
Clarksville
Springfield
Total Tennessee
Kentucky
Hopkinsville
Mayfield
Murray
Total Kentucky
Total types 22 & 23

Sales

Value

Price par
100 pounds

Pounds

Dollars

6,225.318
10,713.482

191E5 Croa

-

Price par
100 pounds
Dollars

Dollars

Sales
Pounds

Value
Dollars

8.636.330
15.116.220

138 73
141 10

6,705.220
8.783.236

140 38
143 50

16.938,800

23,752.550

140 23

15,488,456

9.412.964
12.603.587
22.016.551

7,569,768
4,928,256'
4,953,072

10.724.579
7,030.794
7,359,809

141.68
142 66
148.59

7,409,686
3.897,225
5,488,732

133 13
137 04
144.98

17,451.096

25.114,982

143 92

16,795,643

9.864.787
5,340,601
7,958,708
23.162.094

34,389,896

48.867 532

142 10

32,284.099

45.178.645

139 94

142 15

137 91

The above table is reprinted from the "Kentucky Tobacco Market"'86 & '87 Report & Review
Published by the kentucky Department of Agriculture — Capital Plaza Tower, Frankfort, KY — David E. Boswell, Commissioner
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The Murray Market Brings You More Money All Season Long.

Growers Loose Leaf Floor, Inc.
Murray, Kentucky

CALL ANYTIME — PHONE 753-3678 OR 759-1707AFTER HOURS 753-4812 or 753-8935
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Sunday
School Lesson
By H.C. Chiles
Matthew 4:L2-S5
After Christ had won His complete victory over Satan, who had
assailed Him with all the seductive
temptations in the realms of appetite, adventure and ambition, He
began His public ministry. Upon
receiving the news that the prophetic voice of John the Baptist had
been silenced, Christ withdrew into Galilee, where it was anticipated
that the people would be responsive
to His message.
Matthew 4:12-17
Christ went to Nazareth, where
He had resided as a child, a youth
and a young man, but there He was
rejected Upon leaving Nazareth in
the sparsely-populated valley and
quite some distance from the great
highways over which so many

Heart patient
remains stable _
after transplant
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP ) —
Walton Jones Jr., who lived for
two weeks with an artificial heart,
remained stable during his first
night with a new human organ, a
hospital spokeswoman said.
Jones,60, was still listed in
critical condition Sunday at
Humana Hospital-Audubon, where
he underwent the transplant early
Saturday morning, spokeswoman
Donna Hale said.
Dr. Roland Girardet, the
surgeon who led the transplant
team, said Jones' greatest risk
was infection.
Doctors had been concerned
Saturday about bleeding that prolonged the 10-hour operation. But
Ms. Hazle said Sunday the
bleeding had subsided and that
kidney dialysis begun Saturday
was proceeding satisfactorily.
Jones, a retired Louisville
photographer, received the J-7-70
during surgery Dec. 4. The operation was the first time artificialheart pioneer William DeVries
had implanted a mechanical
pump as a bridge to transplant.

Robbery suspect
apparently kills
himself: police

traveled, Christ went to Capernaum, which was populous and
flourishing city located on the northwestern shore of the Sea of
Galilee, as well as on one of the major highways, and there He
established His headquarters for
His ministry in Galilee.
Quist called upon the people to
repent of their sins and vicious
manner of living, and also for their
wrong opinions concerning a temporal kingdom of the Messiah. He
admonished them to relinquish
their erroneous beliefs concerning
justification by works and salvation through the observance of
ceremonies. He urged them to accept the true plan which proclaims
pardon,
salvation,
peace,
righteousness, joy and eternal life
as gifts from Christ. His preaching
centered around two great
doctrines—repentance and faith.
Repentance involves consciousness
of sin, sorrow for sin, and separation from sin by or through the
grace of God. Faith involves assent
to the gospel truths, acceptance of
or trust in Christ as Savior, and
acknowledgment of Him as Lord.
Matthew 4:18-25
As Christ walked by the Sea of
Galilee He saw two pairs of
brothers, one pair of whom was
fishing and the other was mending
nets. His call of them was not to
salvation but to service. He

challenged them to leave their
places, the honorable and profitable work in which they were
engaged, the loved ones with whom
they were associated, and the Interests with which they were surrounded in order that they might go
with and work with Him. This was
not easy for them to do.
Without attempting to excuse
themselves, Peter, Andrew, James
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Happy
New Year

From Van Haverstock
& His Staff
"It does make a difference
who writes your insuranceYOU A
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Holton, Melugin & Haverstock
Insurance Agency

A PUBLIC SERVICE MESSAGE FROM
THIS NEWSPAPER
AND
FaXTUCKv STATE POLICE

206 Main, Murray 753-3415
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Model 19 by Realistic'

Save
$6195

I.,
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Low As $15 Per Month.

Our easiest-to-use PC-compatible everuilt-in
MS-DOS--just power up and run! With Personal
DeskMate' 2 seven-in-one software. #25-1053
MS-DOS/TM Microsoft Corp

Low As $43 Per Month.

.6

wt./a00.4°

•100 Watts Per Channel
Minimum RMS Into 8 Ohms
From 2020.000 Hi. With
No More Than 009I THO

59900
4310:1T:
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Two-Way Speaker System

Portable CD Player Stereo

Nova'-15 by Realistic

CD-3300 by Realistic

HALF PRICE

Save920

Reg

What a value! Big 8"
woofer, 21/2" tweeter. 19"
high. #40-4034

Stereo Rack System
System 200 by Realistic

8

Save *80

Reg. 199.95

Reg. 359.95
#26-1280
IBM' PC compatible. Word and
data-processing and graphics
modes IBM/Reg TM IBM Corp

Shown with optional CD player

79.95

Save $70

249 5

42-1130

Low As $15 Per Month.

Cordless Telephone

Amp with 5-band E0, AM/FM stereo tuner,
hi-speed dual-cassette deck, turntable,
281/2"-high speakers. rack #13-1229

Compact Phone

Headset Radio

ET-120 by Radio Shack

STEREO-MATE'

Cut 42%

1 129e? 21qq.
37.a5

19.95 Rich FM
stereo and
\ it '
Q-"'
AM to go
Aro- Pulse dialing'
White #43-501 #12-125
Brown. #43-502 Batteries extra
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249

Give the gift of gab! At this low
price, buy one for yourself, too!
Touch-Tone/pulse' dialing.
#43-547

Batteries extra

CB With Channel 9 Priority

TV With AM/FM Cassette
PortaVision* by Realistic

TRC-474 by

7995ec

Low As $15 Per Month •

Diagonally measured Batteries. DC adapter extra

139.95 ,• ,
Give your family fun
and security! Instant
switching to Emergency Ch. 9. #21-1539
PRO-55 by Realistic

SW-60 by Realistic

*40 Off
5

599

Reg.
99.95

Tunes in a world of excitement! 6-18 MHz SW.
VHF, UHF, FM and AM
#12-779 Battpres pora

EC-417 by Radio Shack

$30 41%

0

1111160.19i

Off 1 0;71; ▪iv.
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Reg.
Nk- 119.95

Crystals extra #20-124

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio /hat* Store or Dealer Nearest You

At

_

Solar/Battery
Calculator

10-Ch. Scanner

Six-Band Portable Radio

'SWITCHABLE TOUCH-TONE/PULSE phones work on both tone and pulse lines Therefore in areas having only pulse (rotary-that lines you can still use ser
vices requirrng%nes like the new long distance systems and computenzed services PULSE -SIGNALING phones wont on both rotary dial and tone 'Ines but do
not produce tones FCC registered Not tor party lines We service what we sell
PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIRATtNO STORES AND DEALERS
•Rao Shack revolving credit Payment may vary depending upon account balance

753-4383

Realistic

Save $60

Record audio cassettes from 41/2" B&W TV, AM/
FM stereo or "live" in stereo with built-in mikes.
ACt12VDC/battery operation. #16-109

Patrolman

ET-395 by Radio Shack

on
_ #1—
=

"2'1 Save RCI95
$30 %NW

219.95

299.95

TV extra

Ready to use—attaches to your TV.
Ideal for home education or just plain
fun. #26-3334

Reg.
99.95

1499.P
2191.%5
Low As $15 Per Month.

Low As $15
Per Month.

369.95
Play your CDs anywhere! Record personal cassettes from CDs, FM stereo. AM or optional
mikes. AC/battery operation. #14-525

*70 Off

Reg.
Separate
Items 998.95

By Tandy

Save
$110

Get our CD-2300 CD player, reg. 219.95,
at 10% off when purchased with System
1000 #42-5006

391

25-1053
25-1023

Color Computer 31m

DMP 130A by Tandy

Re.999.00

Save
$95
,
150 84_

Dot-Matrix Printer

System 1000 by Realistic

Low As $35 Per Month.

Monitor extra

Save Even More When Purchased
With a CM-5 Color Monitor

Reg.
349.95

Remote Stereo Rack System

Save
$300

TANDY
1000
HX

Reg. 699.00

oo

Picture-perfect gift! Features 6-event/
14-day record timer with daily and
weekly repeat, HO for sharper picture 016-508 Remote oattenes extra

Most Stores Open From 8 00 am. Until 11 00 p.m..
Saturday. December 19 Thru Wednesday December 23

PC-Compatible Tandy 1000

VHS VCR With HO and Remote

p.
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A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPOF-IAT ION

PEACE
May the special
meaning of Christmas
abide with you
throughout the year. *
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wants His followers to go up and
down the land in which they live
and carry on this threefold
ministry of preaching, teaching
and healing. Opportunities for
rendering effective service for
others in the name of Christ are
unlimited in each of these realms.
Let us do our best for Christ as long
as we live!

His help, Christ added healing to
his teaching and preaching. As a
result of His healing ministry,
Christ's fame spread far and wide.
As His reputation for healing
spread, many were brought to Him
with various diseases and He healed them. Such a wonderful ministry
attracted attention and many
followed Christ. Today our Lord

ttr
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LA GRANGE, Ky. 1API — A
suspect in a robbery-shooting at a
truck stop apparently killed
himself a short time later after
state police tried to apprehend
him, a state police spokesman
said
Terry Ray Guinn, 26, Louisville,
died of a gunshot wound in the
chest, Trooper Jim Mudd said
Sunday.
His alleged victim, David Cook,
51, Owenton, was reported in
critical condition at a hospital in
Florence, where he underwent
surgery for a stomach wound,
Mudd said.
The trooper said the events
began Saturday night when Cook,
an attendant at the Union 76 Truck
Plaza at Glencoe, was shot once
by a man who robbed the business
of an undetermined amount of
money.

404
lea

and John gave up their gainful
employment, severed their home
ties, and went with Christ, believing that he was able and willing to
supply all of their needs. Because
of their obedience to Christ, He
trained, led, blessed and used them
in a great way.
In ministering to the intellectual,
spiritual and physical needs of the
people who were willing to recieve

21,

Reg.
14.95 AlLainsia.
Tilt display #65-562

Most Major
Credit Cards
Accepted
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Little success so far for state lottery
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP ) — Statesponsored lotteries were common
in Kentucky until 1891, when the
state's fourth — and current —
constitution prohibited the games,
and proposals to repeal the ban
have met with little success.
The General Assembly has had
to deal with the issue in one way or
another in seven of the nine sessions since 1970, according to the

OBITUARIES

by the state, with proceeds going
to education, retirement of a
veterans' bonus bond and a bonus
for Vietnam veterans also died in
committee.
Another bill that year would
have empowered the Kentucky
General Assembly to authorize a
Kentucky Derby lottery proceeds
from which would go to the education fund. It never got out of committee either.
In 1980, a Senate proposal to
allow the General Assembly to
establish a lottery to supplement
the general fund was replaced in
committee by a bill to repeal the
lottery prohibition.
Prices as of 10 a.m.
That bill was changed again in
Industrial Average
11%
%
+3.48
Goodyear
committee
to one that would
Previous Close
1175.30
I.B.M.
118% +1%
establish
a
Kentucky
Derby lotAir Products
Ingersoll
....4844 +Y.
Rand
35% +%
tery to fund Vietnam veteran
A.T.C.-Class A
.21%B 22%A
Jerrie.°
13%B 13%A
bonuses, education, transportaAT&T
Kmart
2844 -1
/
4
58 -1/4
tion and state revenue sharing for
Briggs 4: Stratton
Kroger
25% .-%
24% -%
Chrysler
cities.
JCPenney
23/
1
4 +%
45 +IA
CSX Corp
Penwalt
It passed the Senate 23-13, but
28% +44
43% +%
Dean Foods
24% +1
Quaker Oats
was five votes short of the needed
43 -44
Dollar Gen. Store. ..9%B 8%A
Sears
three-fifths in the House.
58% -%
Exxon
Texaco
39% 44
Lottery proponents tried again
37% -44
Ford
78 +1%
Time Inc.
• •888/4 -%
In 1982 with a bill to establish a
G.A.F.
U.S.Tobacco
4544 +
. 27% +%
Kentucky Derby lottery to help
General Motors
821,4 +1
/
2
Wal-Mart
25% +%
fund
education, municipal
GenCorp. Inc.
Wendy's
851/4 +1%
5 -y,
revenue sharing, thoroughbred
Goodrich
C.E.F. Yield
.0.87
58% -%
race tracks, Vietnam veteran
bonuses and programs for the han414 MAIN STREET
BETTY BOSTON
dicapped and indigent foster
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
children.
753-3366
PAT GOSSUM
The bill died in a Senate
committee.
In 1984, a similar bill was introduced, but a Senate committee
substituted it for one to empower
the
General Assembly to authorize
"Make your first step
a state agency to conduct
sweepstakes. Proceeds would
in selecting insurance
have gone for education.
the right step, call
It was passed by the original
committee
but received no conMTG Insurance of
sideration from the Appropriations and Revenue committee.
Murray."
In 1986, a House bill authorizing
Doron Claiborne
a state lottery to help fund education was amended in committee to
also benefit Vietnam veterans. It
passed its original committee, but
received no action from a secondary panel.
Another lottery proposal also
died in 'a House committee that
year.
Kentucky Legislative Research
Commission.
The 1970 bill was referred to a
House of Representatives committee and never seen again.
Two years later, a plan to exempt a statewide Kentucky Derby
sweepstakes from the lottery prohibition got the same treatment.
A 1976 proposal to allow lotteries
to be licensed, taxed and regulated

Stock Market

gra
INC

INSURANCE
OF MURRAY

OLYMPIC PLAZA N. 641
753-4000

"Time has a way of demonstrating
the most stubborn are the most
intelligent."
— Yevgeny Yevtushenko.

EUREKA
POWER

SPECIALS
HIGH
PERFORMANCE
MOTOR
delivers more
cleaning
action!

'SAVE $50

9999
odel 1944

Your aces are best played on an
enemy's kings, but there are exceptions. In today's layout, West's
prime objective is to cash his spade
suit, and to do that, West must refuse to behead declarer's heart king.
Dummy's spade jack wins the
first trick, and declarer leads a low
heart back to his king. What happens if West eagerly grabs this trick
with his ace?
Nothing good for the defense. Regardless of what West leads, South
has time to develop nine winners
(three diamonds and two in each of
the other suits).
On the other hand, South may
well go wrong if West ducks his
heart ace. But only if he does so
smoothly.
After a smooth duck by West,
South will probably continue hearts,
inserting dummy's 10 after West
ducks a second time. East wins the
jack and leads a devastating spade
through South's A-Q. and West's
heart ace remains as the crucial en4.
try to beat the game.
R09.8219.95
5
% Aces are meant to go on kings,
but not when an ace is a crucial entry that must be used at the right
time.
Reg. $289.95%

2H.P.

599

MODEL 1546

3 H.P.s1 999
MODEL 1759

4 H.P. $24991
MODEL 1784

Reg. $349.950

Check these dependable
long-life features:
• Vibra-Groomer"II beater
bar/brush roll grooms
carpet to look like new.
• Exclusive 8-way
Dial-A-Nap* adjusts to
clean various carpet heights
• Brilliant headlight seeks
out hidden dirt.
• Edge Kleiner" gets dirt
right up to the baseboards.
Optional 8-pc. attachment set converts this vac
to an "above-the-floor"
cleaning machine!

$40
OFF
Eureka
Upright
Model
1432

40
. Amp Motor

9

DDia14411111.11188
"
times

599

$

Mrs Opal McClure, 81, of 715
Riley Ct., Murray, died Sunday at
1:35 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Her husband, Crawford McClure, died Jan. 28, 1983 She also
was preceded in death by two
sons, Edward McClure in 1986 and
Charles McClure in 1982
Mrs. McClure was a member of
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ. She was a retired
employee of Food Services at
Murray State University.
Born Aug. 10, 1906, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Thomas Andrew Phelps
and Adella Starks Phelps
Survivors are three daughters,
Mrs. Sarah Wyatt, Murray, Mrs.

William L.
Crooks

William L. Crooks, 84, former
resident of Murray, died Sunday
at 11 p.m. at Knoxville Health
Care Center, Knoxville, Tenn.
His wife, Mrs. Irma Crooks,
died April 9, 1984. He had retired
as a self employed salesman.
Born Dec. 22, 1902, in Pekin, Ill.,
he was the son of the late William
Crooks and Ida Larnmore Crooks.
Mr. Crooks Ls survived by one
son, Larry Crooks and his wife,
Mary, Knoxville.
Graveside services will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. at Murray
Memorial Gardens. The Rev.
Nowell Bingham will officiate.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will have charge of arrangements.
No visitation is scheduled.
BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
12-22-A
•J 7
•Q 10 7 5
•A K 7 2
4A 4 2
WEST
EAST
4 K 10 8 5 3
4942

The funeral for Paul Herndon
was Saturday at 2 p.m. in LeDon
Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Kenneth
Brewer officiated.
Pallbearers were Clester Martin, James Martin, Larry
Blackburn, James Clayton, Don
Rowlett and Gerald Rice.
Burial was in Bevil Cemetery.
Mr. Herndon, 74, Paris, died
Thursday at Henry County
Medical Center, Paris. He was a
retired heavy equipment operator
and a member of a Baptist church
Born Feb 28, 1913, in Henry
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We're Your Wholesale Dealer
Tifor gas and wood burning appliances

In —We offer full service installation—
Other Services Offered:
•Chimney Cleaning •Masonry •Bird Screens
•Chimney Hoods

A-1 Enterprise
Call 436-5355

OM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

GM

*EXTRA YR.
WARRANTY
"FREE"

ISM3/0&VIM

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
212 East Main Street
753-1586
Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners

Keep The c;reat GM Feeluv %a de Genuini (.1.1 F' r',

641 South
Murray
733-2617

County, he was the son of the late
Prince Alvin Herndon and Rhoda
Janie Evans Herndon.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Ladessa Martin Herndon. to whom
he was married on Jan. 9, 1937:
one son, Carl NAtha n Herndon,
Paris; three sisters, Mrs. Buford
(Pauline) Rowlett, Murray, Mrs.
John M. (Alice) Bushart, Paris.
and Mrs. Cecelia Reeves, Detroit.
Mich.; one gunddaughter.
Teressa Herndon Tucker.
Mr. Herndon was preceded in
death by one brother, Cecil Herndon, and two sisters in infancy

States investigating
false crash reports

GREENSBURG. Pa. API- —
Authorities in at least six states
are investigating false reports of
medical helicopter crashes that
sent hundreds of rescue workers
scrambling.
•A 4 2
•J 9 8
Police, fire and rescue workers
•8
• 10 9 5 4
Pennsylvania, West Virginia,
in
4Q 9 8 3
4 J 10
Ohio, New Jersey, Maryland and
SOUTH
Oklahoma have searched for
•A Q 6
helicopters reported down in their
V K63
areas in the past two weeks.
•Q 6 3
A federal investigation of the
•K7 6 5
Vulnerable: Both
false reports is being handled by
Dealer: North
the Federal Aviation AdministraThe bidding:
tion's Office of Civil Aviation
North East
South
West
Security.
1• • Pass
2 NT
Pass
"This is an extremely serious
3 NT
Pass
Pass
Pass
federal
crime in terms of interferOpening lead: Spade five
ing with the entire air safety
BID WITH THE ACES
system," FAA spokesman Dick
12.22-B
Stafford said. "Those involved, if
South holds 4K 10 8 5 3
convicted,
can receive up to 99
•A 4 2
years in jail."
•8
The latest hoax occurred Friday
•Q 9 8 3
night when a man who said he was
North South
a Cincinnati hospital dispatcher
14
14
called the Westmorelr—id County
1 NT
Emergency Management Agency
in Pennsylvania. He said a
ANSWER: Two clubs. Offers a bet- medical helicopter en route to Pitter chance to reach the safest partscore.
Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply

Burial was in Scotts Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Kelly, 84, of 1005 Vine St.,
died Friday at 2 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Survivors are her husband. Guy
D. Kelly; one daughter, Mrs.
Peggy Wyatt; one son, Guy M.
Kelly; one sister. mrs. Helen Panzica: one brother, J.W. Givens and
wife, Lois; three grandchildren,
four great-grandchildren.

Paul Herndon

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, inc.

5
cd

Youlanda Stubblefield and husband, Ewing, Rt. 2, Hazel, and
Mrs. Nancy Winchester and husband, Will T., Marion, N.C.; two
daughters-in-law, Mrs. Dorothy
McClure, Benton, and Mrs. Helen
McClure, Romulus, Mich.
Also surviving are 17 grandchildren, 31 great-grandchildren,
and one great-great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock
Coleman Funeral Home. John
Dale and Will T. Winchester will
officiate
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 3 p.m. today
(Monday)

Mrs. Virginia Kelly

"71.t"471,

000000.040.

FREE Attachments
valpurchase of
1428-2062-5048

Mrs. Opal McClure

Elsworth Williams, 84, of 307
South Third St., Murray, died
Saturday at 8:48 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A retired farmer, he was a
member of First Baptist Church
Born July 7, 1903, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Charlie Williams and Laura
Willoughby Williams.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Hallie Shelton Williams; one
daughter, Mrs. Christine Ratterree and husband, Brice, 712 Elm
St., Murray; one granddaughter,
Miss Tina Ratterree, Murray; one
sister, Mrs. Trixie Jones, Gallatin,
Tenn.; one brother, Alfred
Williams, Rt. 3, Murray.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood
Final rites for Mrs. Virginia
is officiating. Mrs. Oneida White is
Kelly were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers are Roger Burgess, chapel of Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home.
Paul Lyons, Noble Bray, RanOfficiating were the Rev. Leon
dolph Allen, R.P. Hodge and
Penick
and the Rev. Heyward
Harry Weatherly.
Roberts.
Mrs. Polly McGinnis was
Burial will follow in Murray City
organist.
Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Kevin Penick,
Tommy Hoke, Charles Hoke,
Jackie Hoke, Mike Wyatt and
Steve Wyatt

THE ACES ON BRIDGE.

EUREKA
SPECIAL SALE
LEAN-UP

Elsworth
Williams

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stare

tsburgh with five people aboard
crashed along Interstate 70 near
Smithton, said Jack Simon, deputy
director of the agency.
The caller said the helicopter
was Medflight 3 from St. Joseph's
Hospital in Cincinnati. Both were
later discovered to be fictitious.
"It all sounded extremely
legitimate." Simon said. "This is
serious business. Somebody is pro7
bably sitting back and laughing."
"He said there was smoke in the
cabin." Simon said. "He said the
pilot was following 1-70 and was
near a truck stop and could see a
Holiday Inn sign."
In Zanesville, Ohio, authorities
traced a similar false report to an
abandoned oil rig in the Gulf of
Mexico off the Texas coast.
Other false reports were made
Dec. 9 in Oklahoma City and
Tulsa; Dec. 14 near Mundsville,
W.Va., which is about 60 miles
southwest of Westmoreland County; and Dec. 18 in Frederick. Md.,
and central New Jersey
In Pennsylvania, the alleged
dispatcher said the helicopter carried a pilot, three paramedics and
a woman patient who needed a
heart transplant.
"He'd say,'Wait a minute. She's
confirming three dead. She's got a
broken leg. She can hear traffic
but doesn't know where she is,"
Simon said.
County fire and rescue officials
mounted an extensive air and
ground search in the southern end
of the county, prodded by a woman
who reported seeing a burning
craft explode into a fireball.
Helicopters from Air Rescue
East and the state police in Pennsylvania and West Virginia combed areas of southwestern Pennsylvania and northern West
Virginia looking for the wreckage.
About 25 fire companies
crisscrossed back roads for
several hours until the search was
called off.
Police talked to the Youngwood
woman who made the fireball call
and said she is not a suspect in the
hoax.

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
*4444.44if**-44
1980 Chevy Citation,

white &
brown. ps. pb. air auto
$1,900.00

41
•4*********

Very Competitive Rates.
Covers Prescription Drugs & Excess Doctor
Charges Medicare Won't Pay.

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
753-7273
Underwritten by: Golden Rule Insurance
"A" Rated (Excellent) Form GRI-K2 IP
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Toy gun casualties not unusual for nation's children
COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — This
year the problem is toy guns that
look too much like the real thing.
A hundred years ago, the problem was toy guns that killed like
the real thing
Within just a few weeks in the
summer of 1882, at least 16
oehildren in northern Kentucky and
hundreds more across the country
developed muscle spasms and
died from exhaustion within a
matter of days.
The common denominator was a
small cut in the palm of each
child's left hand. And a 4-inch toy
pistol.
The Covington Daily Commonwealth reported the day after
July 4th that the holiday had been
a pleasant, sunny day.
But there were two casualties —
two children. Jimmy Crawford
and Miss Lou Herbert both suffered hand cuts when the toy
pistols they were handling went off
unexpectedly
The next day 10-year-old George
Niemeyer died at his home in Covington. A story in the Newport
Local said the boy had been playing with a toy pistol, when he accidently shot himself in the hand.
What appeared to be a minor
wound became infected and five
days after showing signs of being
ill, the boy was dead.
Four days later Jimmie
Crawford became very ill and his
doctor's diagnosis was lockjaw.
The same day Mrs. Henry
McBreen's child also died from
lockjaw.
It was not until about July 13
that health officials began to link
the surprising rise in lockjaw
cases, which all involved small
children who had played with the
same type of toy pistol.

A later newspaper account said
the pistol was about 4 inches long
It exploded a blank cartridge in a
metallic case, with a paste-board
or other thick paper wad, but it
carried no ball or shot in the
cartridge.
The writer explained that the
process used to insert the cartridge was tricky and often ended
with the cartridge exploding while
the barrel was still pressed into
the palm of the hand.
The result was a minor cut. The
problem was that the type of
powder used in the cartridge and
the location of the wound — in the
palm of the hand where there is a
nerve that leads directly to the
back of the neck — made the child
especially vulnerable to an infection and lockjaw or tetanus as it is
commonly known today.
By July 13, three children in
Covington and two in Newport had
died from lockjaw linked to minor
injuries from using the popular toy
pistols.
There had been six deaths
reported in Boston, eight in New
York and two in Dayton, Ohio, all
linked to the same slight wound
and lockjaw, The Daily Commonwealth said the next day.
"The mercenary demon who introduced the toy pistol to the
public is responsible for a thousand young lives lost."
By July 15 the death toll in Covington had reached seven: five
had died in Newport.
Finally, on July 20, Covington
officials had had enough.
The City Council approved a
proposal making it unlawful for
any person, corporation or company to give, barter or offer for
sale any pistol, commonly known
as a "toy pistol" or any other toy
Instrument in which dangerous or

Changes in--Texaco-Pennzoil
feud receives mixed reviews
NEW YORK (AP — A pact to
end Texaco Inc.'s multibilliondollar feud with Pennzoil Co. and
extricate the oil giant from
bankruptcy court won endorsement from Pennzoil lawyers but
got a mixed review from their
Texaco adversaries.
Under the agreement to be filed
today with U.S. Bankruptcy Judge
Howard Schwartzberg, Texaco
will pay Peruizoll $3 billion cash
and Pennzoil will scrap its $10.3
billion judgment held against the
nation's third-largest oil concern.
Texaco also will pay all other
outstanding debts to creditors,
estimated at about $2.5 billion.
Once approved by Schwartzberg
and two-thirds of Texaco's
shareholders, the company could
emerge from bankruptcy-court
protection by March or April, officials said.
In announcing the settlement
Saturday, Texaco President
James W. Kinnear also said the
company planned to embark on a
restructuring aimed at "maximizing shareholder value" when the
reorganization program is
approved.
The plan was signed Saturday
by Kinnear and J. Hugh Liedtke,
Pennzoil's chairman and chief executive. It brought an end to four
years of bitter feuding and litigation that stemmed from a
takeover fight over Getty Oil Co.
In 1985, a Houston jury ruled
that Texaco had improperly interfered with Pennzoil's acquisition of part of Getty. Last April,
Texaco filed for protection from
creditors under Chapter 11 of the
federal bankruptcy code to avoid
posting a potentially ruinous
security bond equal to the $10.3
billion judgment while it appealed
In the courts.
G. Irvin Terrell, one of Pennzoil's lawyers, expressed satisfaction with the settlement, which
will give Pennzoil an enormous

amount of cash to vastly increase
its size.
"There were times when I never
thought we would get a settlement," Terrell said. "I'm just
delighted for Hugh Liedtke. He
persevered for four long years,
and got everything he deserved."
James Shannon, a member of
the jury that made the original
reward,said he believes the settlement "validates the jury's findings completely."
Texaco attorneys, however, expressed mixed feelings about the
settlement. Some had wanted to
pursue an appeal all the way to the
Supreme Court. where Pennzoil
possibly risked losing everything.
However, there was also the
chance that the high court would
have refused to hear the case,
which would have left Texaco with
no choice but to pay.
—PI have some disappointment
because I believe we were right on
the law," said attorney Gibson
Gayle Jr.
In his statement following the
agreement, Kinnear said: "This
settlement provides the assurance
our stockholders, employees,
creditors and business partners
need that Texaco's competitive
future will not be curtailed by
either the massive judgment or a
settlement at a higher, crippling
level."
Liedtke issued a statement saying the plan "offers an expeditious
and sensible solution, and is in the
best interests of shareholders,
employees and creditors."
Liedtke and Texaco officials
said committees representing
creditors and shareholders of both
companies support the plan.
Texaco's chairman, Alfred C.
DeCrane, Jr., joined Kinnear in
saying that Texaco agreed to the
proposal after deciding it was the
best deal possible under the circumstances, which included the
restraints of bankruptcy court.

James Champy, gunshot victim, dies
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
14-year-old Paducah boy who was
shot accidentally when a friend
was cleaning a shotgun has died,
officials said.
James Brent Champy was pronounced dead at Lourdes Hospital
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poisonous substances Might be
exploded
Anyone violating the law was
subject to a $50 fine. No other victims were reported in the weeks
after the ordinance was passed.
But other cities were still reporting victims of the toy pistol.
A Daily Commonwealth story on
July 24 said the death toll in
Chicago had reached 20, and a
Baltimore Sun story the next

month, reprinted in The Daily
Commonwealth, reported 13
deaths of boys ages 10-16 In a oneweek period in Baltimore.
The Daily Commonwealth also
carried a Boston Post story on
Aug. 29 in which the Boston paper
sarcastically noted that to give a
baby a butcher knife, looking glass
and a hammer to amuse himself
was as absurd a theory as thinking
that the toy pistol afforded a

Operation Giftwrap nabs
46 on outstanding warrants
LOUISVILLE, Ky. LAP) —
When the party began, a laughing
crowd was gathered in a large
meeting room, sharing snacks,
jokes, televised NFL football and
a visit from Santa while waiting to
pick up the "prizes."
When it was over, uniformed officers, some with shotguns or
dogs, had joined the party, and 46
invitees had been arrested on
outstanding warrants for criminal
felony charges.
Operation Giftwrap, a "sting"
set up by the police Repeat Offender Program, went off without
a hitch Sunday afternoon at
Louisville Gardens.
"I should have known better,"
Freeman Davis lamented, his
hands handcuffed behind his back.
"I never won nothing a day in my
life."
Davis, 32, and the others were
lured by letters that said they had
won a Christmas turkey and $50
and had a chance to win a television, a trip and other big prizes.
Just before time to draw for the
grand prize — a trip to New York
— the master of ceremonies had a
surprise announcement:
"Get your hands up," Louisville
Police Lt. Wayne Kessinger told
the stunned crowd. "You're under
arrest."
The sting, based on similar
operations by police in Miami,
Denver and Washington, D.C.,
was the first such operation by the
2-year-old Repeat Offender Unit,
Kessinger said.
About two weeks ago, he said,
detectives sent more than 400 letters to the last known addresses of
fugitives and people wanted on
felony warrants. Some of the

suspects had been wanted for as
long as eight years. Many were
sought on narcotics charges, and
some for felonies such as attempted murder, rape, sodomy and
robbery. Davis was charged with
trafficking in a controlled
substance.
The letters were written on stationery of United Telemarketing
Communications Inc., a firm invented by police.
To claim the prizes and possibly
win more, the recipients were to
make a reservation — by calling a
telephone number answered by
detectives — and coming to
Louisville Gardens Sunday
afternoon.
Plainclothes officers greeted arrivals, checked their invitations
and ushered them into the meeting
room, where they chatted with
detectives pretending to be
employges of the marketing firm
— and with Santa, who reportedly
packed a police weapon in his red
suit. "
Seven people mistakenly invited
to the party got personal apologies
from Police Chief Richard Dotson.
Sgt. Carl Yates, police
spokesman, said a computer erroneously presented the seven
names as those of fugitives. In
most cases the confusion came
about because the people had the
same names as wanted persons,
he said.
The seven received turkeys as
consolation prizes, Yates said.
"A couple of them were upset,"
he said. "One gentleman shook
hands with the chief and said, 'I
know you all have a tough job to
do, but I can't say I liked going
through this.—

legitimate kind of fun for boys.
The Boston paper ended by calling for a national ban on the toy.
It was not until 1969 when Con-

GM site developer praised
NORWOOD, Ohio (AP) — Some
local government officials have
praise for the Dayton-based
developer that has agreed to buy
and develop the site of the abandoned General Motors assembly
plant in suburban Cincinnati.
The Miller-Valentine Group
developer has an option to buy the
60-acre plant for an undisclosed
price if it devises a redevelopment
plan acceptable to General
Motors, officials of both companies said Friday. GM permanently closed the
4,200-employee plant Aug. 26.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) — With
less than two weeks left, 1987 could
become only the fifth year since
1872 during which less than 30 inches of rain fell in Louisville, the
National Weather Service said.
The city's total rainfall for the
year stood at 28.89 inches early
Saturday, the weather service
said. The average annual
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precipitation is about 43 inches.
Rain developed over much of
Kentucky on Saturday and was
forecast to continue over much of
the lower Ohio Valley on Saturday
night.
But most of the rain was expected to end Sunday after the
passage of a cold front across the
state.
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Calloway County Judge and Staff
Court House

FORT KNOX, Ky.(AP) — Fort
Knox — with a hiring freeze in
place, layoffs planned for January
and other cost-cutting measures in
the works — is starting to feel the
effects of efforts to trim the
federal budget deficit.
Maj. John Eagles, a spokesman
for the Army post, said early
retirement for some employees
and reduction of the work week
late in the fiscal year, if
necessary, are also being
considered.
Fort Knox has not yet determined what other cuts will be needed
because "nothing is locked in concrete" in the budget-cutting process, he said.
Final details of the cuts have yet
to be determined, leaving the post
only able to make minor adjustments, including the layorrs.
Eagles said the post will lay off
70 temporary civilian employees
in January because funding for its
civilian work force was reduced
by 5 percent.
The post has 8,000 civilian
employees.
Other cuts already made,
Eagles said, include a 5 percent
reduction in service contracts —
worth about $950,000 — and more
than $540,000 in the post's travel
account.
"We have got to save money,"
said Col. James Ritter, director of
personnel and community activities at Fort Knox. "We might

GREETINGS OF
THE SEASON

have to reduce the hours we offer
them."
Union officials say most
workers, although worried about
further layoffs, are taking the
situation in stride.
Rick Gilland, vice president of
Local 2302 of the American
Federation of Government
Employees, said civilian workers
"realize we have to take our part"
of the cuts. "They're doing the
best they can."

To our special frier dis. we
say "thanks

Ricky Phillips, chief union
steward, said union members are
concerned about their communities because of Fort Knox's
role as the area's largest
employer.
Brandenburg Mayor William
Applegate, wonders what effect
future cuts would have on Meade
County's revenue.
Ritter acknowledged that the
post and its nearby communities
depend on each other.
"There are a lot of things out
there that they provide for us and
our families that we don't have on
post," he said. "You could probably go for a few weeks or a few
months and not leave here, but
there are other things you have to
leave the post for."
Phillips said workers are happy
with their jobs but uncertain about
their future. "We're always concerned about cuts, but we've lived
with them before."

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-5242
Alterations & Winter Storage

Trousers, Skirts,
Sweaters, Sportcoats

$ 11 50
Each
Suits, (Plain) Dresses,
Long Coats (Pleats Extra)

`2.50

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, its my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

Country Crossroads
Route 1

•

•
•
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Each

Expires 12 26 87

•
•

•
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Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Asst. Hostess Ingaborg King 492 8348

753-2920
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Fort Knox beginning to feel
effects of cuts in the deficit

(Pleats Extra)

KESK STUMP REMOVAL
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I
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The agreement with GM allows
Miller-Valentine to walk away
from the Norwood project in 90
days if its plan doesn't work out,
officials said.
GM has agreed to pay necessary
demolition costs, even if MillerValentine's plan calls for tearing
down the plant. Before any
demolition can begin, GM must
clean up the site and remove
potentially hazardous materials
from the building. State officials
have estimated it would cost GM
$16 million to clean the site and
raze the buildings.

City closing in on dry year

at

10:16 p.m. Thursday, McCracken County Coroner Jerry
Beyer said. He said the boy died of
a wound to the back from a
20-gauge shotgun.
Beyer said Champy was visiting
two friends — a 14-year-old and a
15-year-old, at their home on Husband Road in McCracken County
about 9 p.m.

gress passed the Child Protection
and Toy Safety Act that the
federal government was permitted to ban the sale of harmful toys

•

Hardin

437-4871
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Don't cook, relax
and let T.J.'s get
you ready for
the Holidays!
•Bar-B-0 by the
pound or whole
Boston Butt.
Delicious Homemade
Pies
Order Now!
Phone in your orders early!

T.J•is
Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045
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MARKET
Qfr ARKER'S
- SUPERSUCKS

PARKER'S SUPER MARKET
RUCKS

BARGAIN

As

PARKER'S SUPER MARKET
BARGAIN syso5s

L. "AMAIN

IMILMIS

Hyde Park

Margarine
1 Lb. Pkg. Yellow Quarters

PARKER'S SUPER MARKET
PA/21011lichi...

Rosedale Sliced

Musselman's

Peaches

Apple Juice

Coca Cola, Diet Coke,
Sprite, Tab & Mello Yello

29 oz Can

64 oz. Bottle

16 oz./8 BU. Crtn.

290

1.69

With 1 Bargain Buck
394I Without Bargain Buck
• to
•

With 4 Bargain Bucks
Or $1.89 Without Bargain Bucks
•

2 Liter Bottle

Gold Medal
Plain or Self-Rising
7.,
.

Flour

Golo

Bakers Angel Flake

Coca Cola, Diet Coke,7
Sprite, Tab &
Mello Yello

Coconut
Evaporated
Mk

5 Lb. Bag

Fluffy-,Brown & Serve

391

SELF-R1SING

With Each $15.00 Purphase
Excluding Milk, Tobacco and
Drinks On Special

44

1

2/890
7 oz jar 690

Rolls

12 oz. pkg.
Kraft Marshmallow

Cream
Lucky Leaf Cherry or Apple

44
44

Broth

Philadelphia

Cream Cheese
46 oz. can 990

8 oz. crtn

89t

802. crtn.

59e

Sour Cream

14 oz. can

Lynn Grove Grade A Wire
, - •

2/890

E;gs

3 Diamond Sliced, Chunk
# or Crushed 20 oz. Can
NIAPPL

Picnics

44
4
k4

44

Lb.

Sunflower

Empress Mandarin

Coca Cola, Diet Coke,
Sprite, Mello Yello...

11 oz. can

690

5 Lb. Bag

1.09
4.

12 pk.
da9
cans AI•

Asst. Flavors

Cranberry Sauce

69

Strained or Whole

.Lb. 1.79

Self-Rising

Meal

Ocean Spray 16 oz. Can
Harper's

Doz.

4Pineapple

Oranges

44

Country Ham
Sliced

990

Swanson Chicken

Smoked

4. .

99e

2/1.09

Goldenrod

Punch

ge Whole
-----WM-

12 oz. can

1,41 Gal. Crtn

Hawaiian Red

44

Bag

-..011111. Prairie Farms Homogenized
flA

Pie Filling
ko
zt
21 oz. can

44

14 oz.

Carnation

Charles

FRE

Reelfoot Ole Fashion

Bacon

12 oz. pkg. 1.29

Baking Hens
44

ts
44

4.

Fresh Cut Chicken

Breast

Lb. 1.19

Fresh Bake

USDA Choice

44

USDA Choice Chopped

44

Sirloin

44

Lb. 1.69

44
Turkeys

14

59

4.,
1 with tender pop-up timer
40.12;11.11.1,11_ Lb.
Extra Lean

Ground Chuck...Lb. 1.69

Reelfoot Pork

t Tenderloin

Lb

3.19

Quick & Easy Pork

4 Cutlets
4 Fresh Pond Raised
4t1 Catfish Fillets

Lb. 1.69

Lb 3.69

Reelfoot Ole Fashion

Bologna

Lb.

Tropical Isle Grated

Coconut
Birdseye Cool Whip

Topping

Order Your Holiday

Fruit Baskets Today!
The

Perfect Christmas Gift!

Jumbo Red or Golden Delicious

Apples

12 OZ

Yellow Ripe

Bananas

Lb 990

490 lb.
Bag 790

72 et. size

Ocean Spray Fresh

Cranberries

Lb Pkg. 990

• stmwell

Yam Patties

Pie She s

Parker's Finest

Lb. 1.99

Hyde Park Grade A

44

Pet Ritz

4.99
Baked Ham
Lb. 3.99
Parker's Best
BBQ Chicken
Lb. 1.79
Field's All Meat
Bologna
Lb 1.99
Kahn's Ham &
Cheese Loaf
Lb. 2.99
Parker's Best
Pimento Cheese 8 oz. Cup 1.39
Mustard Style
Potato Salad
Lb. 890
Creamy
Cole Slaw
Lb. 990
Tangy
Ham Salad
Lb 1.79
Hoffman Super Sharp
Cheese
Lb. 3.69
Turkey Breast

Minute Steaks

t

2/89(t

Pork & Beans

Lb. 890

44

4

Van Camp 16 oz. Can

Cake Mix
18 oz. Box Excluding Angel Food

Grade A Fresh

3 Lbs. 1•00

Sweet'N Juicy Florida Juice

We have a large selection of
Butterball or Hyde Park
**
Turkeys and Turkey Breast
44*
Available In just the right size
'for your holiday needs!
rt4*44.4. .4.444. 444'4*

Order Your Holiday Party
Trays Today From Our Deli.
Best Tasting at the Best Price!
*

*

Oranges

4 Lb Bag Only 1.19

Fresh Pascal

Celery

*

36 ct. size

290 Stalk

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
10.
/14,411.
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Sheriffs ranch sponsors Christmas party for children
The Kentucky Sheriffs' Boys and
Girls Ranch in Gilbertsville, hosted
their 9th Annual Christmas Party
for area children on Sunday, Dec.
13 at the Ranch.
Approximately 150 children attended the party including children
from Ohio County brought down by
the Ohio County Sheriff's Department deputies. Sheriff J. D.
Williams of Calloway County also
attended and brought children.
Assisting with the activities and
serving of refreshments were
Sheriff Jerry "Peanuts" Gaines,
Warren County and president of the
Kentucky Sheriffs' Association and

Mrs. Marilyn Gaines. Honored
guest was J. R. Gray, state
representative.
The children attending were
treated to a visit by Santa Claus
who gave each child a gift and a
Christmas stocking filled with candy and fruit and balloons. After
their visit with Santa, pizza and
other refreshments were served in
the dining room. Frank Impellizzeri, Louisville, made the pizzas as he has done for the past 8
parties and for the summer camp.
Ray Stoess, executive director,
stated that he was very appreciative of all the contributions
by area businesses who assisted us

in providing this Christmas Party
for our less fortunate children and
that the Boys and Girls Ranch will
continue to sponsor activities and
services for many needy children
throughout the state.
A second award was announced
when Ruth Scott was made an
Honorary Lifetime Member for her
volunteer help in keeping the
Welcome Center open on weekends.
She has worked regularly on Saturdays for more than four years.
For more information contact:
Kentucky's Western Waterland,
Route 1 Box 28A, Grand Rivers, KY
42045 ( 502 I 928-4411.

Kentucky's Western Waterland celebrates
y
20th year of operation at Executive inn
Kentucky's Western Waterland
celebrated its 20th year of operation on Dec. 11, when members and
guests enjoyed dinner and the Reba
McIntire show at the Executive Inn
in Paducah.
This eight-county organization
promotes tourism in Kentucky's
Western Lakes Region and
operates a regional information
Picture This!
By Julia Scully
JUST FOR THE FUN OF ff. The exuberance of youth and the exhilaratioo of sport are captured in Susie
Fitzhugh's 19'74 picture of her high-flying cousin, Payson, on a country road on Seagrove Beach, Florida. Fitzhugh, a professional photographer from Baltimore, climbed onto the roof of her car to get this shot of the
13-year-old gymnast executing a standing somersault called an "aerial." This photograph is one of 130 images in Atheletes, edited by Ruth Silverman and published in October by Al/red A. Knopf. The collection of
sports pictures both old and new includes such 'uprising and rarely-seen images as Rishard Avedon's 1963
playground portrait of young Lew Alcindor (now Kareen Abdul-Jabbar) and photographs of the 1936 Berlin
Olympics, by Leni Riefenstalii, which were discovered in Adolf Hitler's personal abhun. Photo credit: Susie
Fitzhugh horn Athletes, Edited by Ruth Silverman. Alfred A. Knopf.

A Special Holiday Spotlight
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP ) — Looking for something to keep the kids
busy during the holidays?
'Let them play Santa Bingo,'' says the inventor of the game that has
moved into the national market to compete for a share of the shoppers'
dollar.
"It took approximately 11 years of planning, designing and research. I
didn't know what headaches were until I started this project."
But Earlene Greenwell believes she has a winner. "Everybody knows
about bingo. All I did was improvise a little. J.C. Penney liked what they
saw and included my product in their catalog."
Santa Bingo uses symbols instead of numbers on the playing cards.
Each symbol comes with a short story about the origins and customs
associated with Christmas.
"I've included a pamphlet that contains more information on the
traditions passed down to us through the centuries," Ms. Greenwell
said.
The use of misUetoe, for example, dates back to ancient Celtic priests,
who considered it sacred. Whenever enemies met under the plant, they
would drop their weapons, forget their hostilities and embrace.
Christmas cards reputedly originated in England when Queen Victoria's favorite painter created one and sent litograph copies to his
friends. The cards were first manufactured in the United States by a
Boston printer in 1875.
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Wishing you
Cheery Christmas

center on Interstate 24. Six of its
original 12 board of directors who
attended the celebration were
recognized and presented gifts.
They were Richard Douglas, Smith
Broadbent, Jr., Tom Brown, Bud
Heerde, John Williams, Jr. and E.
M. Bailey, L. B. Harper, Dave
Calhoun, and Lloyd Miller could not
attend. Leonard Baith has left the
area, and John Perryman and
Philip Glenn are deceased.
The association honored its 1987
Member of the Year with the

presertation of a plaque to Bill
Tullar of Grand Rivers. Tullar's
assistance and creative ideas had
made the KWW move to its location
on 1-24 possible. He had recommended the purchase of land which
would then be leased to interstate
traveler oriented businesses,
thereby serving dual purposes: the
traveler would be enticed to stop
for area information and services,
and the leases would provide income to operate the Welcome
Center.

SAVINGS
BONDS
1.800-US-BONDS

By George W. Hackett

JEEP COMANCHE 4x4
Long Base, 4 0 Liter 173 H.P. 6,
5 speed over-drive, PS.. A.C.
$1
215/75R15 Michelin 0 W L. on
styled steel wheels. Ready to work or play...

As for the nativity scene, St. Francis of Assisi is usually acknowledged
as having originted it in 1223 in Italy.
"I haunted the libraries, digging up these facts," said Ms. Greenwell,
a 35-year-old former recreation supervisor in Louisville.
'That was challenging work, trying to find something to hold the
youngsters' attention day after day. I finally created my own picture
bingo game out of paper and it was an immediate success with them."
Ms. Greenwell changed jobs but never abandoned the idea of going
commercial. When she did, "I quickly learned how difficult it is to get a
product before the public."
She had to obtain a copyright and search for an artist to do the sketches."Some were asking as much as $9,000 for the artwork alone, so I
kept looking."
After that problem was solved, she had to find a printer and a company that could provide the proper boxes and ship the games.
Santa Bingo was test marketed here last year with the understanding
that if it did well, Penney's would recommend it for inclusion in the
Christmas catalog.
"I waited but heard nothing from their national buyer. I must have
made 20 calls to his New York office. Last January, when I was up there,
I tried one more time and got through to him. It paid off."
Relatives and friends helped finance the $60,000 project. "They felt I
had something that young and old could enjoy together."
She also was encouraged and assisted by her husband Steve, whom
she married last May. They have spent many evenings demonstrating
the game at stores and malls in the area.
For Ms. Greenwell, the Christmas season never ends.
"After the holidays, I'll start contacting the chain stores and keep at it
throughout the summer."

7993$
Plus Tax & License

Santa's Cleaning Out His Attic...

25% off storewide
50%

Gift Wrap and
011 Selected Ornaments
&g

SANTA'S
ATTIC
Westside Court Square - Murray

•

Get the Perfect Christmas Gift
the entire family can enjoy
a quality fan from
Wholesale Electric Supply

IT IS FOLKS LIKE YOU...
JOYOUS HOLIDAYS
..who make being In business a
Give a gift that anyone could use,
a,
4 pleasure. You hav• enabied us to
n; grow. You've encouraged us to do a Gift c•runcatim of an y amount.
bettor job and for this we are deeply
grateful. So now at this Holiday
Season, we want to express our
te sincere appreciation for the part you
111%, have played in making our business
A% what It Is today. We will always do
G.our boat to justify your faith In us and
In our ability to serv• you well. In the
Spirit of the Christmas Season, we
wish you a Joyous Holiday.. with good
lit• health happiness, and prosperity
0% throughout the coming year.
11•1•Air Center

At

Over 200 fans in stock with
over 20 different fans on display

SIRLOIN®
STOCKADE

Yfrst Itorm Itfm AffIs itfrfs

Knife Sale

lohis

If11
/

Celebrate the Holiday Season with us,
enjoy excellent food & service.

Steak Dinners
1 thru 18

(

(On the menu)

Light Fixtures

25% Off

as low as

Case knives have been a
favorite Christmas gift for
many years.
Before You Buy, Check Our Quality & Price

Serving You Since 1955
753-3361
208 E. Main

(Mon., Tues. & Wed.)
Dec 21 thru 23

Wholesale Electric
Supply Comp
any753-8194
Murray
206 E Main

01111111hIPIr

759-9555

7.95

Many Styles Avadabla

Murray Supply

Buy 1 Get 1 FREE

5.

•
•

as low as

Large selection of
Collector Sets
On Sale
All Other Knives

Wen
Sizzlin

406 N. 1 2th

Fans Starting

4
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We will Be

OPEN

Tit 6:00 p.m. Christmas Eve. We will be CLOUD
Christmas Day. We will RE-011111 Dec. 26, 1987.
For ,,vur shopping Convenience!
Items and prices in this ad effective
Dec. 21st. thru Dec. 27th, 1987 in:

Murray, Ky.
Quantity rights reserved. None sold to
dealers. Copyright 1987. The Kroger Co.

Vet

ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY
Each of these items are required
to be readily available for sale in each Kroger
store. except as specifically noted in this ad If we c10
run Out Of an advertised item. we will offer you your choice of
a comparable item, when available reflecting the same savings Or a
Raincheck which will entitle you to purchase the advertised item at the
advertised price within 30 days Only one vendor coupon will be accepted per item

Fir
ms—immon

Let Kroger Be Your Complete Holiday

Gift Giving Headquarters

Call Our Gift Services Today! Memphis Area-(901) 765-4166
Little Rock Area-(501) 374-5543 Jackson, MS &
Gulfcoast-(601)8314360
Inside Tennessee
DELI HOT LINE• 1-800-458-8646

Outside Tennessee
1-800-458-3354

Diet Pepsi,Slice, Diet Slice, Pepsi
Free,Diet Pepsi Free,Mtn.Dew or

Kroger Brown 'N Serve

Pepsi
Cola

Dinner
Rolls

2 liter btl.

11 oz. pkgs.

3 5100
for

I

100% Pure Minute Maid Chilled

Orange Juice
5149
96 oz.
ctn.

FOR TUESDAY, DECEMBER 22, 1987
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 191
Nallt
Both career and social prospects
should Improve now and in the
coming weeks. An important business meeting is forthcoming. Evening
hours prove romantic
TAURUS
(Apr 20 to May 20)
Business and pleasure make an
excellent combination for success
now Travel will soon be on your
agenda. Good advice comes about a
financial matter.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
The investment picture brightens
for you in the coming month. The
holiday spirit takes over tonight as
You socialize with others for enjoyable times. Romance is likely_
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22)
Partners play an especially imporrant role in your life today Don't be
afraid to ask for help with a work
problem if you need it. P.M proves
romantic.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Today marks the beginning of an
important romance cycle for you.
Loved ones feel closer to each other
now and singles may well meet with
romantic introductions.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
An office party is quite enjoyable.
You'll be doing more dating and going
out more in the coming weeks. A
welcome respite comes now regarding a family concern.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Family bonds grow stronger now.
Expect news from a relative. Some
reach an important domestic decision. Evening hours are tailor-made
for romance and good times.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
Some last-minute holiday shopping
may be on your agenda The coming
weeks bring an influx of news and
much gadding about. Home life is
pleasantly accented tonight.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
You'll pick up a holiday gift for
yourself. Some important finiffial

cte

plastic
gallon

Kroger Coffee

each

1
5
C
(BAG OF 10 ... 51.49)

1-lb

can

$1199

FREE!Fresh Baked 8"
Apple Pie With Dinner!
Fully Cooked-Ready to Heat & Serve!

Holiday
Turkey Dinner

all for
Only!

zez

on Whitl
Brand Name TVs, VCRs, Tires & Major Appliances
NO DOWN PAYMENT —
OkttISO 90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
NO PAYMENT TIL MARCH 1988
(With approve
d Credit)

COOKED WEIGHT!

10-lb.

bag

Delicious Apples

each

Foliiier Rolls

dozen

BryaN Hickory Crest Whole

Boneless Ham

289

io TO 12 113.

Washington State Extra Fancy 138 Size Gold or Red (Bag of 10 51.49)

lb.

LIMIT 1 WITH ADDITIONAL PURCHASE'

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef
Boneless—Excel or Store Cut

tie

95
26

Idaho Potatoes

Basted Turkeys

Filt

INCWDES:.10/12 lb. Fully Cooked Turkey
•3-lbs. Cornbread Dressing .1 pt. Giblet
Gravy .1-lb. Cranberry Sauce

U.S. NO.1 'Genuine"(Sized Bakers ... lb. 4941(5-lb. Bag ... 51.29)

U.S.D.A. Grade A 110-lbs 8 BP I)

IF BORN TODAY you are a hit
nervous and hig,hstrung, but blessed
v. ith original ideas

IS THE
SEASON TO
BE SAVING

or bag

Navel
Oranges

larit isy tours tonight Some spruce
up now others are impressed by
your charm and friendliness
PISCES
*no
(Feb 1910 Mar 20)
Though tonight finds you enjoying
some solitude for a pet interest,
you're actually entering a period of
increased sociability New friends
enter your life soon

FOR WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 23,19147
ARIES
though pleasure pursuits are
(Mar 21 to Apr. 19)
favored.
Your judgment is very good about Happiness comes through close ties
You'll
he making some important
career interests today. One problem
domestic decisions now
arises with a friend now. but other
SCORPIO
,ise social prospect
s look very
promising.
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
TAURUS
Your' very good at expressing
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
yourself now and should make those
Try not to argue with close ties important phone calls Mental pur
about career concerns. Work goes suits are favored. Downplay ego with
best from behind the scenes ()moor- family members.
tunity does come now. but play your SAGITTARIUS
cards close to the chest.
( Nov. 22 to lh.c 21)
GEMINI
overall, it's a joyful day for you, so
(May 21 to June 20)
don't let one snide remark from
Partners agree about the use of another spoil your good time Judgjoint funds. Financial talks bring ment is good where financial inter
results. Don't be impatient if a work etiLs are con('erned.
project goes slower than you would CAPRICORN
like. Socialize tonight.
(Dec. t2 to Jan 19)
CANCER
You're animated and in a talkative
(June 21 to July 22)
4 mood today Others are impressed by
Heart-to-heart discussions lead to what you have to say Relations with
new plans of mutuual benefit. Career a friend may he strained, but happidevelopments are also positive Some ness rules at home
care is needed regarding expendi
AQUARIUS
tures-on pleasure
(Jan 20 to Feb IS)
LEO')
You're quite perceptive tow and
(July- 23 to Aug. 22)
will come up with important insights
You're quite efficient regarding job However. don't push about a career
interests today. Cool heads should matter. You're in a )0)1111 mood
prevail at home now, as an argument tonight.
could easily erupt. Emphasis on PISCES
41
.
1
/
1
harmony and luck tonight
Feb. 19 to Mar 20)
.1101t
VIRGO
Meetings with friends are favored
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
now, though inwardly you may be
Try to keep calm if a work project troubled by a matter of conscience
gets stalled. Toward the end of the You'll be especially pleased about a
day, a new chance for success arises, gift you receive now.
Intellectual hobbies fascinate you
BoRN TODAY you are an
now
original thinker who's interested in
LIBRA
large enterprises. You have the ability
(Sept 23 to Oct. 221
to commercialize your creative
You could easily overspend now, talents and art- quite ambitious

$1199

Cool Whip

California Sunkist Seedless 113 Size

decisions will be made in the coming
month Tonight brings favorable
news
CAPRICORN
(Dec 22 toJan 19)
You're entering a period of
increased self-confidence You'll find
the answer now to a problem that's
been bothering )ti Tonight brings
an exchange of gifts
AQUARIUS
(Jan 20 to Feb IS)
A private talk with a friend is
mutually beneficial Increased ixipu

Low-Fat Milk

Vac Pac

99c

Frames Drakt

Kroger 20/0

Birds Eye

16 oz.
tub

Your Individual Horoscope

lb.

$199
15c
99c
$169
59C

,150•94.0 r
Whirlpool hilW0S0012 Easy Set Touch Controls•
Defrost Setting • large I 3 cu ft capacity •
sPiLLGuARD • sealed -in shelf • In-Use Reorograrnming• • Balanced Wave Cooking System
'Patented

_
Whirlpool Model LES70028 Electric Dryer •
Large Load Capacity • 4 Drying Cycles • 3 Temperature settings• Tough DURAWHITE " Interior •
Push to Start Button•Special KNIT Setting•Extra
Large Lint Screen

429"
\Thielp6oi
Whirlpool Model LAS,DOXS Direct-On ve **Ow
•Large Load Capacity•6 Automatic Cycles•Water
Temperature Control with 3 Wash/Rinse Selections
• 3 Water Levels • Easy-Clean Lint Filter • Single
Wash 8 Spin Speed

DU4000 - '329
Model
6000 - '389
Whirlpool Model DU8000XR Undorcounter Dishwasher • 15 Cycles Options including 5 Automatir
Cycles • Quiet Wash System • Exclusive In-The
Door Silverware Basket • Power Clean Washing
System • HiTemp Washing Option

1 41%
00

4569k

Grade 'A' Kroger(10-lbs. & Up!)

Sirloin Tip
Roast

Fresh
Turkeys

pound

pound

us" TRIM
$
19
9
BONELE
SS'

79c

$389
V4Itirlp4o1
- Whirlpool Model TF11300ER Free-Stendlng Compactor • Dense Peck Control • TOUCH TOE'
Drawer Ope,,ef •()wet Pack Sound Conditioning •
Bag Caddy • Air Freshener Control

WhIrpool Model ET18NKXR No-Frost Refrigerator
•18 0 Cu ft Capacity •Provision tor Optiona
ICEMAGIC • Automatic Ice Maker •Adiustable Stec,
Shelves •No-lingerprint Textured Steel Doors

Jones Goodyear

Moure:
Ellow.•Prl. 8:00 to 6:00
111:00 to 2:00

721 South 12th St.

7534595
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Consumer spending rises
WASHINGTON (AP ) — Consumer spending rose a moderate
0.5 percent and consumer prices
edged up 0.3 percent in November,
the government said Friday in
reports suggesting the October
stock market collapse had little
immediate impact on the
marketplace.
The increase in the Labor
Department's Consumer Price Index followed a 0.4 percent increase in October. It brought inflation for 1987, with just one month
to go, to an annual rate of 4.7
percent.
That's more than four times the
minuscule 1.1 percent increase of
1986 but still in the range considered moderate by most
economists.
And, the 1987 level is far below
the double-digit inflation of
1979-1980. Economists said the recent tumble in oil prices should
keep inflation well under control
into early 1988 — despite expected
higher prices due t declines in the
value of the dollar, which makes
imported goods more expensive.
Meanwhile, the Commerce
Department reported that consumer spending increased 0.5 percent in November, the first full
month since the Oct. 19 stock
market plunge.
The rise followed declines of 0.2
percent in September and October
and was the largest increase since

Bishops say
moral issue
in epidemic
MENANGALE, Australia IAPI
— Australia's Anglican bishops
say there is a "fundamental moral
issue" behind the AIDS epidemic.
At their annual conference, the
bishops called promiscuity the
principal cause of the spread of acquired immune deficiency syndrome, and said that in recent
years people have tended to
regard promiscuity as acceptable
and without social costs.
They said AIDS is not only a
medical-social problem but an important moral issue, and that any
campaign based solely or primarily on "safe sex" or "prevention"
fails to address the fundamental
moral issue.
"Casual sexual relationships
have consequences that are
destructive, not only to health
through sexually transmitted
diseases but also to stable and
fulfilling human relationships and
social life," the bishops said.

Supreme Court
accepts ruling
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Supreme Court has let stand niltngs of two lower courts that a
former Jehovah's Witness shunned by other church members for
leaving the sect may not sue the
church for damages.

Enrollment in
seminary drops
WASHINGTON (API — Enrollment in Roman Catholic seminary
colleges dropped from 2,872 last
year to 2,248 in the current term,
the lowest ever and down from
13,261 in 1968-69, says the Center
for Applied Research in the
Apostolate.

UNCLE
JEFF'S
DISCOUNT
PHARMACY
Waitor Mohr
Pharmacist

-Ask Walter about
\
shipping UPS
at Uncle Jeff's._

ups

Ship
all your
packages
here,
and
Save up to

40%!
Try Uncle Jeff's
Discount Pharmacy
We care about
your health.

753-7688

Hwy. 641 S.

a 1.5 percent rise in August.
"I expect consumer spending to
be sluggish in December. But,
overall, we're looking for a consumer who is a little more
cautious but who is not afraid to
spend money," said David Wyss,
chief financial economist with
Data Resources loc., a private
forecasting firm based in Lexington, Mass.
The Commerce Department
also reported that personal income fell 0.4 percent in
November, its steepest plunge in
15 years. But that decline was due
entirely to a drop in farm subsidy
payments. Without the swing in
farm incomes, personal income
would have risen 0.7 percent in
November.
The combined data from Friday's reports provided further
evidence that the stock market

collapse had not yet rippled
through the rest of the economy, at
least through November, most
analysts suggested.
At the White House, presidential
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater hailed the report on consumer prices,
noting that it followed a report
that wholesale prices had remained steady in November.
"These reports demonstrate
that the rate of inflation remains
under control, despite the increases experienced at the beginning of the year," Fitzwater said.
The rise in the Consumer Price
Index included a 0.8 percent jump
in energy costs. But economists
suggested this rise would be shortlived. More recent declines in oil
prices, including sharp drops this
week, should help cushion the
domestic inflationary impact of a
weaker dollar, they suggested.

Dec. 26th
On the day
after
And not Qt all
Christmas.
strange,
Are the
crowds flocking
With theirin
gifts to
exchange.
Their socks are
Their ties are too large,too bright
Their slippers
Their shirts are wrong,.
aren't right.
They have too
--Their books
manypencils,.
Or hove two they have read
of o kind
And wish
something instead
But if you ore
And eoger to onxious
How to give learn
Your gifts and be sure
won't return.
For what it is
The suggestioworth —
n is mine,
— Nobody
bock
Their liquorbrings
or Wine.

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Natural forms
of birth control
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I read that in
Australia, during times of drought
and famine, aboriginal women ingested a plant that rendered them temporarily infertile. Has anyone researched this as a possible source of
natural birth control?
DEAR READER — Birth-control
plants are used in many parts of the
world and seem to work, at least for
some primitive tribes. For example,
the Jivaro natives in Peru practice a
form of family planning by administering a plant to fertile women. Anthropologists claim that the treat-

ment is so effective that the Jivaro X-ray examinations, but the slight powomen cannot conceive until they use tential danger to human tissue is usuanother plant to neutralize the effects ally outweighed by the tremendous
of the first
amount of information to be gained
Naturally, drug companies prick up This information often will save patheir ears when they bear anecdotes tients further unnecessary radiation
like this, and, occasionally, effective from older, conventional methods
substances can be purified from plant
sources. However, to my knowledge, . CT scanning is painless and does
no commercial preparation using not ordinarily affect the body. Neverplant material is now available for theless, many experts urge caution in
its use. Doctors are encouraged to be
contraceptive applications.
It's intriguing to speculate whether selective and parsimonious in ordera tribe in some remote outback has ing X-ray examinations of any kind,
hit upon a safe pharmaceutical agent especially CT scans, because of the
for birth control and whether this possible damage to normal tissue by
compound might have use in the in- low-level radiation. This is why competent physicians will opt for non-radustrial world. No luck — yet.
DEAR DR. GOTT — How does a CT diation tests, such as ultrasonography
scanner work, how does it affect a and magnetic-resonance imaging, unperson and what happens to a body less a CT scan is absolutely necessary.
As with any medical test, patients
being scanned?
DEAR READER — Computed to- should question the risk / benefit ratio
mography, or CT, is a complicated before allowing themselves to be
technique by which multiple X-ray examined.
images of a part of the body are fed
If you have questions about MENOinto a computer and sorted. The end
result, a series of X-ray pictures, PAUSE, you can get answers in Dr
shows amazing clarity and detail of Gott's new Health Report on the subvarious
internal
organs
and ject. Send 51 to PO. Box 91369, Clevelaid, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to ask
structures.
CT scans give considerably more for the Health Report on Menopause.
0i97, NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
radiation exposure than do traditional

Moosehead®

"lAkt I

12-Pak

GIFTS
UNDER
$20
GIFTS
UNDER
$30
DOM
PERIGNON

GIFTS

GIFT WRAPPED FREE
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Where can you find a
Christmas gift that's easy
to give and sure to please...

GIFTS
UNDER

WHERE
PRICE
DOESN'T
MATTER
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CASE OF VO
OPEN 8 A.M. to 11 P.M.
FRIDAY THRU SATURDAY
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Ad Prices Good through Dec. 27

•

Sprite, Tab, Diet Coke or

Ow Coke

12 Oz. 12 Pack

C

s2 -9

2 liter

oke

Hawaiian Punch....460z.139c
Birds Eye Regular or Extra Creamy

C

Whip

ool

Pet Ritz

Pie Shells

2 Ct. Pkg.

Prairie Farms

Ice Cream

/12

gal

Blue Bonnet

M

79°
79,
$1 99

8 oz bowl

L. • :;

argarine

1 lb. qrts.

3

.•

•

hedd's Country Crock Spread

Margarine

3 lb. bowl

mute Maid

O

range Juice...64 Oz. Ctn.

Dole Crushed, Tidbits, Sliced, Chunk, In Juice

Pineapple

20 oz. can

Libby's

Pumpkin

16 oz. can

Sweet Sue

Chicken Broth
••••••'

145 oz. can

79
69°
39.

Quality Stamps

1:\

rcibrml
FREEfi FREE
1 FREE
Quality Stamps
pthualttyStamopfs
I
•I
.
.„0.tvintldy, rm--- I
iggiY

n

22PHkRglag.raVelpoi I

I McCormick

purchase

with purchase of

White Cloud

f

Gravy or
Sauce Mix
MIll NOM

VOID after Dec. 27, 1987

7/.1,4t•
111111 MI

riciu 6 111

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing

III

M

be EMI

NIB

2 Pkgs.
IMartha White
Cotton PickIn
Corn Bread Mix
81
/
2 oz. Pack

Sugar

icu41
i66 11

II
•I Quality Stamps •
•With Purchase Of
12
p Rolls
Scott
spec Towels

tji

smut

1*

lAM"

90
1

With 1 Filled Thrifty Cash Card

.'

Corn Meal

Quality Stamps

With Purchase Of
-•Wesson 011
48 oz.

•

lb.

79
Sunflower

COUPNS6 100

II

Saltine

Cra kers

5 lbs.

___

I FREE I I FREE •
I
FREE I•

wipolgyhillagps

Zest

With I

oI

I

Secret of My S ccess
Roxanne
Masters of the niverse
plus many mor:

"
TIsst
lie

Any Day With Coupon
Limit One Coupon Per Family
Good Only at Piggly Wiggly

Get 1 FEE

Piggly Wiggly

r"16475.1PONI

This Coupon Good For

Rent 2 M vies

5 lb. bag

19°
With 1 Filled Thrifty Cash Card

Filled

Th ifty Cash Card

PICHOY Wiggly
Brown 6 Serve

Rolls
21290

With 1 Flile

TII1ifty

Ammons
ANMNIIIIMMO

P

Cash Card
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Bakery Specials
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Deli Specials
Kentuckian Gold

Turkey.

Sliced or Shavea — 1b.

Kentuckian Gold

Open Pit

HaMSliced or Shaved

lb.

Home Style

Chicken Salad

lb.

Home Style

Pimento Cheese

lb

Mustard

Potato Salad

Sitk

(Coconut, Lemon or Chocolate)

Cream Pies
Great For Snacks

Bundt Cakes
Dinner Rolls

Ea.

2.99
2 99

Shrimp Salad

lb.

a

1.09

Doz.

Assorted

Holiday Cookies

Mermaid With

3.99
4.89
3.19
3.19
.99c
2.79

Doz.

990

Piggly Wiggly Is Murray's
Party Tray Headquarters

Gallent Garden (Serves 12-16) 17.95
The Classic.. .(serves 10-15) 33.95
Your Choice: Turkey or Ham Dinner

King Crab Legs
Select Oysters

Serves 10-12

to oz.

23.99

Turkey Dinner includes
10-12 lb. Turkey-Fully Cooked
2 Os. Dressing, 1 pt. giblet gravy,
1 pt. Cranberry Relish,
1 doz. dinner rolls

Ham Dinner includes
6 lb. Sliced Baked Ham
2 qts. candied sweet potatoes
1 qt. green beans,
1 doz. dinner rolls

Field 1/2 Boneless

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless Whole

Piggly Wiggly Regular or Thick Sliced

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

2M vies

IF EE

of My S
Roxanne
;of the niverse
nany mor

Zest

Round Steak

lb

Piggly Wiggly

H

ot Dogs

12 oz. pkg.

Saltine
California Red Emperor Sweet

Cra kers

Grapes

lb.

1

lb.

California Seedless Sweet

With 1 Filled Th itty Cash Card

PIQUIY Wiggly
Brown • Serve

us

U.S. No. 1 Fancy All New Crop Mix or Match

Bulk Nuts

21

I

$1449

Jumbo Walnuts, Filberts, Brazils, Mixed Nuts
Washington State 100 Size Fancy

With 1 Filled T fifty Cash Card

Celery

D'Anjou Pears

lb.

49e
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CLASSIFIED
2 . Notice

Notice

2

COUNTRY Jeans will
be open Dec. 24, from
10A M SP M. for your
shopping convenience
and layaway pick up.
Also Saturday
All
10A M. SP .M
sweatshirts 1040 oft
Good selection of acia
leans, jackets and
skirts. 5 miles 94 East
759-1062.

2
Notice
GOING out of business
sale Shop and save
now! Furniture books
toy's- appliances
Everything must go'
Last day of business
Dec 3L 1987 Trash ano
Treasurers, 806 Col
dwater Rd. 753-4569
Open 7A.M. to 4P.M.
TRANSFER your 8MNI
home movies to video
tape. S350 per 50 ft
reel, tape included
Free pick up and delis(
ery. Call Donna Dar
nell, Video production

Missed
Your
Paper?
Call
753-1916
5:30 to 6 p.m.
Mon -Fri
3:30 to 4 p.m.
Sat

1

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT A
HEARING
WILL BE HELD ON
JANUARY 20, 1988 AT 10:00 A.M.
PREVAILING TIME, IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM OF THE TRANSPORTATION CABINET, DEPARTMENT OF
VEHICLE REGULATION, FOURTH
FLOOR, STATE OFFICE BUILDING,
FRANKFORT, KENTUCY, ON THE APPLICATION OF BROOKS BUS LINE,
INC. WHICH SEEKS APPROVAL TO
ABANDON THE FOLLOWING ROUTES
AUTHORIZED BY REGULAR ROUTE
COMMON CARRIER BUS CERTIFICATE'
NO. 52:

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
1 Rent
6 Leaks
through
11 Higher
12 Unimpaired
14 Early morn
15 "Houston
Knights"
star
17 -God's Little
-"
18 Encountered
20 Adores
23 Weaken
24 Wife ot
Geraint
26 More mature
28 Private
investigator
abbr
29 Stalk of grain
31 Evened
33 Short Jacket
35 Slippery
36 Not

1

2

3

ACHEIITHEY LAG
POET IOTA AGE
OM ALTO MEN".
IPA EATS LAPP
SLIP NETS IRA
TIDES DATA OS
AMENTA REPAST
TE DIRT MELEE
ENS REAP SACS
STAB ABLE RU
TED LARD TO
FOEIIEDFN OVER
AND NOSE NEST

DOWN

Fasten
Mistake
Yes, to Juan
- garde
Airline into
Moccasins
10 Difficulty

1 Mourn
greatly
2 - Cid
3 High
mountain
4

5

6

11

7

8

9

Domesticates
Warm
Bad
Weary
Fencing
sword
22 "Lucky''
number
25 Tropical fruit

27 Type of race
30 ''Wonder
UUU 32 Old musical
intruments
20
21 11
23
18U19
34 River in Africa
36 Make happy
24
26
26
28
37 Most recent
38 Cavern
30
31
32
UI 40 Chooses
41 Shuts noisily
33
34
35
44 Procrastinate
47 Tardy
36 37
3e
49 Be borne
U4041
52 Hurried
Usa.
Milli
42
54 Wine cup
44
57 - and tro
43UUU
58 Teutonic
46
47
48
49
50
deity
60 Negative
51
52
53
54
55
prefix
56
57 58
59
so
17

UUU27

UUU

61

62

ANYONE DESIRING TO PROTEST THE
ABANDOMENT OF THESE ROUTES
MAY DO SO BY WRITING TO PAM
PENN, CLERK, OFFICE OF GENERAL
COUNSEL-HEARINGS, 10TH FLOOR,
STATE
OFFICE
BUILDING,
FRANKFORT,KENTUCKY 40622, ON OR
BEFORE JANUARY 8, 1988. ATTORNEY
FOR APPLICANT: H.S. MELTON, JR.,
P.O. BOX 7406, PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
42002

13

15

U29

2. FROM PADUCAH OVER U.S.
HIGHWAY 45 TO MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY: THENCE OVER KENTUCKY
HIGHWAY 121 TO MURRAY: AND
RETURN OVER THE SAME ROUTE.

11
13
16
19
21

10

12

14

1. FROM PADUCAH, KENTUCKY TO
KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE LINE AT
EDGOTEN, KENTUCKY VIA BENTON,
MURRAY,
CADIZ,
GRACEY,
HOPKINSVLLLE OVER U.S. HIGHWAY
68, 641, 41 ALT., AND KENTUCKY
HIGHWAY 94. DISTANCE 118 MILES.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

naturalized
39 The nostrils
42 French article
43 Caesar or
chef
45 Shout
46 Shoemaker's
tool
48 At no time
50 Ocean
51 Lacerate
53 Lamb's pen
name
55 Centimeter:
abbr.
56 Landed
ProPerTY
59 Lets in
61 Choir voice
62 New - Day

UU
UU

Notice

2

CANCER
INSURANCE
No Age limit to apply.
If your present policy
Is over 5 years old, it
may not cover some
of
the
newer
treatments such as
chemotherapy. For
free information call

-tree

PEANUTS

HERE..ONE OF YOUR
CHRISTMAS
CAME
BACK..IT SAN 5 "HO
SUCH APCRESS"

cARCS

THAT GIRL AT
SCHOOL:SHE'S GONE TO
DRIVE ME CRAZY!!

2

MAJOR credit cards!
Regardless of credit
history. Also, new
credit card. No one
refused! For informa
tion call... 1-315-733 6062
Ext. M2558.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

U

Lega

legal

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

Specialties 435-4349.

4r.
ACROSS

Murray Ledger & Times

Weal dales itertiee'•

L4)144' CO 'IOU
BOTNER WITH HER 7

• 1

NANCY

Notice

KCIIA
Recycling
Hazel, Ky
We buy...
•Junk Cars
•Batteries Si Each
•Copper •Etc.
Pay 30• lb. for
Aluminum Cans
492-8183 or
498-8785
OUR church is raising
funds to purchase property on which to build.
If you could help, it
would be greatly appreciated and tax deductible. For more information call (502)
759-1602. Lake Land
Apostolic Church,
James H Cain, Pastor,
P.O. Box 917, Murray,
Ky. 42071.
THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler
5. Lost and

Found
MALE cat, white &
orange, green collar
with silver bell. Found
on the corner of Beale &
Payne. 753-9422 after
5p.m. 753-4871

GARFIELD
THE ONE THING I HATE Af30/.11
THE CHRISTMAS SEASON 15
APPRE55ING ALL THESE CARPS

I BELIEVE 1 PIAVE A WAV

APPRE5f, THIS ONE
TO PAP AND MOM

CUT YOUR WORK IN HALF

E211113:1313Ili
PU514, BEETLE- PU5H!

Av

-olleaer""

Val

AND WATCH OUT FOR
THE POTHOLE IN THE
MI Pt2L E OF THE ROAI7

illW
C
(
)
19

INC PNANTOIN
T1-#15 PRIsoN
A FOR T RE55,• HERE'S
rtiE cHtire WE c4wiE
OUT OF , DEVIL...,

Help

Wanted

Instruction

11

HIRING! Government
lobs your area $15,000
$68000. Call (601
8348885 Est 684"
sales people
direct sales preferred
training program, no
nights, weekends or
travel. Highest pay
structure in the area
Full or part time 19011
247-3210.

[EARS/ TO DRIVE
TRACTOR TRAIL& fi

sets Ats

Ex!.

11,5
00 TV
so

lieSteStoCe ISMOINIR Vos
Mlle Ems
.m01 ie toto
now.

qr.

Aeoreelled thesesber
filwastokt4 Aid AvelisIle
,a• •

,LlIANCf
-148.4.•
1111.11.11141

RN director of nursing

Ca. Toil Fro* Anytime
needed for 118 bed
facility. Expect to con
vert 24 PC beds to
skilled care. Excellent
Want to Buy
benefits. Also, need 14
LPN charge nurses, full (-11
CARROLL corn
and par! time. Apply in pound bow for parts
person at: Oakview (2) H&R Huntsman
Manor Health Care muzzle loader
(3)
Center, Rt. 1 Box 125, Ithaca bolt action rifle
Calvert City. E.O.E
492 8566
TENN
SEE State WANT
to buy raw furs
Home Health Service is
Stanley Owen Mc
now taking applications
Clellan, Pulaski
IL
for RN Send resumes
618 342 6316
to: 224 Memorial Dr ,
Paris, Tn or call 642
15 Articles for Sale
6162.
TOOL and die makers JUST in time for
wanted Five or more Christmas! Handmade
hunting knives v.
years experience only
need apply. Top wages scabbard, $65 $85 Set of
8 steak knives, $200
for West Tennessee
Full family insurance, Unique gifts for the
paid holidays and hard to buy for person
vacation. Paris Tool 753 6308
and Die Co., Inc. NEW sewing machine,
10HP tractor mower
901-‘42-8574.
and trailer; electric
heater with fan, de
9 Situation Wanted
humidifier; 19" TV and
FORMER preschool table, twin bed. odd
teacher will provide
tables; squirrel cage
childcare. Reasonable
fan 753 6953
759 4548
16 Home Furnishings
NEED a job part or full
time! Will clean house
G E dishwasher pol
and office or odd and
scrubber, built-in, 2
end jobs
Very re
years old Call 753 7323
sponsible person. Ask
after 3 30
for Regina, Kathy or
HARDROCK Maple
Wayne 753-7111.
dining room suite 435
WILL do plumbing in
4454
stallation & repairs All
guaranteed. Free es
17 Vacuum Cleaners
timates Phone 492 8899
or 753-1308
WI L do any odd lob,
Cut and haul shubbery
Also, cut and remove
hedges. Call 753 3534 or
fr.-Kirby
753 3455 anytime
Rainbow

-800-334-1203

VACUUM
CLEANERS

10. Business Opportunity

AMERICA'S #1
COFFEE

...Electrolux
...Hoover
fr Eureka
Parts, Sales& Service

The Vac
Shack

(I1P SA)IE L t .s.1
DISTRIBUTORSHIP
REGULATE
OWN HOURS
MON hivestmewl
Light. plesaast, high profit
ROUTE bunkum. restocking
411110k1 CAR, loco/ outlets
with Missal name In coffee
Industry 80 YEAR OLD
PRODUCT stocked by every
mayor food store Enjoys
Lifetime repeat business
Muse aspire up to

mon OF
$38,000 1'R. UP

TRASH

applications NOT
considered!
Interviews
granted ONLY to strictly
QUALIFIED prescreened
applIcants submittIng
at
Ume of responding to ad I all
the ft/lowing
Ii Time evadable to service
accounta Days. evenings
weekends
12) RUST INCLUDE DOC
UICENTED PROOF of re
qutred Siee for Inventory
NOW IN BANK AT TIME
OF RESPONDING Ti) Al)
3 Year Car and Phone
Number
Write Box MON c o this paper

FOR

sale- 4 station
beauty salon, located in
a shopping center 753
6520
6. Help Wanted
PROSPEROUS local
BABYSITTER- needed-business for sale Es
for 6 week old Want in
tablished weight loss
my home
Monday
center. Small invest
through Friday, ment. Send inquiries to
8A.M.-5P.M. starting
P.O. Box 1402, Murray
Jan. 41h. Send
11.Inst
ruction
qualifications and 2
references to: P.O. Box
1404, Murray.
NEED a lob? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
You are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EOE
Start locally full time
This project is funded
ve
time Train
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
liindy
Council- JTPA. Call
il
ial
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
H a.
nsaperctmlin
d
iioteindant,rcivot
aF
dmP
elJaimoncon°Nuabe
a
p
s
e
i
s
i
n
t
a
b
i
u
r
g
r
l
753-9378 between 8:30
re
12:005 days a week.
Pt
TOOL & die makers
A.C.T. TRAVEL SCROOL
with a minimum of 5
years experience. Send
Accredited member N H 8 C
resume to: P.O. Box
1040-P, Murray.

19 Farm Equipment
FRICK sawmill with
power unit, $1200, 666
IH tractor. Massey
Ferguson nay baler
435 4226

20

Sports

Equipment

CAMOUFLAGE army
pants and shirts; army
boots and insulated
coveralls. Jerry's
Sporting Goods, 6th &
Walnut, Mayfield 247
4704
XERC1SE bske, $50;
exercise rowing
machine, $25. Call 7594051 to see.

22 . Musical
TAMA 5 or 7 piece Call
before 2p m or after
5p m. 753 9457
WURLITZER organ,
excellent condition
$1000 Has multi matic
feature 753 4129

24

Miscellaneous

Legal

1

Legal

SHERIFF'S SALE
In pursuance of a Judgment of Calloway
Circuit Court, rendered April 21, 1987, and
an Execution issued by said Court on July
8. 1987, in the action of Margaret Watkins,
Plaintiff, v. Potter Enterprises, Inc.,
Defendant, I will on the 28 day of
December, 1987, at the hour of 3:30 p.m.,
at the courthouse door, in Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, sell to the
highest bidder on a credit of three months,
or cash, the following described property,
via
Being 43.28 acres adjacent to the Tennessee
Valley Authority Kentucky Lake property
in Calloway County, Kentucky, and
described as follows:
Beginning at T.V.A. Monument No. 49-1
and running thence South 4 degrees 10
minutes 19 seconds West leaving said
T.V.A. property 1103.88 feet to an approximately 1 inch diameter galvanized pipe,
thence North 80 degrees 27 minutes 43
seconds East 1650 feet to an iron rod,
thence South 00 degrees 19 minutes 15
seconds East 305.03 feet to an iron rod,
thence South 89 degrees 32 minutes 09
seconds East 540.12 feet to an iron rod,
thence North 19 degrees 35 minutes 09
seconds East 100 feet to an iron rod, thence
South 89 degres 32 minutes 09 seconds East
165.88 feet to the center of a public road,
thence North 19 degrees 35 minutes 59
seconds East along the center of said road
131.05 feet, thence North 17 degrees 15
minutes 21 seconds East along the center
of said road 78.24 feet, thence North 00
degrees 37 minutes 55 seconds West along
the center of said road 260.85 feet; thence
North 68 degrees 14.minutes 52 seconds
West leaving said road 258.52 feet to an iron
rod; thience North 00 degrees 50 minutes
East 16b feet to the center of said previously mentioned road, thence south 89 degrees
31 minutes 06 seconds West along the center
of said road 130.19 feet; thence South 73
degrees 29 minutes 35 seconds West along
the center of said road 252.88 feet: thence
North 37 degrees 50 minutes 25 seconds
West along the center of said road 119.26
feet; thence North 5 degrees 46 minutes 05
seconds East along the center of said road
102.80 feet; thence North 12 degrees 58
minutes 55 seconds East along the center
of said 58.62 feet to a south line of the T.V.A.
property: thence South 79 degrees 06
minutes West leaving said road and running along the T.V.A. line 1079 feet to T.V . A.
Monument No. 50-09: thence North 2
degrees 26 minutes East along the T.V.A.
line 446 feet to T.V.A. Monument No. 50-10.
thence South 81 degrees 27 minutes West
along the T.V.A. line 659 feet to the point
of beginning and containing 43.28 acres.
EXCEPT: 0.46 acres conveyed by Deed of
record in Deed Book 114. page 500
NOTE: Said property being subject to the
prevailing right of way requirements for all
public roads touching same.
Being the same property in all respects
that was conveyed to Potter Enterprises.
Inc., by Deed dated June 5, 1881. and of
record on microfilm in File 162, Cabinet 1.
Drawer 14, Card 710. in the Calloway Court
Clerk's Office.
Property is being sold so that the Plaintiff
may recover from the Defendant the sum
of 28,977.48, plus interest at the rate of ten
(1047r) percent, per annum, from October
1. 1983, until date of Judgment and at the
legal rate of interest thereafter. The purchaser will be required to give bond with
approved surety bearing interest at the
rate of twelve (12Z-) percent. per annum,
from day of sale having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue when
due.

1987 OPEN arm sewing
This the 7 day of December, 1987
machine, looks like new,
less than 4 mo. old. Zig
J.D. Williams
tags, monograms, button
holes Sold for over $370,
Sheriff, Calloway County
pay balance of $85 or $15
per month 3 to choose
from. Phone 753 3315
Miscellaneous
2 6 . TV Radio
PIECE bedroom suite 24
with mattress set, $300,
cabinet style Singer SERVICE all branch of SATTELITE antenna
sewing machine with chain saws. Also, 3 and system, all Drake
attachments, $100; 4 wheelers Stokes Great shape Only $600
padded playpen, $20. Tractor, Industrial 489 2633
Road.
753 8267.
ANTIQUE jewelry SHARP copiers, new 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
(1800 1920) Victorian and used, for sales
10x52, 2 BEDROOM.
bangle bracelets, rings, service, supplies or
electric furnace, par
lockets, pins, cuff links, demonstration call
tially furnished, $2000.
etc
Charlotte Terrell 1 800.248 43)9, Benton, '77
CHRYSLER New
KY.
247 5915 Mayfield.
Yorker, $1200.
FIREWOOD for sale, USED 55 gallon drums
Plymouth Fury 3, 5900
$20 a rick delivered. very good condition. Phone 247.5460,
best
Stokes
Tractor
1319.
753
753 2887.
time to call in A.M
FIREWOOD for sale. WOOD for sale, $25 a 12x60 MOBILE-home with
rick, delivered
436 2296
3 lots. For more informa
753 2383
FIREWOOD for sale
tion phone 436 2904.
437 4667
14x70 WINDTZ2R,
26.TVRadio
EWOOD for sale
acre, new well and
Also, tree removing. 30 19' SEARS portable septic tank
By GARY LARSON
Sell
years experience 436 color TV, remote con
together or separate
2758 or 436 2562.
trol, taking offers. 753- 435 4510 or 435 4568.
FORMAI dress, tea 9873.
1986- 14x75. Central heal
length, red, lace over sa LEASE TO OWN- 25
and air (3 ton air unit),
tin, worn once. $90. 362 console TV with remote, factory fireplace, 2
4766 after 9a.m
$53 a month. Murray bedrooms, 2 full baths
GO carts, go carts
Very nice! 474 8853 or
Rental & Sales. 753 8201.
5 BHP Stokes Tractor, LEASE TO OWN 19
474-2232.
Industrial Road
color TV, $28 a month. FOR sale or rent 1981
`"--"lists179111 LARGE, large, large
Murray Rental & Sales. mobile home 14x70 with
selection of storage 753 8201.
7x20 extension, 2 baths,
buildings in stock for LEASE TO OWN Wir
2 bedrooms, set up.
immediate delivery. eless remote VCR, $32 a 753-9872.
•
•
Acree Portable month. Murray Rental MOVING must sell!
Buildings, Mayfield, & Sales. 753 8201
1974 14'x65' Windsor 2
Ky. 502247,7831.
2ENITH VCR, 4 event, bedrooms, 1 bath, parOAK and Hickory 14 day timer with tially furnished, good
firewood for sale. $25 a wireless remote
condition. 759 1587
rick, delivered. 753 1243
t319.95; Zenith 19" color MOVING must sell.
RUBBER bed mats for TV, $279.95; Zenith 13" 1981
14x72 mobile
ALL makes of pick up color TV, $229.95; home. 2 bedrooms,
trucks. Stokes Tractor Zenith 25" color TV, large kitchen, living
753 1319
$439.95. Tucker TV, 1914 room with fireplace,
large bath. 753 4544
SEASONED Oak and Coldwater Rd., 753-2900
Hickory firewood plus 'ZENITH full featured
knots $30 a rick Call Comcorders that weigh 22 Mod* Homes for Rent
after 5P.M. 753 7783.
less than 3 pounds,
BtDRoOM furnishes
SEMI tire chains, oil $1,280 We also have mobile home, 1 baths on
0
stove, old juke box, RC Zenith 35" cOlOr TV and Hwy 641, Hazel, KY.
drink box, jack ham- projection screen TV's $150 a month, $200
-What the this Is lemonade! Whore**
mer, Mopar 4 speed, In stock. Tucker TV, deposit You pay all
tires, reasonable 753. 1914 Coldwater Rd , VOW bills. Call answer•
my culture of amoebic dysentery,4446.
753-2900.
ing service 492-8906.

Till FAR $IDS
--

6

MONDAY, DECEMBER 21, 11167

CLASSIFIEDS
211 Mobile Homes for Rent

211. WNW Homes tot Rent

2 OR

NORTHWIND Mobile
Home Park on North
16th Street now has
trader lots and trailers
for rent 753-9866.
SMALL trailer, all
electric, $60 per month
Blood River 436 2427

3 BR-, furnished or
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air con
ditioned. Shady Oaks
753 5209.

* Four Star *

30

Business

Rentals

Mobilo Homo
Retpalr

Building For Rant

Anchoring &
Complete Repair

On Court Square.
Al 30.00 a month.
Deposit Required.

* (102)492-8488 *

Call 7I3-1II III.
Ask ter Ted Delaney.

LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES
If...Job

Security, Good Salary
Bonus Opportunities, Greet Benefits
Excellent Working conditions

Interest You. . . .
Than

Heritage Manor is the place
for you....
part time and full-time positions are
avaliable Apply in person at Heritage
Manor 4th & Indiana, Mayfield, KY
EOE/M/F/H/V

A HILLHAVEN FACILITY

JOB: Coach
Qualifications:
Backgiound in Behavioral Sciences
and/or Factory experience

General Duties:
Provided Job training and supervision
to mentally and/or physically handicapped
adults in an industrial setting

Starting Date:
January&I 8 All interested persons may
send their resume' to
P0 Box 10401, Murray

KY 42071

Fcr renxwed Iran clew remade* ratio/cosset
'
, dada.
you Ye never head anytfirg as cnsp, ciecn or deor as
the A/pre 7283
The cicery comes frce)features
on 18-pin
ccrneclor, so rugged you can rernom cwud repkxe the
player 25,000 fires (thaiscrids rrcre Mon
protxibr,
eser need) And theT.11&aesfe
sepzrole technologicd advancements to eliminate rose
cid &Porton Plus the SCC"head wehorespanse
beyond thof almost home lope ciedrs.
If You're alter remarkable sound
rou find air this Alpne Remo.abie
Available rxmcx rnmedicile remoo
1 OF 1H
keel our shelves

.401.01/1AV KIERITLICZY 42071

Milerray Ledger & Times

46 Homes for Sale
32 A pts for Rent
34 Houses tor Rent
r-BrenttraIrTrairr FOR rent, 3 bedroom, 1
LARGE, well built,
ment near downtown bath brick house, car.
split level, brick house
Murray
753.4)09 or port, in Murray $325 living
room, unused
762 6650
per month plus deposit. fireplace; dining room;
1 BEDROOM apart
753 5981 after 4.30P M
den; 3 bedrooms with
ment Low utilities "SMALL 5 room house room
-length cedar lined
$143. No pets. 753 3949
for rent. 2 rooms up
closets; built-in ironing
7 BEDROOM furnished. stairs, 3 down 15 miles board; 4 other closets; 2
Lease and deposit 753
east on 94 354 6729
big bathrooms, full size
9208 after 4P M
basement, fireplace,
7 BEDROOM apart- 36. For Rent or Lease
built-in cabinets,
ment, 2 baths, central
double garage, elecheat and air, washer
tronic control, cabinets,
and dryer hook up,
Kik"
, Ministorm windows and
appliances and water
metal bars on garage
Warehousos and basement;
furnished
No pets
security
753.3949.
Hwy. 121 South
doors; intercom,
Sizes from 5)(10 to 10)(30
BEDROOM duplex in
draperies, dishwasher,
763491, N no answer
Westwood Sutxl. Family
stove, refrigerator,
753-6078, 753-0996
room with fireplace,
central heat large lot
central heat and air,
with trees, flowers, and
appliances furnished.
shrubs, choice street in
37.
Livestock-Supplies
Murray. Upper 90's.
759-9429.
/ BEDROOM apart- SIMMENTAL and Owner, 759-4167
ment in Northwood. Simbrah bulls,. Per
NICE 3 bedroom brick,
$235 per month. formance & semen aluminum trim, new dis
hwasher, nice neighbor
759-446.
tested. Excellent qual
ity $650 & up Cadiz, hood, 30's. Call 753-7458.
FURNISHED ef
Ky. 522 8794
ficiency apartment, 1
OWNERS selling- 3
room and bath water
bedroom brick home
38
Pets
-Supplies
with double garage in
and cable paid. $135 per
month
Available Dec
& MONTH old beautiful, East V Subdivision.
16th 753 5980
registered Alaskan Large wooded lot. 753Malamute. Male and 8554
female. $150 each. Call
Motorcycles
FURNISHED upstairs I 753 4703 days or 489-2148 47
bedroom apartment
1985 HONDA XR 80R,
nights.
Water paid. Available FOR sale: 4 full blooded owner, good condition
Jan. 1. No pets, no
Beagle pups, ready now 753 3358 ask for Mickey.
children. $165 month
for Christmas. 753.3045.
1985 YAMAHA Jog, low
753 5900.
HOLIDAY puppies! mileage, $400 753 9658
FURNISH-ED apart
Shih Tzus, top quality,
ments 1 or 2 bedrooms, non shedding. Call col48. Auto Services
also sleeping rooms. No lect 1-5271419.
children
No pets. LABRADOR puppies, d IMPORT Auto Salvage
Zimmerman Apart
yellow, 3 chocolate. We buy old foreign cars,
ments, South 16th
AKC registered. Call new and used parts.
Street. 753-6609.
B utch Seargent Open Mon through Sat.
8A.M.-5P.M. 1979 Sub
FURNISHED 1 bed. 753 7307.
room apartment on MOVING must sell - aru wagon for sale.
474-2325.
South 8th. Available B reeder dogs
Jan lst. $130 a month Dachshunds, Poodles,
49. Used Cars
plus deposit. 753 3584 Pomeranians and Shiht
evenings.
zus. Some are expecting 1977 CADILLAC, extra
puppies. Also, puppies nice, 1 owner 1971 LTD
MUR Cal apts. Nor
Ford, 54,000 actual
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR. available. 901-642-9437.
miles. 436-2427.
Now renting. Equal P UPPIES
Housing Opportunity. Dachshunds, $150, tiny 1979 DATSUN 280Z 24-2,
toy Poodles, $1254150; silver with black inter759 4984.
NICELY furnished 1 and Pomeranians, $250. ior, extra clean.
2 bedroom and single Also, exotic birds. 901- Weekdays call after
rooms for rent, located 642-7067 or 642-9437. 4:30P.M. 753-7166.
Deposit will hold until
near campus Days 753
Need An Extra Car
6111, after 5P.M. 753 0606. Christmas.
For A Few Days?
Now renting Embassy 43 Real Estate
Apartments. 2 bedroom
ti.,nt Fr
Ca. "1. AI
apartments. Call 753. kOPPERUD Realty
DWAIN TAYLOR
offers a complete range
3530.
CHEVROLET. INC.
N ow taking ap- of Real Estate services
plications for 1 and 2 with a wide selection of
502-753-2617
quality homes, all
bedroom, section 8, low
prices.
753-1222,
toll
free
income family at
1990 MUSTANG, 2 door,
1.800-251• HOME Ex!.
Southside Manor Apar4 cylinder, automatic,
711L
for
courteous,
tments Call 753 8221.
power steering, air,
competent
Real
Estate
E qual Housing
service. We make buy- AM/FM, nice car.
Opportunity.
ing & selling Real 753-8124 or 753-9181.
TAKING applications Estate easy for you.
1981 CUTLASS, 2 door,
for Section 8. Rent
excellent condition, 65,
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 44. Lots for Sale
000 actual miles, 6
BR. Apply Hilldale
cylinder with console,
Apts., Hardin. KY. BlfILDING sites
Michelin tires, $3600.
Wooded
wonderlands,
Call 753-5841.
E qual Housing
towering
oaks,
golf
Opportunity.
1982 OLDS Toronado.
course. Choose your
753 6308.
feature
needed
and
then
34. Houses for Rent
choose your lot from 1986- FIERO, black with
DROOM u n
B
Misty Meadows, Sher tinted windows, 16,000
furnished house, close wood Forest, Canter- actual miles, $6900 firm.
to campus. 1614 Miller
bury, Pine Creek Hills 753-5094 or 759-4915.
ULLECTORS item- 73
No pets $250 month_
Lots priced at $4600 and
Available Dec. 1 753
up. Call Century 21 Mach I, deluxe interior,
5980.
Loretta Jobs Realtors rare factory aluminum
wheels, PS, PB, AC, fold
BEDROOM home to 753 1492.
rent in town. No pets. 'LOVELY wooded down rear seat. 351
Phone Bill Kopperua at waterfront lots for sale Cleveland with Ram Air,
753•1222.
in Fort Heiman de 65,000 actual miles.
BEDROOM- brick with velopment Scenic view Bought new in Paris, Tn.
pool, 518 S. 6th St. $400 of Kentucky Lake, Call 474-8817.
plus deposit. Call 753 1266 paved roads, central
water system. Re
days.
strictions prohibit
,Formeriv 01#A.inay ,-urtor,
mobile homes. Contact
Kopperud Realty 753.
1222 for historical in
Bentorli
formation and price list.
LOVELY wooded
building lot in Sherwood
Forest Subd. Priced
just reduced, $3500.
Contact Kopperud
Realty 753.1222.
New & Used
SOMEONE to take over
GM Executives &
payments on lot in
Program Vehicles
Pirates Cove. Call 753901-404*-31100
6665.
Hwy. 79 W. - Parts

50

Used

Freddie Poe
(Formeeyof
Owlet,Oldsmobile,
adllx,Ix. of
Pads, TN

SATURDAY,JANUARY 9, 11:30 A.M.
MODERN BRICK HOME

LOCADON:10 miles west of Murray, 12 miles east of Mayflaid, and 1/2 mile weft Of
Kirksay on Hwy 464, In Calloway County.

Picture This:an elegant,spacious brick home with a formal living room,formal*ling
room, modern kitchen with built-ins Including a breakfast bar Island with built- in
JennAlr range, don with wood-burning fireplace, 28'x30' family room with built-in
cabinets and a bricked area for a wood stove, a large bedroom with built-in cabinets
and walk-In closets, two bedrooms with joining half baths, a fully equipped 12`x14'
laundry room with washer and dryer hook-ups, sink and built -in cabinets and
storage. There are two full baths and 2 half baths. There is a covered terrazzo patio
off !tie den, and a wooden deck off the family room, besides the above described
3,360 sq. ft of living area, there Is a two-car garage in the basement There Is well
water supplied at $5 per month, and central hest and air, carpet throughout except
for vinyl in the kitchen and utility, paved drive, all on a well-landscaped 29 acre lot
This is one of the most spacious farm homes In the area. It was built with quality
material and craftsmanship, and certainly deserves your inspection.

THERE WILL BE AN OPEN HOUSE,SUNDAY AFTERNOON,
JANUARY 3RD, FROM 1:00 PM UNTIL 4:00 PM
or,you may Inspect the property by appointment arty day prior to sale day.The selling
agent will also assist with financial arrangements if you desire.
"BUY WHERE YOU SET THE PRICE!"
All information contained herein was derived from reliable sources & is deemed to be
correct, however it is not guaranteed L does not constitute a part of a subsequent
contract & is for informational purposes only.

C.*" sitat.
REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO.
111 Pads Road, kisyflold, Ky.(5c) 247-1305

C.W. Shelton, Auctioneer

46. Homes for Sale
FOR sate or trade Nice
4 BEDROOM brick home 1981 Grand Prix, 6
With five outbuildings cylinder, 61,000 miles,
plus commercial garage several options. $2495.
30x60, 2 bath, swimming 759-9921.
75 Ford
pool, 2 septic tanks on 3 GOOD
acres more or less, $125, Maverick, 6 cylinder,
000. South of Murray. Call automatic, power and
Wayne Wilson at Wilson air, radial tires, tape
Real Estate 753 3263 or player. $750. All transfer and tax expenses
753-5086.
BEAUTIFUL home paid. Call 489-2595.
nearing completion in 5 0 . Used Trucks
Canterbury Estates
2600 sq. ft. of quality 1966 CHEVY pick up,
and charm include 250, 6 cylinder, 3 speed,
three bedrooms, 2 good work truck. $400.
baths, formal dining 436-2195.
room, living room, and 1982 CHEVY 1 ton, PS,
den with fireplace. PB, A/C, new tires,
Phone Kopperud dump bed. 54700, OBO.
474-8855.
Realty, 753 1222.

Services Offered

Services Offered

53

53

Services Offered

ROCKY

7531

tit

Shoemaker's Discount
Furniture
Lane Recliners

Shoemaker's Furniture

011111mwsk„,.....

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

00
Police
11

911

voe
n
„e44 Murray
Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

Phone
753-2571

Velatt

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

753-5131

KNITTING MACHINES
'Soles & Instruction •Accessories
•Books *Coned Yarns
.

it+

RANDY THORNTON HEATING
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Traria and Carrier dealer
for sales and servIc• In Murray

•maw

end Calloway County.
402 Chestnut.

753-8181

c.....••‘••••0-0."-'

Poison Control
753_7588
'

BACKHOE SERVICE & SEPTIC
TANK INSTALLATION

"41,

VA,

211 Main

753-8201

Murray-Made Windows - Siding-Fencing
Downspouts & Gutters - Shutters
Aluminum Siding - Solar Screens
Call Us Today!
1
jj.ILRRI AIAINS A -18.tiMi4TIN
121 By-Pass

753-8407

MICHELIN

IBM SO PAM6NNW
IN 11911111111

Holiday Specials

•-• .
•

.. •
).„i ii..;

..1,.k. :
-

-

Ihmlfri. up For Safotyl

CARROLL
Tire &

Wheel Alignment, Inc.

•Computerised it Wheel Alignment
•Cornpufarlzed Wheel Balancing

1105 Pogue

Phone:
(502) 753-5128

Center
ent Et:0yr.). off 641 N
(Behind old Boston Tea
M-F 8-5
•Simulated convertible tops
•Pin stripes •Stick on body side moiding
•Luggege racks -Truck rails and tailgate guards

Calloway County Rescue Squad

753-6952
4
Free Delivery & Set-Up
---7,
BETTER BUILT
/

iTORAGE BUILDINGS

Ak\

PRACTICAL • ATTRACTIVE • AFFORDABLE
L.E. Williams
(502) 489-2883

Hill Electric
24 Hour Service
Commercial
Industrial
Residential
753-9562

N cialver TRAILER
0'0

16
INK/ 4i

753-1489

For Appointment

Greg's Vinyl Tops

L

Rent the tools you need.

..knits, etc.

753-9841

.

CENTER

/i

Margie Y. Armbruster
405 South 16th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

Ditching - Sewer Repair
Septic Tank Repair
Oen* Steeley
753-6156
RENTAL SALES

=

5404t
\

GARRISION MOTOR SALES
'86 Chevy Celebrity Wagon burgundy $8750
'85 Buick LeSabre
Limited Coupe
blue loaded w/equip $8950
'85 Chrysler LeBaron ..4-door, white $8250
'83 Buick Skyhawk
4-door beige $2850
'85 Chevy Celebrity
Wagon
light blue $4850
'85 Chevy Celebrity
Wagon
dark blue $4850
'85 Firebird
gray $7250
'84 Plymouth Reliant
4-door, gold $3750
'85 Plymouth Reliant
4-door, gold $4250

53

COLSON Home
LICENSED electrician, NEED work on your
Repair. Roofing, siding,
residential and com- trees? We can beautify
mercial. Air condition- your yard by topping, painting, plumbing,
ing Sales and service. shaping, dead-wooding concrete. Free es
Gas installation and Or removing dead or timates. Call 474-2307 or
repair for natural and diseased trees. For 753-6973.
LP. Fred's Repair 753 satisifaction call the SEWING Machine Re
7203.
proven professionals pair. All makes and
Bover's Tree Service models_ Home & In
MAX W Parker,
dustrial. Bag closing
753-0338. The competi
Attorney at Law For
mer county attorney; tion knows us you machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
former district judge. should too.
Office, 104 N. 4th St, QUALI1Y construction experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Murray, 753-3153. repairs and alterations
Free estimates Call G Barnhill, 753 2674,
Home, 753-7900.
Stella, Ky.
& A 436 2617
A 1 STUMP Removal
SUREWAY Tree Ser
Reasonable rates, 10" WET-ra-srunrr---Wi vice. Topping, pruning,
below surface Call us make wet basements tree removal. Aerial
before you decide Free dry. Work completely bucket truck. Fully
estimates 7530906
guaranteed. Call or insured for your prot
write Morgan Con
APPLIANCE
ection. Stump removal
SERVICE. Kenmore, struction Co. Rt. 2, Box with no lawn damage
W estinghouse, 409A, Paducah, Ky. Free estimates. No
Whirlpool. 27 years 42001 or call 1.44-7026.
obligations. 753-5484.
experience. Parts and
service.
Hopper,
Bobby
52 Boats -Motors
*Will
Bob's Appliance Ser1 9 8 1 LOWE 14
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
aluminum boat and Business 753-4872, 4365940 *
trailer with 35HP 5848 (home).
*
Evinrude motor, $1300; APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Custom It itchco
*
1974 17' Allison Craft Factory authorized for
Cabinets
*
fiberglass boat and
*
Tappan, Kelvinator and
All
Types
Of
trailer with 150 Mercury
•
Brown. Service on gas
motor, $3000; 1975 Lin- and electric ranges,
•
Custom Woodworking
111
coln Continental, $2500. microwaves, dis
41
753-8267.
hwashers, rea
10 FT. Airstream travel frigerators, etc. Earl
a
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
trailer in good condi- Lovett, 354 6956 or 75341
•Drop by 6 sae our showroom
tion, $3,150. Call 5341.
*
409SUNBURY - MURRAY - (seln• &Amy emoll
759 4850.
CONCRETE driveways, patios, carpentry
**********************
53. Services Offered
and blocs work. CALL
502-492-8160.
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old PENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sear 753-2310
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
INSULATION blown in for free estimate for
your needs.
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those FOR most any type
high heating and cool- driveway white rock
in Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
ing bills. Call Sears also, any type gravel,
753-2310 for free dirt and sand call Roger
has a big selection of
Hudson, 753-4545 or
estimate.
753-6763.
A-1 ENTERPRISE Wholesale dealer in gas GENERAL repair, tree
and wood burning ap- ▪ trimming and wood for
for that special one on your Christmas
pliances, offering full sale. For estimate call
service installation. 436-2642.
list. Many are rocker recliners and are
Also, fireplace repair. GUTTERING by Sears.
priced
to sell. Who else in Murray will take
*Chimney cleaning Sears continuous guttrade-ins on their new furniture?
•Masonry •Damper ters installed for your
•Bird screen *Hoods. specifications. Cali
Sears 753-2310 for free
436-5355.
Shdp
MOBILE HOME estimate.
Specialist, Repair, Q UALITY
leveling, underpinning, workmanship- Frame
If you want to save money.
roofs, floors, plumbing, and trim carpenter.
wiring, washing, Remodeling, patio and
living room suites & dining room suites.
Also
hurricane straps. 759. fencing. D.L. Poole,
435-4306.
4850.

Want to buy a good
used car under wholesale price?
Come to

Trucks

198) CHEVY pick up,
1/2 ton, 68,xxx original
miles, 305, bed liner,
tool box. A/C, PS, PB,
cruise, AM/FM cassette, new tires, excellent condition. $5900,
0130 474 8855
1985 FORD Ranger
pickup Call 492 8566.
1987 DODGE Dakota,
p.s., p.b., air, 5500
actual mi., 5 speed,
$9000 Must sell. Cali
after 3p.m. 753-7603.
79 CHEVY 3/4 ton, 4
speed, p.s., p.b., $1,600
cash. Call 753-448
FOR sale or trade lc"
Chevy 4x4 3/4 ton.
Good trucks large and
small. Auto repair. 121
Auto- Truck Specialist,
759-9924.

Dan Taylor

74'aelf:00,
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Murray, Ky.

Sold By JERRY BURKHART
LIVESTOCK & TRAILER SALES
Phone
At 04, Box 2 18A
Murray, Ky 42071 (502) 753-1R47

Spouse Abuse
Hot-Line & Safe-House
24 Hour Crisis Line 759-4050
Also dating violence

To place your ad in the Dial-A-Service
call: 753-1916
•
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.

Hwy. 641 North & Oluguld Dr.
753-6000
•
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not have been worse for curing He
said the dry spell caused much of
the burley to dry up and take on a
light color because it cured too
fast.

Grading complaints studied
LEXINGTON, Ky. IA?) — A
team of burley experts commis.
stoned by U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins
said it found no basis for some
farmers' complaints about
grading of their tobacco at local
warehouses
Tobacco grades determine the
government support price placed
on each bundle of tobacco.
The team did spot checks on
prices at six central Kentucky
tobacco warehouses this week and
said there was no significant difference in the way tobacco was being graded this year by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.

THE ACES
ON BRIDGE

The team was made up of Dr.
Joe Smiley, a tobacco specialist
with the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture; Laurence
Newby, an Agriculture Department grading expert who trains
federal graders; and farmers Bob
Hornback of Shelby County and
Bernard Midden of Harrison
County.
Smiley said Friday the team
found that federal graders were
doing a good job.
"We found no significant differences in Newby's grading and
the federal graders," Smiley said.
Hopkins, R-6th District, commissioned the team after farmers
complained of discrepancies in
grading.
Tobacco is sellkng well this year

despite an unusually dry crop,
Smiley said.
"We cut the tobacco and put it in
the barn, but it never did rain to
cure the crop," he said. "We talked about a delay in the market
opening but the moisture finally
came and we've had a full sale
during the market season."
Kentucky burley growers have
sold 253,918,257 pounds of tobacco
so far this season, which has been
suspended for the holidays. State
farmers have received an average
price of $1.58 per pound, compared
with an average price of $1.57 this
time last year.
Last year, however, total sales
were up more than 36 million
pounds.
Smiley said this season could

"This year's tobacco nas a
yellowish cast due to the curing
season Tobacco comparues prefer
to purchase tobacco that is a
darker red color, he said

Pier 1 Still Has A Great
Selection Of Gifts Available.
Plus...

Smiley said anyone who still has
tobacco to bring to the market
should get it there as soon as
possible
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All Christmas Decorations

50%

*No

O' =ft

OFF
ORIGINAL
PRICES!

*Open Weeknights Till 8:00 p.m.'

Bel Air Center
Murray

BOBBY WOLFF
-To a profound pessimist about life,
being in danger is not depressing.- F. Scott Fitzgerald.
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WAREHOUSE

South's
natural
pessimism
warned him that the trump finesse
would lose; West's overcall made it
a virtual certainty. Nevertheless,
both finesse and game failed; South
couldn't bear losing to a finessable
king with East.
Dummy's club ace won the first
trick, East following with a revealing deuce. The trump 10 was passed
for a losing finesse, and back came
the club jack (suit preference) for
East to ruff. The heart shift netted
two more defensive winners but
that was all. East had no trump to
use on the third round of clubs, and
the game went "only" one down.
South makes the game if he refuses the trump finesse, playing the
ace and another trump instead.
West wins, but there is no effective
defense. If West doesn't panic in
hearts, the defenders get three
tricks; if he leads the heart ace, they
get only two.
"What if East held K-6-2 of
trumps?" alibied South. "Then the
game would fail via a trump winner
and a club ruff for East, plus two
hearts for West."
"That's true," admitted North.
"However, since the bidding strongly suggests otherwise, you should
have found the winning play."

FOODS

3 South 4th
Across from Murray Drive In Theater—Open Monday Thni Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

1

Coke, Diet Coke
Sprite,
atA
t Mello Yello
or Tab

t

78

Coke, Diet Coke, Mello Yello,
Cherry Coke, Minute Maid Orange,
Welch's Grape 12 pk. 12 oz. cans

-

Brown 'n Serve Rolls

$249

pk. 16 oz. S1.89 plus deposit

Kraft Philadelphia
i Cream Cheese

Kraft Parkay
Margarine

ijar Baker's
Chocolate Chips
L'

3for98'

PHILADELPHIA
imaAN.i2 1

Turner
Boiled Custard

Turner
Egg Nog

18aktrS

5

Turner
Sour Cream
8 oz. cup

12 oz

North
2pats

.2for88C

East
I

Pass
Opening lead: Club queen

$

LEAD WITH THE ACES

I

Pantry Pride

I Baker's Coconut

Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:
West
2
pas s

Buttermilk

/
1 2 gal.

2 liter bottle7

NORTH
I241-A
•10 9 8 4
•72
•Q 8 7 3
4 A K 10
WEST
EAST
4K3
462
IPAQJ
•10 9 6 5 4
•9 2
•J 10 6 5 4
Q J 986 3
42
SOUTH
4A Q J 75
•K 8 3
•A K
.754

South
14
44

Turner

°
9

12-ZI-B

South holds: 4 8
VK9
•A 6 3
4A J 9 8 5 4 2
East
14
4

South
24
Pass

West
24
Pass

North
Pass
Pass

ANSWER: Club ace. Look for a club
ruff by partner. It's the best chance.

I

Reelfoot Bacons

Polar
lthelk Bear
Charles Chips 4.aucil Flour
Potato
p qpips
5 lb.

NWT noV

•L...

Kraft
Orange Juice
Jist
Ya gal.

g.

Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO. Box
1.2363. Dallas. Texas 75225. with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
Copinght. 19111 United Festal', Syndicate

12 oz. pkg.
$

1

1

9

Always a
Holiday hit. ..

88° 49° $1 99
Celery

Washington State
Red or Yellow
I
Large Stalk28

Apples
Florida

Oranges

°.998° 39°
4 lb

Suprise them
with a Christmas
Balloon Bouquet!

25% off
—Balloons in Christmas Colors-Curly ribbons-Attached to either a Candy Filled
Mug or Tin or a Plush Bear—

...MEMORIES,
II. I iir 4 i•eil.q•

Green
Bell Pepper

4$
for

lb

4.11'

Yellow Onions

19°.

Naval Oranges
$329
10 lb. bag

Field Pro Leaguer
12 oz. 98°
927
Field Bologna
1 lb.
G. Wiskers Cat Food.. .31,4 lb. 919
Trail Blazer Dog Food...20 lb. $249
Reelfoot Lard
24 lb. bucket $866

